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ABSTRACT

For many Christians,
inerrancy
modern

or in historical

biblical authority
veracity.

culture, the church

seamless

But within an increasingly

that undergird

method are

of Christ, understandings

Scripture

are just below the surface of a number
This project/thesis

for

and authority

of

of issues confronting

seeks to address this growing
Church

of

in

Indiana.

Foundational

to the project/thesis

and theological resources

is the exploration

Thus, the heart of this thesis is comprised

endeavors.

First, an historical

that are

of Scripture

fathers anG

and "faith seeking understanding"

understandings

about

.

as

inform current

Second, a
historical

postures.

and issues

certain

accornrnodation

offered, which takes

two related

reviev;1 of the major themes

nature

Through

of historical

that are a part of the rich legacy the church

possesses.

contemporary

once

Additionally,

about the nature

the context of

Indianapolis

and

distinct cracks

Churches

dilemrna

post-

the inerrancy

confidence placed in both approaches.

congregations.

of

faces a crisis in both of these foundations.

The modern presuppositions
the historical-critical

is rooted in the concept

legacy

This exploration

rests in

reflection is
it into some

results in concluding
"witness,

ii

anu

that

"witness"

of Scripture

theological

spheres

church

persons

rely on

for Westlake.

in place, a specific intervention

Utilizing the written

such as Augustine,

Luther,

eleven persuns

focus group
document,

each member

discussion

dialogue

historical

and

from Westlake.

was

and theological

Calvin, and authors

of Christ, this eight unit document

Churches

historical,

of inquily.

With this groundwork
developed

mu

from within

served as the text for a
In addition

to reading

this

of the focus group was called on to engage in
one- h,::nJ_rmeetings

throughout

in as

many weeks.
This intervention
participants.
porating

Additionally.

the subject

adult teachers

produced

matter

this proj
of this

and into Westlake's
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PREFACE
My interest

in the issue of the authority

me in various ways for a decade.

of Scripture

However, that interest

has been with

first surfaced

two distinct ways while I was living in Memphis, Tennessee.
colleague and I elected to teach a Wednesday
Study the Bible." We selected

First. a

night class on "How to

for a text Gordon Fee and Douglas

book, How to Read the Bible For All it's Worth.

Stuart's

in

We should

have

known we were ln for a rough time when one class member grumbled
about the title of this little volume and said,
don't think the Bible is worth much!"
quarter

teaching

a lot ourselves.

"It sounds

But we stumbled

Within a few weeks after my

to offer the course to others.

departure.

several people had complained

to the elders about this radical

book. A couple of them reviewed and deemed it unfit.
to collect them all and destroy them.

the Bible Vvith our eyes open that threatens

studying

The second tnfluence
on my thinking.

insightful

witness.

as a person.

School,

have

the wonderfui

Church

us

be

percepcive

is simple intrigue
stories about him.
C

''11.erricre

Confessing

What is it about

to him by Doug Brm,m at

him

Part of my interest

I marvel

My colleague was

is the ongoing role that Karl Barth has had

Ever since I was introduced

Harding Graduate

to

a

soon after. and my colleague

I left that congregation

continued

then ordered

through

class and learning

helped most of

some things

like the authors

them in

with Karl Barth
stonJ
;;J:l

a clear "no" to Hitler's

vii

takeover

of German churches.

It is a great confessional

statement

to think he 1Vrote it while smoking two Brazilian cigars!
me back to Barth repeatedly

is his complete rejection

critical method as the key for approaching
Though he was thoroughly
recognized

Yet surprisingly

enough,

But what draws

of the historical-

Scripture.

trained in classical

the poverty it brought

liberalism,

to task of understanding

he was not comfortable

he

God's word.

with fundamentalism

either.

Barth lived in the tension between the poles--drawing

bounty

of both. but bowing to neither.

from

I admire that.

This work has been a long time coming.
several who have been particularily

and

Many thanks

are due to

helpful in bringing it to fruition.

I

am grateful to Ellen Miller, Diana Paige, and Wanda Vandeventer-secretaries

past and present--who

encouraged

me in ministry

I have been honored
Fountain

have protected

my tin1e and

by their own efficiency and resourceful

to labor vvith good elders.

To the elders of the

of Christ I say thank you for allowing me to

Square Church

begin the doctoral journey.

To the elders of the Westlake

Church

Christ I say thank you for allowing the freedom to complete
I acknowledge

and insight.

had the audacity
Thanks

and good brother

Leslie, William, Lauren,

Most

the trip.

to mark various drafts

are due to the Focus Group for their participation

It truly was an exciting adventure.

project monitor

of

Dana Qualls and Edna Moore, who diligently read

of

i.:vith red ink.

skills.

alL to Vickie, I

And to Monis Cromer,

in the faith, I offer warm gratitude.

and Megan, I say--Daddy

thanks

fcir

viii

faithf1

will be home soon!

love

To

CHAPTER I
OF SCRIPTURE: BEGINNINGS

THE NATURE AND AUTHORI1Y

Introduction
Churches
Methodologies

of Christ face a time of transition
and ministries.

and change. l

worship and women, outreach

world, and reaching

,Jut to believers in different traditions--these

much more confront

churches

changes

and challenges

how Scripture

and church leaders.

to the status

is to function

by the reality that the authority
tradition

of Scripture

The dilemma

on the authority

of Scripture

Namely, the assumptions
interpretation.2

of historical

is highlighted

awareness

reflection.

and biblical themes

a fundamental

one holds about Scripture

A greater historical

reality.

affect

of how the church

has

lLynn Anderson's recenr book, Navigating the \Vinds of Change
(\:Vest Monroe LA: Hmvard Publishing, 1994), and the magazine
Wineskins. serve as examples.
2"Despite a somewhat popular feeling that hermeneutics
herr:mg, 1t is
an
. How we
one degree or another what we believe, the topics we focus on,
we make, haw
construcc their sermons,
deal \viLh people." Gary Cullier, The FurgotLen
1

of

is heightened

such an exploration

for theological

The need for a clear articulation

question

This trend suggests

and biblical resources;

should give rise to a firmer foundation

these

within the Restoration

has received some criticism in recent years.

the need to explore historical

and

Underneath

quo is the fundamental

authoritatively.

to the

2

understood

the authority

contemporary

attempts

the Bible would greatly enhance
to bring Scripture

to bear on issues facing the

church.
This project proposes
understood

to function

to explore how Scripture

authoritatively

project will offer some preliminary
process.

by the church.

trajectories

Then, with my specific ministry

an approach

to appropriating

and theological

realities.

has been

Scripture

The resulting

Additionally,

the

to guide the interpretive

context in view, I will present
that is consistent
document

cornerstone

for Westlake

constructive

dialogue about the issues confronting

with historical

will offer a modest

of Christ to build a

and other Churches

the people of God at

the dawn of a new millennium.
The Ministry Context
The primary ministry
Indianapolis,

Indiana.

context is the Westlake

The population

Church

of Indianapolis

city. 797. 159 in Marion County, and 1,249,822 in
statistical

area.3

Marion County.

Westlake

is one of thirty-six

Church
and had

is 741,952

of Indianapolis.

metropolitan

Churches

of Christ in

Church

of Christ existed on the

Albert Galyan, an elder of the Franklin

vision for a church
was acquired

to serve

community

in which he lived.

on North High School Road. A group
------------------

n.,1-:1·
r c_ u ,IS

Road

of Christ on the east side of the city, was a west side resident

In 1968 property

Treasure:

in the

It is the fourth largest in the area.

In the late l 960"s no mainline
westside

of Christ in

Reading the Bible Like ,Jesu~ ('Nest Monroe, LA_:Howard

h-i--,--c
1an•:;)
k-' i15,
~, -:10 , 2

of Commerce, Indianapolis,
13 June 1994. BaseC:. on L.

3

began meeting in the home of Albert and Naomi Galyan in Ap~l of 1
The congregation
1970.4

moved into a brick colonial-style

Highly visible to the community

because

to the beltway that circles Indianapolis.
number

of persons

from Churches

building

in October of

of its location adjacent

Westlake quickly attracted

a

of Christ \Vho lived on the westside

of

the city.
For the first fifteen years of her life, Westlake
diversity originating

from the Restoration

flourished

in Indiana

spectrum

of attitudes

mission,

direction,

since the 1820's.

and leadership.

a tradition-bound

left over a six-month

With that long history a broad

In 1987, the minister

period.

and elders

life and ministry.
focus.

This theme
About

people

A new church formed, and another

church

Westlake then began to enjoy a sense of

and unity about her work and worship.

Presently
individuals.

Westlake

Sunday

llie age of forty.
developrnent

is comprised

planning

system have brought

church.

At this time Westlake

ministry

teams,

one minister.

L
Gospet.c"-l.dvocaLe

Westlake

seventy percent of Lh.e congregation

Only four percent

of long-range

of 141 families and 360

average 285 in worship.

mornings

relatively young church;

leadership

Movement which has

"church-centered''

received about twenty persons.
harmony

with a

and beliefs has emerged" affecting fellowship,

began a clear call for a Jesus-centered
countered

struggled

are under

are over the age of sixty.

The

and a recent restructuring

focus

is a

of the

direction to the future of

has two elders, six deacons
one staff associate/

executive

who lead six
secretary.

IndianaDolis,

4

and one church
part-time

secretary.

support

characterized

full-time ministers

at Westlake.

My role in the church's

by the following areas: preaching

and pastoral

administration,

The congregation
involved significantly
of the financial

and teaching,

in Christ's

a number

of mission

Prison Fellowship,

efforts.
providing

include

from abuse), prograrns

at the local girls· and boys' homes,

community

life is
leadership,

Westlake

is

a majority

for the regional director and one staff person.

Other active ministries

role in a regional

of

care.

pursues

support

and one

should be on staff by the second quarter

person

I am the minister

1996.

Two additional

lectureship.

that averages

Sojourners

Westlake

100 students

(a home for women

suffering

and a leading

offers a day school to the
each year.

integral part of church

life. Currently

18 groups

average of 183 persons

meeting each week.

Small groups

are meeting,

are an

with cm

Other seIVice and support

groups meet regularly.

Due
Westlake

the youthfulness
demonstrates

professional
church

a progressive

people, many members

of action.

respond

of the congregation

to

Westlake
s slogan,

spirit.

and its history,

Though Westlake

are entrepreneurs.

is a church
"Just

has some

Westlake

is a

quick to perceive a need and
it," is emblazoned

on a poster that

ha.rigs

one of the adult classrooms.

planning

quickly give way to imrr1ediacy, felt needs, and pragmatism.

Reflectiveness,

deliberation.

and

Problem Defined
The Crisis of Biblical Authority

Parmenberg's
nature

statement

of this projert:

twenty-five years ago suggests

"The dissnlutjon

of the traditiona

1

the critical
of

5

Scripture
Protestant

constitutes

a crisis at the very foundation

of modem

From Gordon Kaufmann's

pronouncement

theology."5

1971 that in this modem

the growing number
inerrancy

adherents.

contemporary

age the Bible was no longer the Word of God to

of statements

affirming Scripture's

the issue of Biblical authority

discussions

of the Christian

The issue of the authority
place on America's

theological

The growing controversy

of Scripture

authority

faith. 6
has occupied a prominent

table since the late nineteenth

over the nature

emerged with the rise of modem
and American9

of Sc1ipture's

American

churches

westward

over the Atlantic.

historiography

universities

as historical-critical

from

looms large over

century.7

authority

its origins in the grmving use of modem critical thought.

Europeans

in

found

This debate

in nineteenth-century

and continued
scholarship

to be divisive in
made its way

----------

5wolfhart
Basic Questions
6Gordon
Interpretation

Pan.nenberg, "The Crisis of
Scripture Principle,"
in Theology (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1970), 4.
Kaufmann,

"What Shall We Do with the Bible?"

(Ja ....
'1.Uar/ 1971):

?see David H. Kelsey, The Uses of Scripture_ in Recent Theology
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975); Hugh Dermot McDonald, in Themies
of Revelation (London: George Allen & Um,vin. 1963), presents a
helpfully dist1ngu1shes this t-~nsion.
pays
particular attention to British and European scholarship.
8Herbert Butterfield, Man on His Past: The Study of Historical
Scholarship (Cambridge: University Press. 1955).
9Hemy Warner
Historiographical
Patten1s in the United States 1876-1918
Fnive!"sity of North Carolin a
l
. 11- 1

(Chapel Hill:

6

Leopold von Ranke represents
historians

several nineteenth-century

who refined historiography
the use of primary

emphasizing

However, it was Ernst Troeltsch
historiography
between

to theological

critical reason

··on Historical
principles

by inaugurating

sources

that continue

who clarified the essence

circles, focusing
faith.

attention

to serve as guideposts

(3) the principle

events,

traditionally
in human

to observe history in

of analogy, which allows insight

to be the method

of correlation,

of knowing about the past; and

which implies an interconnectedness

of

e., the role of cause and effect.

Basing historical
problems

(2) the principle

three

of criticism or

doubt, which makes it necessary

experience

essay,

for modern

methodological

into present

on the tension

Method in Theology," he identified

11 They are (1) the principle

of probability;

of modern

In his significant

historiography.

degrees

and

to obtain objectivity.IO

and traditional

and Dogmatic

the seminar

research

for understanding

on these principles

the Bible's authority.

produced
Christians

significant
had

affirmed their faith to be rooted in events that had occurred
history.12

But with the acceptance

of critical thought,

10Butterfield .. 32; Robert
Oden, "Hermeneutics
and
Historiography:
Germany and America." Societ}Cof Biblical Literature
Seminar Papers 19 (1980): 135-57; Ha...rry Elmer Barnes, A Historv of
Historical Writing,
rev. ed. (New York Dover Publications,
196:3),
47.

l l"Dber historische und dogmatische Method in der Theologie," in
Zur religionsen Lage,Religions-12hilosophie
und Ethik 2. Aufl.,
Gesamrnelte Schriften (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1922), 2:729-53.
2The renewal
L:1tere::;t Christian views of lustory in recent
years indicates the concern for historical roots. See Carl
McIntire, ed.,
Cod, Historv, and Historians: Modern Christian Views of Histonr (Nevv
York: Oxford University Press, 1977).
~

7

supernatural
suspect,

events and the possibility

calling into question

polanzation

authority

and faith emerged.

by the use of reason,

Thus, the

creating

for many

a way of upholding

century,

two distinct

postures

some persons

the use of reason led them to embrace

methodology.

This point

developed

became

the

of Scripture.

By the late nineteenth

whatever

in historj

t..1-ie
veracity of Scripture.

between verification

the need to establish.

of the unique

view anchored

could be historically
a framework

historical-critical
the hallmark

verified.

to protect Scripture

thought.

This framework

For

historical-critical

the authority

Other persons

emerged.

of Scripture
took reason and

from the devastating
of inerrancy,

effects of

quickly became

of fundamentalists.13

The reality, however, is not simply divided into two clear
categories.

Within the evangelical world, a great diversity exists

concerning

the authority

"Whatever subsidiary
and its traditions

of Scripture.

sources

The locus of authority

may be recognized--the

or the place of the world of human

is clear:

role of the church
experience--

l 3The claim of inerrancy was voiced in several articles of the
entitled :'he Fundamentals
published
909. The
Fundamentals:
A Testimony to the Truth, 4 vols. {Los Angeles: Bible
Institute, 1917; reprinted. Grand Rapids: Baker, 1970). For discussion of
fundamentalist
thought see James Barr, Fundamentalism
(London:
• SCM Press, 1977); George M. Marsden, Fundamentalism
and"America11
Culture (New
1

8

Scripture

is primary."14

evangelicals

What creates the great diversity among

is how Scripture

turns to fog in the contemporary,

The gray landscape
setting.

is authoritative.15
post-modem

A person can no longer say "the Bible says so," much less, "this

is the clear historical-critical
of canon criticism

understanding

and, more recently,

the idea of a single meaning

of the text."

the introduction

liberalism

In an attempt
book, The Church's

and in errancy,

to mark signposts
Bible, delineates

taken in understanding

of structuralism,

for a text has come under serious

Thus, reason has fallen from grace; and objectivism,
to both classical

With the rise

the authority

which was integral

is suspect. 17

in the fog, Darrell Jodock.
the plethora

of positions

of the Bible.18

14Gabriel Fackre, "Evangelical Hermeneutics:
Diversity," Interpretation
43 (April 1989): 119.
15Fackre, "Evangelical
Johnston,
Evangelicals at an
Robert K. Johnston, ed., The
Outions {Atlanta: John Kn.ox

attack. 16

in his

being

Of particular

Commonality

note

and

Hermeneutics,"
117-29; also Robert K.
Impasse (Atlanta: John Knox Press. 1980);
Use of the Bible in Theology: Evangelical
Press, 1985).

l 6John Barton, in .Reading the Old Testament: Method in Biblical
Study (Philadelphia: Westminster,
1984), presents a review of the various
methods of study, ranging from form criticism
more recent
approaches.
He effectively demonstrates
the limitations that occur when
the exegete attempts to present a single method as the method.

17 Yet persons

a fundamentalist
framework cling inerrantly to
Jarr;.es
Fu.ndai:nenta.lisu1 (Philadelnhia: Westminster.
1977); more recently, Kathleen C. Boone, The Bibl; Tells Them So: The
DiscotJJ:se oJ Protestant Fundamentalisn1
(Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1989).
with

lBHe suggests six: rationalism, supernaturalism.,
evangelicalism,
and dynamic
ecclesial developmentalism.
analogical developmentalisrn,
humanism..
,Jodock, 31; within the evangelical world Gabriel Fackre
categortes--oracularity,
inerrancy, infallihility,
suggests

9

are two primary

assumptions

position was influenced

that he makes.

First, is that "each

by the context in which it was developed." 19

Second, "each position employs assumptions
assertions

that influence

or makes theological

the way the Bible is understood

but that are

by the Bible itself. "20 In other words; everyone comes to

not mandated

the table from some specific context, and everyone brings some
philosophical

or theological

framework

to begin the task of hearing

Scripture.
The question
it functions

is how does the church hear Scripture

for the church's

authoritatively

proclamation

issue is heightened

by the, at times, crumbling

fracturing

to maintain

attempts

use of modern
Francis
an insightful

rational
Schussler

culture

and, undoubtedly,
of Scripture

through

the

Fiorenza obsenres these effects of modernity

and alienation

that modernity

and life. This

thinking. 21

article on the authority

secularization

additional

the authority

in a way that

of Scripture.22

as the two usual

Though

culprits

in

noting

for the poverty

has placed upon the world, Fiorenza proffers an

feature.

Increasing

have fragmented

professionalization

and specialization

the unity and the interconnectedness

in

of the

catholicity.
See Gabriel Fackre, "Evangelical Hermeneutics:
Commonality and Diversity, Interpretation
43 (April 1989): 117-29.
19Jodock,

32.

20J odock, 32.
2 lJodock
15-30; Fackre, 117-29; also Johnston, Evangelicals at an
Impasse; Johnston,
ed., The Use of the Biblej11 Theology: Evangelical
Options.
-LA~4~

Interpretation

Schussler Fiorenza,
and Reception" I~rpretation

Crisis
Scriptural Authority:
44 (October 990): 353-68.
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world.

As Fiorenza

disciplines

carries

shattered

century

specialization

Scripture's

the historical

brought

spilituality

method

excludes

contemporary

situation

interpretation

of Scripture

theology.

The striking

of the text for our
of all this is an

between the halls of exegesis
argues,

of this emphasls

comes a singular

on the literal interpretation

concern

scholarship.

over inerrancy

for literal meaning

conrextual

23Fiorenza,

356.

24Fiorenza,

356.

among
for

truth

or

truth."26

and debate about the nature

dilemn1a for contemporary

of the

"The priority of the literal sense led to a

split in which literal came to mean either literal as inerrant

':'he tension

and

emphasis

and liberals seek the literal meaning

is a mirror of the concern

literal as historical

exactitude

of the text.25

result

historical-critical

the

to do with ethics or

that has nothing

notes that the current

fundamentalists

"For the sake

seeking the meaning

this

knowledge

values reduce

or for our faith. "24 The result

is that inerrantists

Fiorenza

a...11.d
neutral

and vitality.

life. With that, Fiorenza

on the literal meaning

Scripture

objectivity

systematic,

task. "23 Though

this newfound

knowledge,

There is a growing distance

the church's

into biblical, historicai,

the unity of the theological

a price tag. Scientific

range

text.

"The fourfold division of theological

in the nineteenth

and practical
increased

states:

churches

of Scripture

and Christians.

create a

With a vast

11
spectrurn

of approaches

to Scripture,

and choose from the menu
authoritative

the ten1ptation

or, worse yet, to let go of a clear

offerings,

role of Scripture

is simply to pick

all-together.

Jodock

states

the confusion

well:
Persons wrestling with contemporary
issues often work \Vith
unexamined,
inappropriate,
and sometimes even
contradictory
assumptions
about the authority of the Bible
They are convinced that the Bible is important but, lacking a
coherent explanation
of its relevance, have patched together
mismatched
procedures
and biblical interpretations,27
This crisis in the authority
Churches
struggle

of Christ and has contributed
to establish

century.

within

a clear identity

has surfaced

significantly

and ultimately.
Churches

scholarship

credible work, the nagging

Church
Westlake
The nature

new formations.28

of Christ has matured,

Word of God function

to an ongoing

assumptions

the need for scrutiny,

of Christ have revealed

among

in the closing years of the twentieth

In recent years, reviews of hermeneutical

Churches
critique,

of Scripture

Though

within

constructive

biblical

scholarship

offering to the fellowship
question

remains:

and to

"How does the

as the Word of God to the church?"
in Crisis:

faces a number

of evangelism,

How Does the Bible Function?
of significant

worship

styles

issues

in the near future.

ard the role women

27Darrell Jodock, The Church's Bible. Its Coutemporary
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989), 2,

in the

Aurhori!;{

28For a reviev of trac.itional hermeneutic
see Russ Dudrey,
"Restorationist
Hermeneutics
i\mong the Churches
of Christ: Why P.J"e
\\le at an Impasse?" Restoration
Quarterly 30 1988): 17,-42;
in
es
Co!lier, "Bringing the \Vord to Life: Biblical HermeneuUcs
Christ,''' Christian Studies 11 (1990): 18-40; C. Leonard Allen. Th~
Fres:::s, l
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church·s

life are a few already on the table.

of 1993. the elders and I embarked
practices

and patterns

presentations

to the church

in worship.

Westlake.
Culture

In October

for a group of singers to lead the

Deliberate

reflection

One hundred

and seven mid-,Vestem

are engaged,

to grow at

hosted the first a!lnual Christ and

states gathered

be confronted.

continues

seventy-five

the topic "Women in the Church."
inevitably

in three

a typical worship service at

1994 Westlake

Conference.

This resulted

on music during the month of August.

music dominates

and it is common

congregation

on a major study of the worship

in earliest Christianity.

Today, contemporarJ
Westlake,

For example, in the summer

registrants

from Indiana

to hear Carroll Osburn

address

These and other issues will

As these new and largely unexplored

territories

and powerful role to play.

Sc1ipture has a distinct

However, simply affirming the Bible as God's Word is inadequate.
Such naivete results

in an interpretation

longer as an interpretation,

but becomes

to bring salt and light to Indianapolis
Scripture

requires

Scripture

functions.

of Scripture

a careful

biblical itself.

and thoughtful

understanding

On nearly every hand--leadership,

will Scripture

function

task

Chrtst--"we

as an authority

worship
be the

are people of the
the congregation's

life?
The critical nature
First, as a young church
traditional
~)r

positions

of the problem surfaces
Westlake

has

ar..d interpretive

in

persons
posturPS

of

of how

it means

Given the legacy of Churches

Book"--how

Westlake's

no

and be faithful to the heritage

fellowshipchurch.

that functions

distinct

ways.

whose link to
Churcr.es

13

degree

loyalty to "Westlake. loyalty to historical

Additionally,

Westlake

have no background
various

a growing number

within the Restoration

ministries,

the Westlake

possesses

this growing number

of thought

a sensible,

for Christian

are cautious

and practice.

Campbell

Swindoll or Tony

or Walter Scott.

To

about Scripture

group

persons

which brings change to established

who

patterns

to new ideas and beliefs comes

rooted in an appeal to tradition,
comfort zones rather

of the Restoration

into

and maturity.

Resistance

fear of stretched

Restoration

at all. Through

ordered understanding

nurturing

about anything

understanding

tradition

WestlaKe has a small but dedicated

quickly and is usually
personal

of people who simply

They know more about Charles

Campolo than they do about Alexander

Second,

is low.

people are coming to faith and are assimilated

family.

is necessary

hermeneutics

heritage.

history and traditional

often revealing

a

than an informed

Among the older population,
of hermeneutics

understandings

are

not well k..'1.own.29
Thus, among those who are younger
of Scripture's

a clear understanding
understanding
traditionalism
doctrine

of Scripture's

the authority

circumstances

, the need for an inforn1ed

exists.

1,,villset the stage

as truly the church's

291n
summer
Mcvemer:t at VTestlake.
inc1ud.ed
our-

and to those whose

deeply rooted in a

under

of Scripture

at Westlake

losing Scripture

authority

authority

that is increasingly

and have not been exposed to

1993, I taught
class size

Ignorirlg this set
conflict

the danger

book.

a quarter

on the Restoration
persc,ns

14
J\1ethodology
address

th':: dile:1;.ma of Scripture's

and to engage in a proactive

intervention

;:cle

&3

took

the church's

the follov..ring approach

emerged.
1. To establish

do an historical

2. Using the historical
theological

statement

the nature

revelation,

inspiration

introduce

and theological

and authority

in an eight-week

resources

designed

into

to

of Scripture.

of approximately

a focus group, comprised

will be asked to particpate

such as

and interpretation.

and explore the nature

Additionally,

with significant

I will develop a document

setting,

of Scripture.

this would include issues

4. To bring to bear these historical
the congregational

a dozen people

study of the material.

Limitations
Throughout

this project I have established

the following

limitations.
. In doing historical

analysis

sources

to identify major shifts

primary

sources

nature

alone

of this project.

at

I shall develop a

and authority

efforts shall interact

relevai1t to the discussion;

authority,

I shall

life.

review as a foundation,

regarding

3. These two related
literature

reflection,

review of how the issue of auL"!-iority has been handled

points in the church's

significant

for theological

clear parameters

I

on the major

The enormity of working throuf:'h

identify those shifts is too immense

the

Though Rogers and McKim have been challenged

in their conclusions,

on the results

I find their thesis persuasive

of their work. 30

2. I do not intend to present

present

a foundational

interpretive
analysis,

scheme

methodologies,

introductory

Scripture.

create insight

My goal is to

that will utilize other established
textual

crtticism,

literary

approaches.

entitled,

presentation

The document

a detailed hermeneutic.

for example,

historical-critical

3. The material
a..ri

and will rely heavily

"The Work of Witness,"

of the history and scope of the authority

will not attempt

and perspective

will be limited to

to be inclusive;

into the nature

and authority

rather

of

it will

of Sc1ipture.

Assumptions
Throughout

this project I will work with the following

assumptions.
1. Great ·wisdom and precedent
the church
postures,

exists.

hearing the historic voice of

Though I am aware there are many voices and

I am seeking the dominant

voice of orthodox

30 Jack B. Rogers and Donald K. McK.im, The
Interpretation
of the Bible: fu~[ Histcrical Approach
Harper & Row, 1979); their work has been critiqued
'Noodbridge in Biblical Authority: A Critique of the
?roposal (Grand Rapids: Zondervru"""l,1982).

Christianity.

31

Authority and
(San Francisco:
by John D.
Rogers/McKim

31 See Thomas C. Oden, .l\fter Modernity ... ~-Nhat7 Agenda for
Theology (Grand Rapids: Academie Books, 1990); this conviction about
theology is reflected in his systematic reflection, Systematic Theology, 3
vols. (San Francisco: Harper, 1987). In the preface to volume one, Oden
states: "My basic purpose is to set forth an ordered view of
faith
the Christian comrnunity upon which there has generally been
substantial
agreement betwet"n
of East a:ad
including Catholic, Protestant,
and Orthodox. My purpose is not to
present the views of a
modem Christian teaching.

2. This process will not have a direct effect on every member at
Westlake.
opportunity

However, working with a relatively small group offers the
for significant

interaction,

evaluation,

and feedback.

An Outline

issues in place, a sLrnple review of what

With these introductory
lies ahead is in order,

Chapter

two offers an historical

major issues relating to authority.
reflection and interaction
four summarizes
furnishes

Chapter three provides theological

with biblical and historical

the ministry

intervention

aware ministry.

which was used at Westlake,

material.

within Westlake's

some comrnent on the implications

and theologically

review of some

Chapter
life and

of this exercise in reflective

The document,

"The Work of Witness,"

is included in the appendix.

such as Rornan Catholic or Baptist or Episcopal.
Rather it is to listen
single-mindedly
the voice of that deeper, ecumenical consensus that
has been gratefully celebrated as received teaching by hPlievers of vastly
different cultural settings--whether
African or European, Eastern or
Western,
or sixteenth centurv"
ix).

CHAPTER II
THE NATURE AND AUTHOR11Y OF SCRIPTURE: AN HISTORICAL
REVIEW

To find some route through

the impasse

fostered

within the various postures

seeking

some historical

of inerrancy

articulations
of modern
charting

Bible?

of

What have Christians

Is the rational,

really the legacy bequeathed

of the Christian
scholarship

a historical

faith?

has

to, I found myself

already alluded

star by which to steer.

believed about the authority
position

that modernity

literalistic

to contemporary

Can a person

and hold on to traditional

embrace

the methods

Christian

doct1ine?

By

map of how the Bible has been seen as author-

itative, I will set the parameters

for the theological

reflection

in the

following chapter.
Canon and ..:\uthority
The formation
its authority.

of the Bible itself sets the stage

Unique among the world religions,

sparning

of

contains
ments.
church's

many forms of literature
The histor;

long struggle

miliennia.

and reflects many cultural

over what docurnents

of

the Bible is a collection
a

can.on's development

of

a discussion

environ-

reflects the early

were really'inspired.

1
sm:rces
the cieveluomenL
caner' incl
Martin McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon
I 988); Will::am
, The 111laking of the Bible
A

'f'11e~Fo1:~11aticr~
of

The Bible of the early church was really the Old Testament.
faith rose from within ,Judaism,

Christian

The

and early Christia..."ls had

already claimed the Hebrew Bible as their own. Though some struggles
eY...istedfor ,Jews and Christians
Scripture,the

about the third section of Hebrew

Writings, both Jews and Christians

the Torah and

In 132 B. C., the prolo,gue of ben Sira describes

the Prophets.2

grandfather

accepted

as a student

books of our fathers."

his

of the law and the prophets and "the other

Jesus

ar;parently

Genesis to Chronicles. 3 Josephus,

lmew the Bible well--fron1

near the end

the first century,

treats the Hebrew Bible as a closed list, identifying twenty-n:vo books
corresponding

with the twenty-two

letters of the Hebrew alphabet.

During the days of the apostles
century,

preaching

and oral tradition

and until the end of the first
conveyed the Christian

faith.

Though most of Paul's letters were written in the middle of the century,
little tangible evidence exists

demonstrate

lation until the end of the first century.

they had a..ny \Vi.de circu-

The guiding, authoritative

source for the earliest church was the message and sayings of Jesus
the rule of faith.
tradition

As would be expected, the church preferred

the message

Jesus
of

and

the oral

over the written tradition.
eyewitnesses,

otr1ers

were dose to such people, the church began to seek out sources that

1972); James L. Kugel and Rowan A. Greer, Early Biblical Interpretation
(Philadelphia: \,;lestminster, 1986); Donald L McKim, ed., TI1~
Autho1itative Wor:d: Essays on the Nature of Scripture lGrand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1983).
2rvicDonald, 60.
3 chronicles

was tvnicallv
.J ...
._/

in the

canon .
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Christian

could solidify and uphold
worship,

instruction,

church.

During the closing decades

gospels--Matthew,

and apologetics

of any specifically

documents
church.
today.

together;

Christian

the Twelve Apostles,

Letter

use?

the four
Paul's letters

they were the first

group of documents.

are included

Many other

in the early

in the church's

Bible

of Hennas

that

Factors

of

Clement to Rome, the Letter
are not. What sort of criteria

How did they determine

an authmity

on the

such as the Gospel of Peter, the Teaching

and the Shepherd

the early church
possessed

written.

began to surface and had some usefulness

Other documents,

Barnabas,

of the first century,

undoubtedly

Some of these documents

sources

began to rnake demands

Mark, Luke, and John--were

began to be circulated
collection

faith. The need

be heard

Deterrnining

did

which documents
the

the Canon4

L The Primacy of Jesus.
Perhaps

the most important

canon was the message

of Jesus.

factor determining

the process

of the

As Martin rvicDonald states,

the prtmart; authmity
the earliest Christian community
w;:is ,Jesu hims~lf.
was
faith
related to his death and resurrecnon,
but it was also focused
on the sayings of Jesus. These sayings were at first and for
oral form
the Chur:h.
some time later
on
r:nany
them were also wTitten down quite early and
ci!'ctllated 3.m0ng
Christians, e~1en though the books in

am foilovJing

lead

1vicD0nald in presenting

Lhese iactors.

which they were found lthe Gospels) were not yet viewed as
Scripture. 5

For example. Ignatius
the Philadelphians,

(ca. 110-117), in a passage from the Letter

demonstrates

against the Old Testament

his preference for the message

of Jesus

Scripture:

But I beseech you to do nothing in factiousness, but after
the teaching of Christ. For I heard some men saying, "If I
find it not in the charters, I do not believe in the Gospel."
And when I said to them that it is in the Scripture, they
answered me. "That is exactly the question." But to me the
charters are Jesus Christ, the inviolable charter is his cross,
and death, and resurrection,
and the faith which is through
him; --in these I desire to be justified by your prayers. 6
Ignatius

sees the gospel as on par vvith, or superior

to, the authority

the Old Testament.

More important,

center for authority

was in the life, death. and resurrection

of

the text shows Ll-iat the prima.DJ
of Jesus

Christ, not in any specific text.
The Rule of Faith
Anything that conveyed the message of Jesus was significant
because

at the heart of the Christian

of Lyons (writing ca. 170-180) most clearly demon-

Christ.

Irenaeus

strated

a supportive

principle at work. The Christian
core

a.

faith.

This statement

faith was primarily

convicUons that was often called the rule of

of belief was anchored

what the apostles had proclaimed.
standard

faith was the Living Word, the

in the primacy of Jesus

Thus, this rnle quickly became

by which writings and practices were measured.

affirrned the scriptural

5McDonald.
6 Ign

116.

at.1thority

various Christian

and

the

Irenaeus

vvrttings.

However,

21

what gave these writings authority
book list: they were authoritative
Jesus.

was not their place in an inspired
because

they conveyed the truth

These books passed on the tradition

Irenaeus

and for the early church,

\Vas foundational

message.

Christian

consistent

Irenaeus'

that

goal was to defend

To do so, he looked to writings

would affirm the apostolic message.
various

For

it was "the faith" of the church

for the life of the church.

and uphold the Christian

of the apostles.

Thus the Old Testament

writings were seen as authoritative

about

that

and

since they were

with the rule of faith.

3. Use in Worship and Instruction
In the second century
admonition

and instn1ction

a number

of Christian

in the assembly.

very early on, carried weight and authority
Justin

writings offered

For example. the Gospels,
for the life of the church.

Martyr, from the middle of the second century,

earliest

glances into Christian

worship

gave one of the

and the use of Christian

writings:

After these [services] we constantly remind each other of these
things. Those who have more come to the aid of those who lack
and we are constantly together. Over all that we receive we bless
the Maker of all things through his Son Jesus Christ and through
the Holy Spirit. And on the day called Sunday there is a meeting
in one place of those who live in cities or the country, and the
memoirs of the apostles or the Wiitings of the prophets are read as
peunits.
\V"hen the reader has fm1shed. the president
long as
in a discourse urges and invites [us] to the imitation of these noble
things. Then v,;e all stand up together and offer prayers. And, as
satd before, when we have finished the craver. bread is bnme:ht
and 'Nine and water. and the president similarly sends up prayers
tha11ksgivings
the
of 11is ability, and the congregation
assents, saying the .Amen; the distribution, and reception of the
consecrated [elements] by each one, takes place and they are sent
to the absent
the deacons
Those who prosper,
d
so
,msh. cont1ibt1Le,
one as
as he chooses i::v. What
collected is deposited with the president,
he takes care
on 2,cconnt of
orphans and
and
ose
bonds, and the
sickness or any other cause,
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strangers who are sojourners an1ong [us], and, briefly he is the
protector of all those in need. Vie all hold this comrnon gathe1ing
on Sunday, since it is the first day, on which God transforming
darkness and matter made the universe. and ,Jesus Christ our
Saviour rose from the dead on the same day. For they crucified
him on the day before Saturday, and on the day after Saturday, he
appeared to his apostles and disciples and taught them these
things which I have passed on to you also for your serious
cons1'd_erat·10n. 7
4. Apostolic

Connections

i\nother
connection

factor that determined

with an apostle.

the status

of a document

was its

As F. F. Bruce suggests,

The principal criterion of New Testament canonicit<; imposed in the
early church was not prophetic inspiration but apostolic
authorship--or,
if not authorship,
then authority.
In an
environment where apostolic tradition counted for so much, the
source and norm of that tradition were naturally found in the
writings of apostles or of men closely associated with apostles.
Mark and Luke. for instance. were know'TI nor to be apostles. bu
their close association with Peter and Paul respectively was
emphasized.
As for the epistles, however, the tendency was for
canonicity to be tied to the ascription
apostolic authorship.
The
Letter to the Hebrews, for example, was known in the Roman
church earlier than anywhere else (so far as our evidence goes). but
Rome was one of the last important churches to acknowledge it as
canonical, just as Rome was one of the last important churches to
ascribe Pauline authorship
to it--not out of conviction,
out of
an unwillingness to be out of step in this regard with Alexandria
and the other great eastern churches. 8
The Contributions

of a Heretic

One of the reasons
identify cl.early \vhat
the emergence

it became important
be called

of diverse understandings

for the early church
church's

of the Christian

to
was

faith

the anon
·· from The
Mc Kirn (Grand Rapids: E..erdmans, 1983),

Most

notable was the work of Marcion.
Sin.ope, anived

IVIarcion. a wealthy shipm,v-ner from

in Rome around A.

. 140. His gnostic line of thinking

led Marcion to conclude that the God of the Old Testament

was really

not God, but a god hostile to the God of Jesus.

This god, the Demiurge,

had created the physical world arid had ushered

in sin and suffermg.

The Demiurge was ignorant and eviL The God of Jesus
God of Jesus

The

was Love.

Marcion produced

his own list or canon of Scripture;

ingly, he left out the Old Testament.
stories of the Demiurge,

In addition

the Old Testament

not surpris-

to the horrendous

possessed

In its place Marcion put the Gospel.

earthly.

was Spirit.

Law, and Law was

He discarded

Matthew,

Mark and John (too Jewish!) and used an edited version of Luke. 9 The
second section of Marcion's scriptures

·was the Apostle.

ten of Paul's letters since Paul was the advocate
The third section was the Antitheses.
Testament

passages

with Christian

of grace against law.

This was a compilation
writings that contradicted

Marcion was not the only one who pressured
what the canon of Scripture
developed

the conviction

reveiat10n to the church.

early third century,

that the Spirit continued
This movement,

offered?

The answer of che church

.:JUt

them.

the church to decide

to bring fresh and new

which really hit stride by the

raised the issue of whether

Could there be a continual

g

of Old

would be. A group, called the Montanists,

closed.

6. Diocletian

Here he placed

the canon was open or

and ongoing authoritativ:;
1

:vas

:i:10.

word
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In 303, Diocletian,
widespread

the Roman emperor,

persecution

organizational
buildings,

literature.

If a document

itative, the church
This refinement
various

Diocletian

of the church;

he sought to destroy

and offices of the Christians.
to the Christian

community

at the
the books,

some serious

about what was truly sacred

official was required
undoubtedly

struck

This brought

was acknowledged

process

last

of the church.

structure

reflection

unleashed

to be sacred

or author-

hand it over for destn1ction.

to

forced some conclusions

about

texts.

Thus, with these varied influences
canon did not come to a completely

a list that

s the same as today's list

authoritative

role that these documents

Interestingly,

the concept

He also used

or list of books, function

term

some special,

had in the life of the church.

of a closed canon

periodically

of

in this letter,

"canon" or "list" for the first time as a way of describing

within the church,

of the

settled state until Athanasius

wrote a festal letter in A.D. 367. Athanasius,

Alexandria
presented

at work, the concept

heightening

as an authority

continued

to find objectors

the issue of how the "canon,"
for the church.

The Early Church
The early church
should be considered.
mental principles.
connection

had much to do. To determine
many of

Was the author

an apostolic

church?

what materials

fathers
an apostle?

on some fundaDid the book have some

Did the book conform

fide (rule
Jesus

and

to the regula
the

making

'.vhere Greek philosophical

Christian
categories

message

understood

were in place were no1 easy.
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Heresies from within and op~osition

from without forced the church

fathers to speak with clarity and power. IO They had to find some
authoritative

source to validate

their teaching and belief.

By the second half of the second century,

bega..'1.to speak of a New Testament.11
wrote of the Great Church
Christians.

writings would have included

the Septuagint.

Distinctively

Christian

apostolic

The

the regulafide,

these sacred

the Greek translation

of

writings were the four gospels,

keenly felt the need for an interpretive

succession,

faith.

and Revelation.

rule of faith and the saving work of Christ.
key, contained

and on the apostolic

According to Irenaeus

Paul's letters, A,cts, 1 Petec
Irenaeus

focused on forms of ministr.1, on

in the sacred writings and was effectively

in the rule of faith.

the Hebrew Bible.

In Against Heresies, Irenaeus

and the Eucharist,

apostolic faith was preserved
summarized

and others

and noted a growing conformity among

Namely, this conformity

the events of baptism

Irenaeus

Irenaeus

key. The key was
believed that this

had to be used by those who were of

whose life and doctrine exhibited

the "charism

of

lGWalter Bauer, in 1934, presented the remarkable thesis that it
was
of heresy that orthodoxy was formed. In Orthodoxy and Heresy
. 197 ; Henry En1est
in Farliest Christianity (PliiladelpLia:
William Turner, in The Pattern of Christian Truth (London: Mowbray,
1954), responded
Bauer. He affirmed that orthodoxy was often shaped
defined by resisc2.nce
. But Turner posited
some fixed elements of thinking, particularly in the rule of faith,
also David
were unchanging and guided the church fathers.
Hawkin, " Reflective Look
the Recent Debate on Orthodoxy a.11.d
Heresy in Earliest Christianity." Eglise et Theologie 7 (1976): 367-378;
Thomas
Robinson, The Bauer Thesis Examined: The Geographv of
Heresv in the Earlv Christian Church
. Edwi:i-:i.Mdkn
1988),

l i.Kugel and Greer. 11:3-16.
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in.1th." 1
church

It was this differentiating

fathers

an interpretive

n1le of faith that provided

tool to understand

the authority

the
of

Scripture in their day.
To demonstrate
distinctive

concepts

the vitality of this approach,

I will point out three

that were generally held by early generations

of the

I believe that these three ideas facilitate an understanding

church.

not only the nature

Scripture,

but also how Scripture

in the first four Christian

authoritatively

of

functioned

centuries.

The Bible as Evidence
Simply put, the church
that witnessed

fathers

saw the Bible as recorded

to the truth of the saving message of Jesus.

and McKim suggest: "The Bible, for Clement, was a resource
data, accepted
conclusions."
Testament.
Scripture

in faith, from which persons
13 Likewise, Irenaeus

He appealed

one must distinguish

As Rogers
of primary

could then draw reasoned

made extensive use of the New

to it as a reliable, historical

was indeed a trustworthy

tradition

resource.14

witness to what God had done. But

this idea of witness.

As John Barton points out:

12Agains1 Heresies 4.26.2. l.10.1-2.
Irenaeus employs "the notion
of a salvation history that focuses on the story of the incarnate Word of
but
that :=;tory the ,
activi::y
in
history of Israel. By defining the incarnate Lord, Irenaeus clarifies the
identity of the hero of the Christian story, a story that includes all of
e:ive a coherent account of
hurnan historv. This. in turn, enables him
=
the story as a whole, that is,
what he calls the apostolic faith. A11d
the clarified vie\>::of the Chrtstiai.-i preaching embodied in the Ru le of
faith supplies him \vith a framev,n:irk
interp-r-etation that
Christian transformations
of the Hebrew Scriptures into a coherent
pattern" Kugel and Greer, 156.
V

3Rogers

McKim,

4-von Crunpenhausen,

18 lt:f.
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really cesti,nony in the ancier.t sense rather

"\Vhat he [Irenaeus] finds
than evidence in the modem
sources

sense: friends you can trust. rather

you can torture." 15

John Chrysostom

represented

tl1e value of Scripture's

Chrysostom's

in events described

representatives

of Christian

thought,

it revealed the divine story.

because

acc'Jmplished

the work that

New Testaments,

concern

the church

fathers

was tb.e fulfillment

that Jesus

also very dedicated
Hellenistic

philosophy

these issues

dominated

thev., resorted

rabbinic Judaism

refined and dominant

For example,

he

forrn.16

For these

the Bible possessed
The Bible bore witness

to

Methodology
show the unity of the Old and

took great pains to demonstrate

of Old Testament

to presenting

yet he was well

in Christ.

The Bible and Interpretive
Having a fundamental

his

in the Gospels, and he clearly

between the divine :message and human

distinguished

authority

of God.

and exegetical abilities well characterized

element that shaped Scripture.

differences

significant

person who perceived

to present the divine message of Scripture;

aware of the human
recognized

yet another

witness to the saving message

homiletical

commitment

Rooted

than

predictions.

to a world in which

Christianity
the thinking

a special

many.

To address

to inter,_>JretScripture .

and in Greek philosophy

force to interpret

They were

typology became a

Sc1ipture:

15John Barton, People of the Book? The Authoritv of the Bible in
Christianity (London. SPCK 19881 39; .see James Lesli~ HDulden.
Connections: The Integration of Theology and Faith (London:
1986), 36, 139-53

16See Rogers and McKim, 20-21, and footnotes

75.
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Typology \Vas thus neither literal exegesis concerned only
with past historical eve11ts themselves, nor allegorical
exegesis that treated past happenings only as symbols to be
spiritually interpreted.
Rather, typology stressed the
historical interrelationship
of a past event as promise and a
later event as fulfillment.17
Along with the use of typology, allegorical approaches
were commonly

used.

work of Origen.

In responding

interpretations

Allegory found its most eloquent

of Scripture

Origen sought to understand

left the Christian
the spiritual

meaning,

method

contemporary
Though
understanding
another

faith weak and perverted,

meaning

"The

of Scripture.

the letter

get at the

in order to share it with others." 18 This

allowed Origen to deal with the ambiguities
allegorical

in the

expression

to various groups whose literal

task of the exegete was to peel off the husk
kernel of the spiritual

to Scripture

he found in Scripture.

also served him well in making the Christian

The
message

and relevant to his culture.19
allegorical

exegesis was the dominant

Scripture

during the early centuries

voice made itself heard from Syrian Antioch.

school of t..1-ieologyrepresented

approach

to

the church.
The Antiochene

the East and vied with the Alexandrian

l 7R ogers a.ric,-. Mcrum,
,9.
y

•

18
.
~ Ibid., 13.

l 9Ibid.,
The Antiocher1 school of thought was less
with allegorical categories.
Grammatical-historical
concerns were
stressed. This does not mean they rejected alle~ory; Chrysostom,
and
Nere rnore
rcjectir::.g
of Mcpsuesna,
sometimes extreme results of Origen's work Rogers
McKim, l
Kugel and GreeL 1
99;
Biblical. Inspiration
(Philadelphia: vVestnunster, 1

22;

school in the \Vest as the dominant
In response

source

thought

to the highly allegorical approaches

in the church.

to Scripture,

rooted in Platonic thought,

the Antiochenes

natural

of the biblical text. "21 Though

historical

meaning

typology to interpret

chose to begin with "the

rationalistic

stake is dear.

resulted

is a spiritual

For the church

approaches

restricted

that the early church

Scripture

the spirit

If the gospel message

be heard, then in what way does God speak through

Scripture

are taken.

is to disclose God. Liter-

the free flow

work in affirming the gospel message.

Such questions

the issue at

can be misunderstood

approaches

its specific purpose

alism, to the early church,

He be understood?

they would rely on

to Scripture

fathers, Scripture

if literal or atomistic

document;

When

to hold things together.

these multi-faceted

and misinterpreted

of the text.

in a jolting interpretation,

interpretations

Through

they used

Old Testa..'Ilent texts in light of the work of Christ,

they tended to work with a more literal rendering
literal renderings

which were

is what is to

Scripture?

lead to the next insight

its

How ca.Tl

into

possessed.

The Bible as Accommodation
The frail and limited nature
lEe

church.

humanity
uut

that perspective

was often raised how God could communicate
been perverted

tives

by sin. Rogers

2 0Rogers and McK.im, 1
2

, ·ct.• 10.
• r·

1Dl

was well established

in

the question

to people whose perspecMcKim responded:

:30

To communicate effectively with human beings, God condescended, humbled, and accommodated himself to human
categories of thought and speech. This was not a matter of
deception, but of necessary adaptation on God's part if
humans were to be able to understand His will for them. In
the incarnation, God humbled himself and became a weak
and helpless baby to identify with and communicate
with
human beings. This incarnational principle had always been
God's style according to the early Christian theologians.22
The concept of accommodation
explained

the human

characteristics

is foundational
of Scripture

importance

of the meaning

acquainted

with the concept of accommodation.

through

It

and pointed to the

of the text. John Chrysostom

cruyi<a-co:~acrt~.
condescension.
humanity

to Ortgen.

was also well

He often used the word

to describe the way God related

Scripture.23

And if a father considers not his own dignity, but talks
lispingly with his children and calls their meat and drink not
barbarous
by their Greek names, but by some childish
words, much more doth God .... [l]n every part of Scripture
there are instances of His condescension both in words and
actions.24
Accommodation

was the way that Origen. Chrysostom

able to emphasize

the worthiness

his saving message.
Perhaps,
approach

the interpretation

accommodation
of Scripture

reason.

22Rogers and McKim. 10.
:l3vawter,
24,r\.::,.. c;t·"",
vU
.i.

of God and his desire to make known

It also recognized the human

most fundamentally,

40-42.

Rogers

and others were

qualities

of Scripture.

encouraged

the need to

from the posture

of faith, not

31

In Augustine

the varied traditions

Augustine's

integration.25

clear affirrnmion

of Scripture's

affected his understanding
church.

of the early church

Relying on Platonic philosophy,

found

the primacy of faith

role and function
Augustine

for the

accepted

knowledge

from the eternal world by faith, which in turn led to understanding
the temporal

world.

His biblical foundation

the often quoted Latin translation

for the primacy

of the Septuagint

seldom sought to demonstrate

the inspiration

of Isaiah

Thus, Augustine

of the Bible.

in the faith-producing

ration was readily apparent

of faith was

version

shall not understand."26
7.9: "Unless ycu belie":e, yo-;_;_

in

Its inspi-

effect the Bible had on

people.
Augustine

continued

explain God's work.

to use the concept of accommodation

For Augustine

the primary purpose

to bring people into a 1ight relationship
child imagery was often employed.
his interpretation.

Though

text,27

To safeguard

of Scripture

with God. Thus the parent

He incorporated

about discuvering

against

that PfCOnius had presented

distortions

was
and

the use of allegory in

he was well aware of the historical

of a text, he was concerned

to

the spiritual

meaning

meaning

of a

he modified some principles

as hermeneutical

keys.28

These are

25For biographical material on Augustine, see Peter Brown,
California Press,
969):
Augustine of Hippo (Los Ar1geles: University
Eugene TeSelle, Augustine the Theologian (New York: Herder and Herder,
1970); Augustine himself P~counts some of his expertences in his
Confessions, trans. ,John K Ryan (Ne"· York: Image, 1960)

26see Augustinf''s,

On Free Choice of the Will, 1.2; 2,2.

27R ogers
·
an d MK.
c .~1m,
. 33.
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well-known

fourfold

'·senses"

aetiological,

and allegorical. 29

analogical

Finally, the evidential
continuation
Scripture

of Scrip1ure: historical,

nature

of earlier ideas.

was without

what modern

error.

people mean.

of Scripture

for Augustine

was a

He could speak with great conviction
By that he meant something
For Augustine

from error meant that the biblical authors

different

to say that Scripture

that
from

was free

did not set out to deceive or

to tell a lie. 30
Augustine
interpretation

generally

of a text, demonstrating

two. What generally
writers

gave both a literal and allegorical

safeguarded

in their understanding

central,

saving message

rationalism,

Augustine
of Scripture

for hearing

between

the

and other early Christian
was the high role that the

of ,Jesus l1ad in the exegesis

was the foundation

To summarize,

the interrelationship

Faith, net

the voice of Scripture.

it might be best to hear Anthony

and Richard

Hanson:
Most impressive perhaps is the fact that the ancient Fathers
grasped firmly and never betrayed what we might call the
main burden or drift or message of the Bible, however
fantastic may have been their misunderstanding
of its
details. . . . Once they had distanced themselves a little
from
entrancing details, the deceptive individual trees,
they saw
sb1pe
~he
clearly
When

29
Augustine stated: "In eve1y
book one should
things of eternity which are cornmunicated,
the facts
history~ which are
recounted, fut·-:re events w:-lich are foretold, rroral precepts which are
er.Joined or coenseled" (as quoted by Rogers a.nd Mc!<Jm,
fourfold interpretive schema was well developed throughout the Middle
Ages. Fiorenza .. 357, note 11, furnishes a medieval form: "The literal
the
·wna.t
should
morz..l
the angoge tht' goal toward which you should strive."
McKim, 30-31.

33
withdrew a little from the intoxicating business of allegorizing ilie detaihs. they then perceived the true import of the
Bible, undistracted by philosophy, undrngged by allegory.
There is perhaps a moral for us today Jn this achievemenL 31
The Move to Scholasticism
in the spirit of Plato, had invoked an approach

Augustine,
Christian

faith that could best be summarized

understanding."

into Europe the world of Islamic culture.
into the European

introduced

by "faith seeking

However, in the middle ages, a shift began to occur.

During the eleventh and twelfth centuries,

culture

the Crusades

thought.

For P.'"ristotle. all k11owledge began with human
One started

Aristotle's

history,

and inductive
sense impres-

empirical approach

gave rise to what is called scholasticism.

In theology this shift created new ways of understanding
authority
shift.

to the

Reason was flrst, then came faith.

with Plato's worldview.
current

natural

with what can be known and then

to what can be believed.

This new philosophical

of Islamic

called universities.

works focused on metaphysics,

world clashed

back

worldview, the works of .Aristotle were

into the relatively recent innovation

sions of the world.

brought

With the entrance

Aristotle's

proceeded

to the

of the Bible. Thomas Aquinas

Working with philosophical

1225-127 4) marked

categories

the
this new

and the priority of

reason, Aquinas

set forth a complete and extensive system of knowledge.

With God as

center and all brzmches

of learning

stemming

3 lAnthony Tyrrell Hanson and Richard Patrick Crosland
The Bible vVithout Illusion~ (London: SCM Press, 1988), 37.

32A helpful introduction

to

Hanson,

34

from the center, Aquinas
rational

ways.

Aquinas

was concerned

university

presented

the Christian

This served the culture

addressed

the climate of the

engage the Muslim world which

P...ristotelian thought.

accepted

For Aquinas,

Scripture

away from allegorical

took on a scientific element.

emphasis

on the "natural"

approach,

though,

saw Scripture
properly.

historical

awareness.

v1as augmented

that

As Rogers and 'VIcKim

used the concept of error was

than Augustine's

own context

of ethical

living ...33

Christian

In more modem
influence

times one can see the evidence of Aquinas'

in the emphasis

on the proofs for the existence

over faith, and for a tendency

system or pattern.
Aquinas

Scripture

spoke of the Bible as not having any

"the context in which Thomas

one of logical science rather

This

and ideas to be classified

error, he took a differing view from Augustine.
suggested,

by the author.

by an understanding

as words to be understood

To

He placed the most

sense that was intended

Thus, when Aquinas

He moved

to a more literal sense of the text.

speculation

do this, he used considerable

reason

the Bible in

of his day well. For example,

that Christianity

and could evangelistically

faith

A certain

to interpret

irony exists here.

fell into a trance while in worship

Nicholas.

He

a vision

heaven;

speak about God were worthless.
he replied,

"I can do no more.

i.VicKirn,

the Bible according
On 6 December

celebrating

suddenly

of God, on

he

When his secretary

a

1273,

the feast of St.
that

efforts to

urged him to ·write,

Such thmgs have been revealed to me that

35
11
s t.raw. "~
u'T
;::,u1n1noneu t o R.ome h,.e

a 11 h ave wrt tt en. seems as so mu
1

r,,

fell ill along the way and was taken to an abbey.
he expounded
Scholastic

_,

There, on his deathbed,

the Song of Songs with the monks.

theologian

The greatest

of the middle ages turned toward mysticism

at the

end of his life.

Mvsticism
In response

to the rise and dominance

began to occur--primarily
and a hunger
Christians

in monastic

for a real encounter

of scholasticism,

communities.

witl: God

in the middle ages. This response

a reform

The search for piety

to another

option for

to scholasticism

was

clearly evidenced in Bernard of Clairvaux ( 1090-1153). 35
While scholastics
prayer and experience.

were concerned

with reason. Bernard

encouraged

Bernard stated, "We search in a worthier manner,

we discover with greater facility through prayer than through
tion. "36 Again. in his commentarJ

disputa-

on the Song of Songs: "Lend your

inner ear, gaze with the eyes of your heart and you will grasp by your

34See Weisheipl, 320-23.
biographical material on Bernard of Clarrvaux, see Watkin
Williams, Saint Bernard of Clairvaux (Manchester: Manchester
University Press. 1952); to consider his theological, monastic,
ecclesiastical work, see
R. Evans. The Mind of St. Bernard of
Clairvaux (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1983); also Thomas Merton ..Thomas
dl.:00,
tercia:n Pu
s,
1980).

3 F· As quoted by Rogers

McKirn,

36

own experience

what is meant

faith and Scripture

Mysticism,
understanding

here:· 37 This experiential

in Scripture;

to

gave rise to mysticism.
as illustrated

of Scripture.

by Bernard,

had its own distinctive

by Bernard's

Best summarized

believe in order that I may experience,"
in Scripture

approach

the concept of encountering

was the goal. The Holy Spirit was the insurer
one's encounter

own motto: "I

with God in Scripture

God

of authority

authenticated

the

word.
As for us, in the commentary of mystical and sacred words,
let us proceed with caution and simplicity. Let us model
ourselves on Scripture which expresses the "Wisdom hidden in
mystery in our O\vn words: when Scripture portrays God for
us it suggests Him in terms of our own feelings. The
invisible and hidden realities of God which are of such great
price are rendered accessible to human mLnds, vessels, as it
were, of little worth, by means of comparisons taken from
the realities we know L.1--iroughour senses. 3 8
Martin Luther
With Martin Luther

and other Reformation

nuity with earlier attitudes
For Luther,
Christ.

the function

toward the authority

was thoroughly

37 As quoted

reading

of

as reflected in his well-

of

was in its content--Christ--and

was

that

its function--bringing

Rogers and McKim,
,vaux,

developed.

the saving work of

This christo-centrtc

applied by Luther,

about the
"Bible's authority

of Scripture

of the Bible was to present

The Bible led people to Christ.

Scripture

voices, a clear conti-

and

37

salvation. ,,39 The importance

of this chiisto-centric

is depicted in Luther's

Scripture

emphasis

content

and function

work.

the theme of accommodation

of Scripture,

to

on theologia crucis--a theology

of the cross. 40 Christ is the telos of hermeneutical
Luther continued

approach

in articulating

though he preferred

the

to talk of

incarnation:
the divinity and power of God are embedded in the vessel of
Christ's incarnate body, so the same divinity and power of
God are embedded in Scripture, a vessel made of letters,
composed of paper and printer's ink. In order to grasp the
biblical revelation in its fulness it is necessary to conceive of
. t erms or"th e a1v1ne-numan
'. ·
'
· t .'-I'1 11.
S cnp. t ure 1n
na t ure o f c·h
1-ns
This divine-human
For Luther,
interpreter

nature

of Scripture

the Spirit was the "inspirer
of Scripture

used the active role of the Spirit.
of Scripture

in the past and the

in the present. ,,42

Luther, with his exposure

to scholastic

and humanistic

his day, found much value in a more literal understanding
This move away from a reliance
interpretation.
message

Scripture

of

of Scripture.

on allegory did not change the goal of

still needed to be exposited

might be known.

trends

But literal understandings

so that the saving
supply what is

39Rogers and Mc.Kim, 78; Luther's christocentrtc attitude toward
Scripture is explored in Miikka Ruokanen, Qoctrina Divinitus Insoirata:
1\IIartin Luther's Position in the Ecumenical Problem of Biblical
Insniration (Helsinki: Luther-Agricola
Society 1985).
40Robert Clyde Johnson, Au[hority in Protestant
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press 1959) 30.
41 Ac, cited

Rogers and MdUr:1, 78.

4:;_.;,Rogers

Mc.Kim,

Theology:

38
sound doctrine.43

needful

for Lut..l-iermeant historically
Scripture

As Johnson
grounded

texts must be interpreted

rightfully points ou

and grammatically

literal

informed. 44

within context.

I have until now held that when one would prove something

with the Scriptures, the Scriptures must really be relevant to
the point. But now I learn that it is enough to throw the
texts together in any crazy way, whether they agree or not-and, if this is to be the way, I can prove from the Scriptures
that bad beer is better than good wine. 45
Luther firmly upheld the authority
authority

was located in its content,

interpretive
standing

key to ascertain

of Scripture

it.

of Scripture.

and he used his Christology
as Beker states,

of the gospel and the harmonious

witnessed

in Scripture. ,,45 Because

hindered

discrepancies

unity of the gospel as

to do critical reflection were not

a..."1.d
difficulties in the text.

occur in the Holy Sc1iptures

let it pass, it does not endanger

the

Luther affirmed an incarnational

the Bible, his attempts

by incongruities

as a11

Luthe:r's under-

was bound "by two basic convictions:

historicity

stance regarding

He believed its

"When

and I cannot harmonize

the articles of the Christian

them,

faith. ,,47

44"It is intere:::::ting that at one point he turns aside to observe that
'literal' is not a very satisfactory tem1, either in German or in Latin, for
better if it "Nere called the
what he is insisting upon, and that it would
'lingual or spoken sense,' or
'gramr.natical,
:::;ense'"'
Johnson, 30; see Rogers and McKim, 85.

45As cited
Incidental?"

Johnson,

28-29.

, "Tb
Theology Today 49 (October 1

cure

rlve

39
John Calvin
John

Calvin's humanistic

a.nd procedural
example,

talents

education

that he brought

his law training

in him the logical

fostered

Reformation.

to bear in

opened up the reality of discerning

intent and the importance

of context in understanding

concept of accommodation

was used in legal settings

to describe

the "process of fitting, adapting,

the capacity of the hearers."48
this long standing

approach

His employment
developments.
The content
evidential
persons

unim.portant.

brought

language

Scripture's

Inconsistencies

Related

purpose

or human

to function.
that was the

was to persuade

inaccuracies

was a fundamental

were
conviction

one to believe in the saving Word of Scripture.

The Word of God, therefore, is the object and target of faith
at which one ought to aim; and the base to prop and support
it, ·without which it could
even stand. A:r1d thus this
true faith--which can at last be called "Christian" --is
nothing else than a firm conviction of mind whereby we
determine with ourselves that God's tru.th is so certain that
it is incapable of
accomplishing ',vhat it has pledged to
do
his holy '\Nord
1 J , . 50

-···--------

--~

48Rogers
49Ibid..

to

some interesting

that form was subordinate

49 What was important

faith that propels

and by rhetoricians

and adjusting

was the decisive thing.

of Scripture.

to be saved.

The

to Scripture,

Calvin concluded

nature

a text.

Calvin employed this idea in continuing

of accommodation

of Scripture

authorial

and McKim. 98.

109.
l

of

Summary

of Luther and Calvin

Luther and Calvin. the leading thinkers
adopted Augustine's

method--faith

of the Reformation,

seeks understartding.

Though they

used the best of the scholastic

tradition

source of truth was the Bible.

Luther and Calvin affirmed vrith the

church

fathers

bringing persons

that the authority

posited a Christological

in their reading of Scripture,

of Scripture

to a saving relationship

center for Scripture.

beings who are in desperate
This word was presented

Scripture.

processes

to communicate

not the particular

does the church

Luther and Calvin it vvas

was not

word of

exemplified

language

God's

and thought

Following the church

of Scnpture

that was normative

fathers,

contains

How

the Word of God? For

Holy Spirit:

The Reformers' persuasion that Scripture was the Word of
God came from the inner testimony of the Holy Spirit. The
Spirit witnessed
the divine. Christological content
Scripture. not its human, linguistic form. Scripture was
self-autnenticat1ng.
was foolish to try to prove
unbelievers what could only be knmvn by faith. External
arguments for the Bible's validity were helpful only after
The IIoly S;iirit
persons had accepted Scripture in
illumined the minds of interpreters
Scripture.
Luther and
Calvin
scholasticism, \Vhich demanded
proofs before faith. They rejected with equal firmness the
spiritualistic sectarians who claimed leadings of the Holy

5

it

for the

form in which the message was found.

know that Scripture

Both

VTasn1eant

through L11eaccommodating

the truth.

Jesus.

need for a word of transformation.

,,S l God used human

was the rnessage or content
church,

Thus, Scripture

For Luther and Calvin, "the Incarnation

style of communication.

the

rested in its function of

with God through

meant to teach science or histor<J. Scripture
human

both
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Spirit apart from the Word.
Word and the Spirit
·
'
11
k
..
. ....
h;2
t oget h e:r servea as a na mar ot t~'he R etormat1on
~
Francis Turretin
A century

Scripture

and His American Legacv

after John Calvin. many of the assumptions

had changed.

The scholastic

inant role in determining

the manner

method had resumed
theology.

made about
its dom-

Rogers and McKim

described the change:
Theology was no longer viewed as a practical, moral
discipline exclusively directed toward
salvation of people
and their guidance in the life of faith. Theology now became
an abstract, speculative, technical science that attempted to
areas of
lay foundations for philosopnicai mastery of
thought and life. Further, and equally far-reaching in its
consequences.
the concept of accommodation was discarded .
. . . While scholastic theologians did not claim to know
that God knew extensively, they claimed a one-to-one
correspondence
between the theological knowledge they had
and the
in which God himself knew it. Precision
replaced piety as the goal of theology. 53
This shift in thought
influence

is well represented

in seventeenth-century

forms in America today.
Geneva, Turretin
forces

"a scholastic

As a preacher

to be felt in various

and a professor

of theology in

to destroy the gains of the Reformation.

that placed great emphasis

scientific statement."54

on precise definition

Thus, Turretin

would argue,

"Before faith can believe, it must have the divinity of the witness,
52 Rogers and McKim, 126-27.
53Rogers

His allies

'Nere J\.ristotle and Aquinas; with their aid he produced

theologl

systemaHc

Geneva continues

whose

took up the ominous task of opposing many of the

threatened

in this endeavor

by Francis Turretin,

McKim, l
1
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whom faith is tc be given, clearly established,

to it, otherwise it cannot believe. ,,55

which are apprehended
For Turretin,
rational

the authority

proofs of an inerrant

of Scripture

Scripture

major shift from Calvin who professed
the Spirit that persuaded
of God. Turretin's

from certain true marks

relied on the external,

to make faith valid.

This is a

that it was the internal

people to believe that Scripture

concern for an inerrant

Scripture

witness

was the Word

went so far as to

56

state that the vowel points in the Hebrew text were authentic.
What makes Turretin's
significant

is that his major work

became the theological
nineteenth
circles.

century

elencticae.

that through

the

of Princeton

Seminary

in 1812. the

became the first professor and installed Turretin's
text. Alexander,

Hodge, Archibald Alexander
developed the Turretin

sensitivity

the Tnstib1tio theologiae

in America set up a center to train their ministers.

work as the theological

though possessing

particularly

grew to great influence in Ame1ican theological

Church

Archibald Alexander

to Scripture

text for an infant seminary

With the founding

Presbyterian

approach

of

and his successors,

Hodge, and Benjamin

Breckinridge

model of the doctrine of Scripture.

great logical prowess. rational

the humanity

of Scripture,

Charles

This doctrine,

finesse, and

nevertheless

Warfield,

articulated

times a
a rigid

defense of a stnct. verbal inerrancy. 57

55As cited
Paul Hanson. 67; see Francis Turretin. The Doctrine
elencticae,
. and trans
of Scripture: Locus 2~of InstjtutioJheologiae
,John W. Beardslee III (Grand Rapids· Baker Book House, 1981}, 39-56.
1
NolL
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With the onslaught
of Princeton

on modern

theology was penrasive.

critical scholarship.

the influence

The conflict between

B. B. Warfield

and Charles A. Briggs, which led to Briggs' heresy trial in 1893 and the
much publicized

John Scopes trial in 1925, were among the watershed

points in this controversy.

m 1929 led J. Gresham

that occurred

Allis and Cornelius
Philadelphia.
abdication

58 The reorganization

59 This move was a direct response

on the issue of inerrancy

colleges came.

both destined

that many students

to be prominent

The Contemporary

Seminary

something

liberal thought

from evangelical

Carl McIntire and Harold J.

conservative

spokesmen.

of biblical authority.

provide a clearer focus. I prefer to Hrst consider
outline the contemporary

landscape.

60

Landscape

ought to be said about the contributions

to the discussions

It was

of Scripture.

Much more could be said about the legacy of Turretin,
certainly

in

to the perceived

and authority

The original class included

Seminary

Robert Wilson, Oswald T.

Til to leave and form Westminster

to this ne,Nly formed seminary

Ockenga,

Machen,

of Princeton

and
of classical

However, to

several recent efforts to

Following this brief review I shall

offer my own observations.

Theological Method from i\rchibald Alexander to Benjamin Warfield
(Grand Rapids. Baker Book House. 1983); See also Hanson, 67·69;
Rogers
McIUm. 305-310, 323-348.

58see Ro.e,ers
Mc:K..im,348-369;
of Fundamentalism
(Ch.icago: University
:1nd

367.

En1est R. Sandeen, The Roots
Chicago Press, 1970).
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Several \;,rriters have attempted
approaches

to the question

to sketch out the different

of Scripture's

utilized the work of seven theologians

into three categories

of understanding

and conceptual,

David Kelsey

who hold to seven distinctive

functions. 61 Kelsey suggests

in which Scripture

1) doctrinal

authority.

ways

that the theologians

the authority

fall

of Scripture:

2) recital or narrative,

or 3) mythic,

symbolic or imagistic expression .
.Another significant
and correlating

work that contributes

differing approaches

heavily to understanding

is Avery Dulles' Models of

Revelation. 62 As in his earlier work, Models of the Church,

Dulles works

with the concept of models to describe the diverse varieties of revelation
theology.

Dulles posits five major groups that distinguish

from the others by their conviction

about the nature

Dulles' five models are 1) revelation

as doctrine--Scripture

propositional

statements

revealed through

His great acts; 3) revelation

revelation

is centered

revelation

as dialectical

Word; 5) revelation
moments

from God; 2) revelation

in a personal.
presence--God

Fortress

Press, 1975).

as clear

as histor;--God

encounter

encounters

shifts occur in human

6

of revelation.

is

as inner experience--

as new awareness--revelation

when paradigm

(Philadelphia:

mystical

themselves

with God; 4)

humanity

through

occurs in those
consciousness.

the
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Robert Gnuse offers another
porary landscape.

63 With plenty of bibliographical

offers five categories
inspiration,

way of understanding

of models for the authority

salvation

history,

existentialism,

the contem-

resources,

Gnuse

of Scripture.
christocentric

They are
models,

and

models of limited authority.
William C. Placher furnishes
presented

at Christian

question

is not whether

proposes

that persons

an alternative

Seminary. 64 He suggests

Theological

or how much authority
simply see Scripture

Scripture

functioning

different ·ways. Dra\ving on Kelsey's work, Pbcher
approaches

of how Scripture

propositions,
notable

feature to Placher's

functions

functions

2) as a transforming

in all three ways.

in a lecture

approach

that the

He

possesses.
as authority

in

then offers

authoritatively:

1) as a set of

word or power, or 3) as narrative.

work is the awareness
Though

a person

The

that Scripture

may be rooted in one

model, much can be learned from hearing and using the other models.
Recently released

is Donald K. rv1cKim's work The Bible in

Theology and Preaching. 65 This revision of an earlier work, What
Believe About the Bible. offers fourteen

Christians

different approaches

to Scripture.

items make McKim's work especially

includes

on liberaticn,

chapters

helpful.

First, he

black, Asian, and ferninist theology.

63 Robert Gnuse, in The Authorii:i: of the Bible; Theories
Inspiration,
Revela_tion and the Ca11QJ1 oCScrinturf: lNew
985).

l

of
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Second.
Scripture

an effort
shapes

demonstrate

attitude

about

theology, McKim provides a sermon at the end of each

chapter by a proponent

of the model being considered.

Within the evangelical
regarding

how a particular

how Scripture

world alone exists a great deal of diversity

functions

Gabriel Fackre helpfully delineates
being taken among evangelicals
categories--oracularity,

authoritatively
the plethora

for the church.
of positions

today. 66 He suggests

67 inerrancy.

that are

four broad

68 infallibility, 69 and catholicity.

70

66Fackre, "Evangelical Herrneneutics,"
7-29, Marshall presents
some of the range of postures as well, Biblical Inspiration; also
Johnston, Evangelicals.
67Fackre finds very few contemporaries
defending oracularity today.

who are intellectually

68Fackre suggests that inerrantists do acknowledge the human
The Holy Sphit superintends
the
factor in the vvriting cf the docurnents.
author's words but allows for particular human expression.
"Such
oversight assures the deliverance of revealed propositional truth in the
121. Since
autographs are plenarily inspired they are
'autographs,"'
without error in all matters--historical,
scientific, doctrinal, and moral.
Fackre notes at least three variations of inerrancy. The first he calls
trnnsmissive inerrancy.
Modern scholarship and methodological
approaches to Scripture are suspect. God has supernaturally
safeguarded the editing and translation of Scripture.
Second, Fackre
defines a moderate inerrancy position as trajectory. Trajectory
GrammaticalInerrantists
allow a modest role for critical scholarship.
historical studies helD to reveal the propositional truths
Scripture
Exegetical concerns and textual criticism are significant endeavors
serving the desire to attain autobiographical
levels of knowledge. Third,
there are some ,.vho are reluctant.
use the tenn inerrancv and who
text.
allow more freedom for human experience and endeavor iri
distinguishing
feature is on authorial intention" (123). These
representatives
Fack·e calls intentional inerrantists.
69'fhis group of evangelicals upholds the authority of Scripture but
l' ' 6 t 0 _,1--err~L-Y,
·~
b t: f',.:ccpec.c,
t ·:i,
P eau.c~
admit that there are errors in the texts. But these errors do not affect
\Vord
the
,·1

'
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Fackre's last category
discussion

of authority.

assumptions
tradition,

catholicity

raises a fundamental

No matter what posture

are inevitable regarding

reason,

and human

impact one's understanding

concern

in the

one champions,

some

the interrelationship

experience.

of Scripture,

Those assumptions

profoundly

of authority.

These are broad strokes at best; I recognize that overgeneralization
is inevitable.

Yet, vvith the resources

make a modest proposal

of the doctrine of Scripture

of seeing the continued

that
development

is great, fo:r this brief glance \vill demonstrate

and discontinuity

1. The Bible is authoritative
response

above in view, ! would

at identifying four broad categories

function today. 71 The importance

both the continuity

mentioned

of historical

because

to critical and often destructive

positions.

of supernatural

attacks

origins.

on the Bible's histo-

ricity that arose in the mid to late 1800s, a number

of Protestant

Christians

verse, and word

began to insist that every book, chapter,

the Bible was without any discrepancy
be completely
disciplines.

in line with contemporary
Thus, the term inerrancy

understanding

Scripture's

of attention

or erroL The Bible was judged to
historical

and scientific

has become a de±lning concept in

authority.

recent times this approach
a

As a

among fundan1entalist

Scripture's

authority

and conserrative

has received
evangelicals.

that "the whole counsel of God concerning all things necessary for his
is e:;_ther expressly set down Jl
own glmy, man's sahration, faith
Scripture, or by good and necessary consequence may be deduced from
Scripture" (Fack.re, l
70Evangelicals
s0tP-ces

in this camp give a greater role to other historic
:=;_:1d
L?.rch
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One notable

event was the development

Biblical Inerrancy. 72 At a three-day
three hundred
document.

scholars

Sponsored

committed

to biblical inerrancy

by the International

the group gathered

developing

in Ame1ican evangelicalism.

and the Evangelical
heritage

Norman
inerrancy

The controversy

was whether

Todav, Fuller Theological

by failing to affirm the inerrancy

of the Bible.

of the Chicago Statement

posture. 73 His book could be best described
of inerrantists.

of Inerrancy.
resources

and Ronald Youngblood.

for the

as defining the far

More moderate

would include the editorial work of D. A. Carson,

Woodbridge,

Seminary,

their evangelical

Geisler edited a book that provides additional

right side of a continuum
approach

to a controversy

Theology Society were betraying

Soon after the release

signed the

Council on Biblical

largely in response

such as Christianitv

on

meeting in October! 978, nearly

Inerrancy,

institutions

of the Chicago Statement

sources

for this

John D.

Efforts to develop an historical

72To read the Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy, see
William M. Shea, ed., The Struggle Over the Past: Fundamentalism
tlJJ:-Modem World (Lanham, MD: University Press, 1993), 353-63.

in

73Norman

Geisler, ed., Inerrancv (Grand Rapids Zondervan,
Lindsell, The Battle for the Bible (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1976); James Montgomery Boice, ed., The
Foundation of Biblical Authority (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1978); Th~
Proceedings of the Conference cm Biblical Inerrancy, 1987 (Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1987).
1979); also Harold

74D.
C2_rsor; and
D. Woodbridge eds., ~c.-'~==,,=,=
Authority, and Canon (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1986)·
. A. Carson
and John D. 'Woodbridge, eds., Scripture and Truth (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan. 1983): Ronald Youngblood, ed., Evangelicals and Inerrancv
(Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1984); for a Southern Baptist perspective see
B.
1987);
Confront the Authority-lnerrancy
Question (Waco: \Vord
James T. Draper, Authority: The Critical Issue for Southern Baptists (Old
: Reve'1, 984). Duane
Garrett. ;ctTid Fdchard F Nielick
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perspective

about inerrancy

International

include a book sponsored

by the

Council on Biblical Inerr'.:lncy entitled Inerrancy

and the

Church.75
However. this approach
identified

relies on the Bible's authority

as divine words, not on whether

that transforms

life. Scripture,

base of files to be arranged

God has something

via inerrancy,

in whatever

being
to say

is often reduced

to a data

fashion is needed to authenticate

a point of view.76
2. The Bible's authority
rise of historical

awareness

rests on its historical

and the need to understand

historical

contexts,

Scripture

based on the veracity of Scripture's

point

this approach

seeks to establish

view, Henning Graf Reventlow's

roots of the modern

the Bible in its
of

From an historical

work The Authority

consctousness

'Nith the

the authority

claims.

and the Rise of the Modern World is unsurpassed
fundamental

accuracy.

of the Bible

in understanding

the

that ga.ve the impetus

biblical criticism. 77
Historical-critical
of Scripture's

authority

methodology's
in historical

Authority and Interpretation:
Zondervan, 1981).

development
realities.

preceded

the placing

William Abraham

A Baptist Perspective

works

(Grand Rapids:

ed ... Inerrancv and the Church (Chicago:
Moody Press, 1984); also John
. Woodbridge's work, Biblical Authority:
A Critique of the Rogers/McKim Proposal (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1982)

77Trans.

John W. Bowden (Philadelphia:

Fortress

Press,

1985);
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historical
revelation

and scientific categories

1n Di,ine

though

The importance

classical
understand

rejecting a traditional

still posits the importance

from evangelicals

of historical

of historical

truth

and critical questions

Scripture's

method.

finds support
of

still engaging in critical thinking

L Hov.rard Marshall's

authority

This results

to the historians

authority.

,;il0rk. 80

of modern

in leaving some key themes

,:vithout any

e.g., the resurrection,

to

to authority. 79

as well. Steering clear of the radical conclusions

liberal thought,

becomes secondary

Criticism. 7t5

liberal approach

Some things are simply not verifiable to the standards
historical

concerning

Revel;cition and the Limits of Historical

Paul J. Achtemeier,
authority,

and asks questions

Additionally,

Scripture;
Scripture

interest in "what really happened."

78(New York: Oxford University Press, 1982); the standard work on
the impact that historical-critical
thinking has on the discerning believer
is Van A. Harvey's work The Historian and the Believer: The Morality of
Historical ICriowledge and Christian Belief (New York: Macmillan, 1966).
79'-fhe Inspiration

of Scripture,

(Philadelphia:

Westminster

Press,

1980).

80Biblical Inspiration (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983}; also
K.
ed., The Authorit~tive Word;
D.
"'Biblical Authority Reconsidered," Horizons in Biblical Theology 11
(December 1989):
-79; Donald G. Miller, The Authoritv of the Bible
1
; Jack Rogers, Biblical Authority (vVaco:
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
Books, l 977); David Bartlett, The Shape of Scriptural Authoritv
(Philadelphia:
- , 1983), TIa_r1y Boer Above the -C;c'tttlt::::_=-?'""--.
""""T=h=e
Bible and Its Critics (Gran Rapids: Eerdmans,
; Carron
Osburn, "The Exegetical Matrix of the Quest for the Elusive NonSectarian Ideal," in The Peaceable Kingdom (Abilene: Restoration
1993); Robert K. Johnston, "Biblical Authority and
Perspectives,
Evang,
" ='-=-""""-'-'-"'---'""'="'-"--"'
1992). 22-30;

Hem1eneutics: Quest
,'' Encounter
, 135-46.
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3. The Bible's authority
value.

To put tt another

and appreciated

humanity

is rooted in its literary

way, the Bible is a "classic" and should be read

for the moral truths

it offers. 81 This approach

significant

literature:

intersection

and philosophical

it presents

and the insight into

places the Bible along with other

the Bible becomes a captivating

and compelling

of drama and prose.

4. The Bible's authority

their private devotional

it speaks

is found in the

life. The Bible addresses

to people in

the individual,

assuring

one of God's love and providing

direction for life. Or, as seen with a

growing nun1ber of approaches,

the Bible's authority

degree L.riwhich it resonates

with the reader's

Those world views can include feminism,
perspectives.
paramount

Cultural

Scripture's

However. this approach
Individualistic
community

and the historical

perspective

influence

restricts

concerns

held

related factors.

r~

82These are well illustrated

revelation.
of

of Christ
this century,

the strict

I ':?uspect :his position

of B. B. vVarfield and his predecessors.

::irvard

become

the concept

First was the prominent

81 For a review of this approach

or Asian

of the church.

of Christ throughout

postL1.re

theology,

voice. 82

improperly

Churches

result of

liberation

to the

world view.

loses the objective nature

interpretation

Within Churches

particular

relativity and existential

in determining

is related

the

and persuasive

Much of the

see Amos 'Nilder, Early Christian
1),

· xxx.

McKim's book mentioned

above--
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controversy

about the authority

the early years of this century.
the Restoration
Francis

Second. the legacy that was handed
a remarkably

possessed

furnished

and methodological

on reason and inductive

the Restoration
foundations.

thinking,

external

set of proofs for inerrancy.

though,

and it has surfaced

on in

British accent.

Bacon. John Locke, and Thomas Reid with his Scottish

Sense Philosophy
sophical

movement

of the Bible was front page news during

movement

Common

with its philo-

83 Those foundations,

set up the framework

based

to assume

an

There has been a minority voice,

from time

time. 84

83see Leonard Allen, "Baconianism and
Bible in the Disciples
of Christ: James L. Lamar and The Organon of Scripture,'" Church
Histocy 55 (March 1986): 65-80. One noteworthy connection is that the
philosophical and methodological base for Princeton theology finds at
least some continuity ,.vith these sources. See Rogers and McKim. 200248; also Henning Graf Reventlow's encyclopedic work, The Auth01ity of
the Bible and the Rise of the Modern World. Reventlow traces the
British story of the rise of modern criticism.
84Alexander Campbell differentiated between "gospel" and
"teaching" as Newell Williams suggests in "The Gospel as the Power of
God
Salvation: Alexander Campbell and Experimental Religion," in
Lectures in Honor of the Alexander Campbell Bicentennial.
1788-1988
(Nashville: Disciples of Christ Historical Society, 1988), 134. Carey J.
Gifford, ''The Theology About the Scriptures in Alexander Campbell,"
Restoration Quarterly l (1973): 95, believes
Campbell at
"seems somewhat Barthian in
conception
inspiration."
Isaac
Errett, in a noted address in 1883, presented a thorough study of
inspiration, recognizing the accommodative nature of Scripture to
human language. He affirms
reality of inspiration
denies what
See J. W. McGarvey's rejoinder
:might well be called today inerrancy.
that follows in Isaac Errett, "Inspiration," The Missouri Christian
1 1
0 u"bl1 "''he-r
T ""Ct'u .....P<:: (St T '" 1 1"s· Jc"hn Bu,,,"'
18Qq)
anu-m~hr
"---'"---,;i!',1...J. 8 °04
ld""-,,,,'f
was published in the Qospel Advgcate in the 1
Charles Roberson
called for an understanding
of Scripture that is affirmed by belief.
"Infallibility," Gospel Advocate 76 (May
Scripture is self-authenticating.
31, 1934), 517; David H. Bobo. in a 1960 Abilene Christian College
,
some
ntrove;:-sv by
in Scripture and
disconnecting
historical and sci en Ufic accuracy,
.::....,,.._,.

.Jl__,.,_,

"""'-"'-'t.A

•
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Afiu1li!U;iicl Bi~1e Lectures
q6Q)

TX: Abile:ne

CHi\PTER III
THE NATURE AND AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE: THEOLOGICAL
REFLECTION

What sense can be made from the historical
yet another

generation?

How do contemporary

legacy bequeathed

Christians

to

hear the

voices of the past and speak with clarity to the future about Scripture's
authority

within the life of the church?

the historical

survey of the previous

Using the trailmarkers

chapter,

this chapter

to chart a course

for the tough and yet indispensable

the contemporary

world while hearing

noted in

is an attempt

task of sailing in

the Word of God for the church.

The Nature of Scripture

vv'hat is Scripture?
of God. That is its role.
Grunewald

Scripture

as Witness

Scripture

bears witness

to the past revelation

Barth was fond of referring

of the Crucifixion.

long index ringer pointing

John
toward

the Baptist

to a painting

stands

Crucified

c)ne.

to

by

side ,mth
That is the

1
the Frontispiece of Eberhard Busch, Karl Barth: His Ufe from
Letters and Autobiographical
Texts (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976);
Barth's comments in Church Dogmatics, ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley and
1 (Edinburgh.
&
l
77)
112, hereafter cited as CD; also Karl Barth, The Word.-of God and the
Word of iv1an, trans.
: Hodder
Stoughton.
1

role of Scripture.

The prophets

and the apostles all attest to the work of

God.
Standing in this service, the biblical witnesses point beyond
If we understand them as witnesses, and only
themselves.
as such do we auLhentically understand them, Le., as they
understand themselves. . . . They do not speak and write for
their own sakes, nor for the sake of their deepest inner
possession or need; they speak and write, as ordered, about
that other. . . . w1ly and in what respect does
biblical
\vitness have authority?
Because and in the fact that he
claims no authority for himself, that his witness amounts to
letting that other itself be its own authority. We thus do the
directly
Bible poor and unwelcome honour if we i:quate
with this other, with revelation itself.2
This posture helpfully directs us away from the ever present
temptation

of bibliolatry. 3 By unequivocally

affirming that authority

is

rooted in God's revelatory work and not in the Bible, we remind ourselves
of where our own loyal Pf lies. By confessing
God's work, we confront the temptation
dium

propositional

that Scripture

is vvitness

to read the Bible as a compen-

truth and open

possibility to hear the \Vord

God as did the primary, biblical witnesses.
Such a confession

allows one to affirm that the Bible is indeed the

Word of God--when

we cease to procure for it some external

and begin to listen.

Perhaps

attempts
they

to establish

much of

the authority

modern fundamentalist
scripture

failed to take the historic Scripture

In order

validate Scripture,

manufactured.

2 CD, 1.1.1

Remembering

1-112.

fall short simply because
principle seriously

external proofs and propositions
Calvin

authority

affirming the

enough ..
are

Hoh
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Spirit, the more biblical claim is that
because

it attests

contemporary
truth

Word

to God's saving work in Christ.

The work of preaching
role as witness.

Bible is

is an excellent way to explore Scripture's

Proclamation
Christian

is a continuation

community.

that the Hebrew prophets

of witness

in the

Such a c;onviction reflects on the

and the apostles were humans

called on

God.4

bear vviL-riessto the vVord and Deed

Thomas Long's recent book, entitled The 'Witness of Preaching,
presents

a cogent argument

the preaching

abuse and misuse.

pontification,

To witness

In addition

to that, the term witness conjures

some court of law. Fearing the thought

seen
up a

of legalism and

others have avoided the word.

of ,mtness viable.

the police officer.
to speak.

to be applied to

or to testify has certainly

But Long argues that it is the courtroom
metaphor

of witness

task. 5 I a111 aware that the term ''wEness" does not curry

much favor in many circles.

legal setting

for the metaphor

The preache::: is not the judge,

He is the witness--one

"Now this witness

scene that makes the
jury, or

of the people who are called on

is in every way one of the people, but he or

she is placed on the stand because

t""No credentials:

to

and the wlLness is

The witness
truth

has
it--the

4For a discussion of the biblical witnesses' proclamation
of the
Deed,·· see Donald
Miller, Fire in Thy Mouth (New York:
"Word
Abingdon Press 1954), 16-24; also Sidney Greidanus, The Modem

Lit~rature
(Louisville: 'Nestminster/

Knox

1
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nothing

whole truth
the truth-bearer.

but the tn-1th. "6 This witness,

He speaks

mere mental or intellectual

the preacher,

about what he has seen and heard.
exercise; the witness,

is

It is no

believing in the truth,

stakes his life upon the validity of his claims. 7
Long then notes how the image of witness shapes
task 8 First, it locates the authority
heard, not in

own personality

of the preacher

facts but a Person that the preacher

seen and heard.
used?

speaks

humanity.

It is not

Third, the concept of

making knuwn what has been

What words, what forms, and what styles should be

the sermon

the "character

is not a neutral

observer.

past shape his testimony.

between the style of
Fourth.

the witness

faith and the contours

his own

It engages his whole life.

to God. Preaching,

yn·t
vvl

of correlation

of the testimony."10

A personal

The witness metaphor

6Lo ng,

proclaims.

work

Long points out the importance

lationship

in what he has

or power. 9 Second. the

about the event and the er;.counter between God

witness relates to the rhetorical

the preaching

is consistent

with Scripture's

like Scripture,

mvn re-

can be the avenue by which

ness,

7As Long points out, it is no accident
word for \vitness is "martyr" (44).

8Ibid .. 44-46; see Lear1der E.

that the New Testament
as

9"God's authority has
revealed before it can
apprehended,
and the apprehension
is of faith and must be freely made. Ministers of
vVord
vcolence
subtle coe,
to
neople
submit
God"
37)

, 46.
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the Word of God is heard today.
the best that the preacher

But it is important

to remember

that

can do is to be a faithful and reliable truth-

teller of what he finds in Scripture.

For even at his best the preacher

removed from the primary witness of Scripture.

is

That gap will always

remain.11
Because

of that distinction

the preacher

must begin with faith:

faith that believes that God will speak again through

Scripture

done before.12

he will undoubtedly

As the preacher

use the customary

literary and historical

he does so in order to understand
precedes

tools and methodologies.

what he has heard.

reason as the preacher approaches
Scripture

Intricately
witness

seeks understanding

connected

to the revelation

Scripture

But

Thus, faith

Scripture.

as Divine Words

to the affirmation

that Scripture

of God is the affirmation

the

that only through

that we can come to know this Word of God.13

freedom from rationalism

as He has

To declare

for a theological method does not mean that

l lAs Barth declares, "Theology is neither prophecy nor apostolate.
Its relationship
God's Word cannot
compared to the position of the
biblical vvitnesses because it can know the Word of God only at second
hai.1d, only in the mirror
echo
the biblical witness,"
Evangelical
TheoloJr_J: An Introduction
(Ne"v York: Holt, Rinel':art a:r1d Winst(rn,
1963), 3 .

12"The authority of Scripture, therefore. and hence the authority
we
is grounded
the Christian comm1~:nity's
in
faithh1lness
to speak ts us, and
send
Spilit so we may
and understand
what God says to us in his Son." Paul J. Achtemeier,
Authority of
Bible: What Shall We Then Preach?" TSF Bulletin
986)· 19-20.
10 (November-December
13"There is authority and freedom in
church only because
Scripture has already told us what we are asking about when we ask
·162.
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one casts off from shore without a compass.
radical allegiance to hear Sclipture
historic

conflux of authoritative

and experience--!

witness

Though recognizing

sources--Scripture,

am convinced of the necessity

14 It possesses

of Scripture.

speak.

Rather, what I affirm is a

that authority

to God's work. Tradition,

human

the

tradition,

reason,

of the absolute

priority

because

it is the primary

experience,

and reason,

as

valid as they are, must not overpower or ignore the primary role that
has in shaping a contemporary

Sclipture

contemporary

life.15
has been and will continue

Sclipture

with God. To understand
breathed,

that Scripture

is appropriate.16

inspiration

be the source of encounter

is inspired,

that it is God-

But to shape an understanding

of

in a mechai""lical way 'will reduce the Word of God to a mere

codebook full of propositional

statements.

How then are we to understand
mind.

message and directing the

I7

inspiration?

Two realities

come

First, by the grace of God we come to know Him. Inspiration

an act of grace.
Spirit insures

Second, the past, present,
the illumination

14 Thomas

is

and future work of the Holy

of the Word of God for us.18

One might

C, Oden, in The Living God: Systematic Theology
Harper Collins, 1987), 331, develops the relationship

(San Francisco:
between these sources
authority, connecting
revelatory work
God in Jesus Christ.

them

1

to

15Karl Barth, Evangelical Theolpgy, 30-36,
l 6Barth

Roger

was quite comfortable

with the concept

17 As in much of post-Reformation
-99.

18As Hanson
by

states:

"The question
from

scholastic

of inspiration.

Protestantism.

See
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suggest

that this leaves inspiration

foundation.

I \Vould maintain

of grace and mediated

·without any rational

that understanding

inspiration

by the Spirit is quite rational--once

live by faith and not by the sight of scientific reasoning.
Scripture
Scripture
comparison
nature

our heads

between the nature

appropriating

Christians

in Christology:
Scripture.

one resolves

to

19

Luther made the

and the incarnational

realities

of Scripture

is

bury

are unwilling to accept a Docetic

likewise, Doceticism

Scripture's

as an act

Words

of Scripture

To ignore the historical

in the sand.

compromise

as Human

is not only Divine; it is also human.

of Christ.

or logical

humanness

has no place in

must be

acknowledged. 20

towards the realm of covenant fidelity: to acknowledge the authority of
the Bible is to accept the claim God places on believers through God's
self-revelation in Scripture, a claim that becomes particularly personal
a..1d poignant in the relationship of Christians to Christ. Acknowledgement of biblical authority is thus an aspect of faith's response to
God's gracious initiative. As in the reception of divine grace in all of its
forms, it is self-authenticating,
or put another way, it arises from the
testimony of the Holy Spirit within the believer and vvithin the gathering
the faithful called the church." Hanson, 70- 7 L This concept finds its
expressicn
·.:=:alvin.
Institute::, of the Ch,jstian
Religion (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1960), 1. L
19-fo recognize the divine nature of Scripture opens the door to
pmverful concepts about proclamatiorL worship,
ethics,
if
3ible, a.s tht: Word
, bears ,,,,itness
revealed
preaching as the proclaimed
of God sallies forth
of God,
with ,great power and authority.
Working with the assumptions
that a
doctrL."le of inerrancy contains, preaching becomes errant human
and approximations
of the inerrant Word. What I am suggesting is that
power
Divine
is not
to
human
but
transcends
time ano text to
jn the present.

20,J ohnson.
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When confronted
niany conservatives
protect

the critics

they shore it up with attempts
of Scripture.

minimize

the ambiguities

Between

the giants of historical-critical

stands

Both modem

on the Goliath-like
expressed
faith.

in radically

He admits

I conclude
are proper
historical

and systematic

Ramm's

and experiential

of inerrancy

on the other

and logical thought,

words (much to

inquiry.

Historical-critical

chagrin

methodology,

"Revelation

to

textual

theology
criticism,

and useful tools.

are limited by and are st..bservient

of

expression.

biblical

,~xegesis,

theology are valuable

maxim for Barth is instructive:

albeit

liberal scholarship

to capitulate

muck and mire of subjective

that historical

21

approach.

But the David in the middle acts in

is human

but he refuses

endeavors.

these endeavors

of reason

different ways.

about in the modem

and

critical study of the Bible and inerrancy

strength

that Scripture

the conservatives),
thrash

results

Then, to

to harmonize

I propose another

on the one hand and the doctrine
a David.

Scripture,

run quickly under the shelter of inerrancy.

their shelter,

authority

side

the

But

to the Word of God.22
generates

history;

21David H. Bobo is an example among thinkers in Churches of
who
proposed
alternative.
As
as 1960,
demonstrated
the willingness
deal with
human realities of
Scripture and concluded that "the issue is not a Biblical issue, as the
Bible itself never
to be non-discrepant.
Biblical freedom from
discrepancy,
it has
certain rational value. is an arbitrary and
humanly
and an
to
are
(Bobo, 89).
22see Barth's,
noted correspondence

comments on exegesis,
See also the
behveen Barth
Adolf von Harnack
the riority
and
method
. Martjn qJJmschej
Theology: An Analysis of the Barth-Harnack
Correspondence
of 1923
(London: Cambridge University
1972)
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not generate

history

is necessary

the Word

Likewise, the

revelation.

to keep the blindness

exegesis and to prevent the now popular individual

in

out of biblical
reading

(from a white

or black or male or female) from dictating to Scripture.24
Discerning

Scripture's

Where do these observations
for the present?

accompanied

lead? How do we appropriate

How does one decide what trajectory
resources?

which

Authority

These

other questions

me as I have considered

fathers and others.

But perhaps,

the contributions

source?

for me came with the asking of yet one more question.
is the ultimate

I am confident
source of authority

source

from

have
of the church

The breakthrough
Where, or more

authority?

it is not a particular
an anthology

of tradition

most funda..rnentally. why should

anyone turn to the Bible for an authoritative

properly,

the past

text.

Nor is the ultirn.ate

of texts, compiled through

Christians.25

The source of authority

The authority

is God. Before an Old Testament

the years by

lies behind and beyond any texts.
or a New Testament

Jodock notes:
problem is instead
is
made to conform to the worldview or codified experience and thereby
its integrity
to challenge and confront our present
priorities, including even our most noble aspirations."
In "The
Reciprocity Between Scripture and Theology: The Role of Scripture in
Contemporary Theological Reflection," Interpretation
(October 1990):
377.

Alone'
Rogers (W'aco.
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existed, before canons of Scripture
The authority

Scripture

possesses

the reality that it discloses
recognized

God.

Significantly,

understand
approach
modernity

Scripture

appropriate

spokespersons,

is particularly

of reason,

logic or science to
earlier

begins with faith and seeks to
Scripture.

Such an

relevant in a day where the foundations

of

Despite the protestations

world, I am convinced that a return

to the

point to do theology is not only an

biblically

historically,

but is the

valid

in our present world.27

the modern
inerrancy

of faith.

the church

faith as a starting
approach

Christ.

by the legacy left

are showing distinct signs of decay.

ancient

and

has always

task

With faith as the primary assumption

positing

the church

as witness is rooted in the primacy

God's work as disclosed through

sociological method

Scripture,

linked to

to what God has done.

need the authentication

does

of much of the evangelical
primacy

Historically.

it attests

perform its divinely ordained
Christian

is derivative--directly

that the power lies in the saving work of God through

The Bible's role is witness;

Scripture

were debated or decided, God was.

attempts

to establish

seem particularly

the authority

the authority

useless.

stand unde::

8

27Thomas

C. Oden. After Modernity.

of

of Scripture

by

To do so is asking an

of modem

26Barton,

28"Qne difficulty with inerrancy
"-"th,' i.e.,
' tenas to change
contemporary
astronomy?

regarding

of the Bible in scientific
'the
time. Can the
time of both

.!.

matters

is

certainly

Bible itself. That is to

seems to be foreign to

claim that it is inerrant.

never makes
way to understand

Scripture's

Perhaps

Sc1ipture

there is some other

authority.

Christ at the Center
What claims does Scripture
authority?

Certainly

inspired--God

2 Timothy 3.16 is a clear reminder

breathed--and

is profltable for teaching,
nature?

is Scripture's

doctrine.

derives its authority

from God, then perhaps

God most clearly are pivotal.
some expressions
about--namely

a distorted

to articulate

the Old Testament
pivotal and essential
statement

that Scripture
instruction,

If Scripture

is

and

ultimately

those events that reveal

Taking a cue from Paul, one learns that

about God's work exist that he can get quite upset

js especially
persons

make that are relevant to the issue of

expression

helpful

the Christian

of the gospeI.29
point.

faith.

and of the startling

As he sought to make sense of

revelation

to him becomes evident.

in the Corinthian

first

He was among

in Jesus,

what is

Most notable

is his

correspondence:

Now I would remind you, brothers and sisters, of the good
I proclaimed to
you in turn received. in
you stand.
also you are
hold firmly
message that I proclaimed
you have come
in vain. For
you as of first importance
I in turn had
that Christ died for our sins in accordance with the
scriptures,
was buried, and
was raised

only
The Inspirs1tJQT1DL Scripture,
1.6-9.
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on the third

accordance
to Cephas,

For Paul the gospel, the message
resurrection,
functioned

was paramount

with the scriptures,
twelve. 30
Christ's

to his ministry.

as a key to understanding

key to his understanding

death, burial.

and that
and

For Paul this message

the Old Testament.31

It was the

of how faith was developed. 32 This kerygmatic

message

was the key to his ethics. 33 Throughout

Paul's ministry,

the

message

of the gospel was central to his preaching. 34 Ultimately,

this

message

was central for how

..
hve.d 3r;v

Paul was not alone on this matter.

an awareness

Peter and Jesus

of the difference between Scripture

demonstrate

and the core of

"·
•
4-' •
15 . 1- 8 .
° 1 · h quo t a t·10ns o f
\....,,onnLn1ans
.ung11s
this paper are from the New Revised Standard Version, copyrighted, 1989,
by the Division of Christian Education
the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the USA.
'1

31Christ is the telos of the law, as in Romans 10.4: "Tt1i.oc;yap
voµou Xp1cr1:oc;
de; 8iKCXlOO'DVT)V rcavit 1:Q)mcr1:£uovn." All Greek quotations
of the New Testament are from the Greek New Testament, Third Edition
(Corrected} (United Bible Societies, 1983).

11rcicrnc;£~ a:Koflc;,Tl82
10.17)
nately, many
preferred rendering.
For Paul it ·1Nas
modern understanding
of the
33rhe structure
Ephesians, confirms this idea.

Blap11µa1:oc;Xplutoi/'
translations
preaching of Christ
\Vord of God)

letters, especially

and

34"For we do
ourselves; we proclaim Jesus Christ as
Lord and ourselves as your slaves for Jesus' sake," 2 Corinthians 4.5.

no longer I
live in the
himself
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Scripture. 36 The early church fathers, as they attempted
the Christian
Scripture.

faith, merely continued

this interpretive

to articulate

approach

As noted earlier, Scripture was seen as authoritative

it affirmed the rule of faith or the saving message

Scripture became a divine and indispensable
instruction

assumption.

of God. Thus,

tool for teaching and

Scripture begins with some

For the early church, that assumption

was the message

the gospel. Therefore, any attempt to formulate a systematic
about the authority

of Scripture

this all-important
of Scripture

centering event.

Christ.

of

statement

must recognize that its authority

on the proclaimed message of Jesus

source.

because

and doctrine.

Any attempt to understand

authority

to

Scripture itself attests

rests
to

I see no reason to ignore the witness

and the church and to attempt to anchor Scripture's

in the doctrine of inerrancy,

human experience or any other

Karl Barth makes this point quite poignantly:

If the crucified Jesus Christ lives, and if the church is the
gathering of those who know this, have taken it seriously,
and among whom it has rightly become the one axiom of all
axiom, they cannot rely upon any other word that God may
have spoken, before, after, in juxtaposition to, or outside of
this Word--words that he willed to have proclaimed by this
Word. The church hears and proclaims this one Jesus
Christ as the one Word, the first and the last Word, of the
true God. It hears in him the fullness of God's Word of
comfort, commandment, and power. It is therefore
completely bound to him, and completely free in him. Thus
it interprets creation, the course of the world, the nature of
36peter demonstrates this distinction in the sermons recorded
Acts. Of special interest is the material in Acts 10 where he conveys
Cornelius' household the essentials of the faith. Jesus takes to task
poor interpretative work of the scribes in John 5.39-40, "You search
scriptures because you think that in them you have eternal life; and
they that testify on my behalf. Yet you refuse to come to me to have
life."

in
to
the
the
it is
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man, his grandeur and
misery, in
light
comes
from
; and not somehow vice versa. It need hear no voice
beside this voice 2.s authoritive, because th"' evaluation.
8.ll
other voices is contingent upon whether they are, or are not,
an echo of this voice. It is quite true that, as the church
seeks this voice, it also has both the permission and the
command to hear other voices. And it can do so without
hesitation or anxiety, because they may be permitted a share
in his authority as an echo of his voice. However, it will
always wish to return once again to hear this special,
original voice, and place itself in its service. And, because he
lives, the church will always be permitted to hear this voice,
and effectively commit itself
service. In this sense we
can say with Zwingli (and agai:nst all alleged "natural
theology"): "The holy Christian church, whose sole head
Jesus Christ, is born of L.1-ieWord of God; and in this same
Word it remains, and hears not the voice of a stranger.37
Such a christocentric
utilizing

categories

fundamental
church's

assertion

of modem

assumptions.

question,

not

steers a discussion

philosophy
The question

What I am proposing

as

authority

is the

this assertion

I am

and methodological

is an awareness

and the need for them to be contained

method

of Scripture's

s. By maki~g

university

fully aware that one brings philosophical
to Scripture.

or historical

away from

resources

of these assumptions

and harnessed

by a proper

Christo logy.
I tum again

To illustrate,
point for preaching
t..1-iemessage

preacher's
future

the task of preaching.

is the revelation

of the cross t..1-iatfunctions

approach

to Scripture

therefore

Barth,

God through

,Jesus Christ.

as the interpretive

and to the pulpit.

present

cited

The starting

key in the

"The criterion
is thus

Johnson,

It is

being
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of the Church,
reconciling

namely, Jesus

the center

God in His gracious

that Christ is at the center of our proclamation,

of the biblical witness,

Jesus

(who turns

and those who pursue
Bible.

I am suggesting

incarnational
consistent
Daane

a traditional

Christianit'J

that foundational

that "yet whatever

as loss because

as he is

methodology

reason

count on an inerrant
determines

to the preaching

the center.

enterprise

of Christ. "40 I have already mentioned

with that model, must be incarnational

the idea of an

Bible.

Preaching,

as well. For as James

states,
The best ministers, churches, and evangelists, recognizing
that God himself speaks his Word through the proclamation
of the church, therefore do not say "I say to you," or "the
Bible says," but 'Thus saith the Lord!" In biblical thought
what the Bible actually says can only be heard at the point
where God speaks his own Word in and through the
of the church. The Bible is indeed the written
proclamation
form of the Word of God. But t.i1i.eWord finds a higher
expression in that personal form of it which takes place in
the pulpit
the church, for
pulpit expression which is
tn1e
the Written Wor:! approx:im2.tes ~::ire
that
became flesh in Jesus Christ, because
is

L lA: see

39Barton,

'

is

gains I had, these I have come to regard

God and the idea of an incamational

38cD,
-

seek

out to be whoever they want him to be),

The tragedy of both is that human

the reminder

and

is not new; the difficulty is that it is

very seldom practiced. 39 Those who rely on historical
a historical

revealing

to man. ,,3g

address

Stating

Christ,

12, 1.3, 15.

.People of the Book, 81-84.
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an expression
that fleshly, human form in which the
Word
God is present in Jesus Christ.4 l
Incarnational

preaching.

God's way of revealing
approach

in continuity

with the witness

of Scripture,

to this and every age his gracious

to preaching,

will.42

as 'with theology, that is christocentric

is

And an
will lend

itself well to the task of being a faithful 1vitness in the twenty-first
century--as

it has in the past.
The Contextual

As stated
Scripture's

earlier, Scripture's

authority

functions

the church.43

authmity

is derivative;

that is to say,

rests in and on the One who is disclosed.

Following the implications
Scripture

the Church

Nature of Authority

of this reality leads to yet another

as an authority

Jodock

only "\\<ithin a community

reflects on the connectedness

viral truth:
of people--

of the church

and

authority:
A community also provides the context for the Bible's
authority: the community of faith. In the community of
faith the Bible makes its claim on persons--to be taken
seriouslv in their decision makine: and to inform their sense
of direction and purpose. Those '6utside the communiDJ of
faith can respect the Bible as a document of religious
significance for others, they can study it, and they may even
appeal to it if they want to persuade Christians to act in a
certain way (this frequently happens in political discourse),
but
them it does not, properlv speaking. exercise

4 lPreaching
with Confidence: A Theological Essav on the Power of
the Pulpit (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 14-15

42"For
in the wisdom
the
did not
through wisdom, God decided, through the foolishness of our
proclamation,
to save those who believe" 1
1.21 ,
t1istoricisrn,
nan,mvness
detachment
of aestheticism
of the cornmunity
faith"

of
privatism and
the real authority of
46).

God

liie

authonty.
It makes no clairns on their own decision
or sense of direction. 44
For an individual

to accept Scripture

must come into contact

through

the authenticity

of a life given to God,

God speaks

a.11.ddraws the other into the community.

community

then does Lli.eindividual

Scripture.

This commonly

of the Christian

nature

Jodock
mediated

points

through

Lh.e centrality

of Scripture.

of the community

is an "overhearing"

of a conversation

community.

Scripture

itself, authority

not as a presupposition

attempt

Thus. in observing

Paul or
the

and in the act of

to seeing and hearing. 46

that rely on e.x"ternal frameworks

to convince

between

comes as a result of these experiences,

Herein lies the poverty of prominent
authority

faith is

of faith. 45 Reading the

validity of tn1th claims in the life of the community
reading

of the message

out that even in the reading of Scripture

Luke or John and sorr1e church

of

reality affirms the incarnational

the authority

a member

biblical documents

Only within the

come to accept the authority

faith and highlights

for appropriating

of Jesus

repeated

for life, he

as authoritative

who is a part of the community.

with someone

The believer is a conduit;

making

others

theories

of Sc1iptural

such as inerrancy.

of the Bible's accuracy

In an

and usefulness.

44'fhe Church's

Bible, 106-07; see also Kelsey, 91, 208fI

4frrhe Church's

Bible, I 07

a void

461 arn indebted to Jodock for this idea,
. Beyond the scope of
this document but of great importance is the necessary recognition of the
need for ethic. holy living, and social responsibility to be squarely placed
en
shoulders of the church.
If the authority of the 'vVord \Vi.11only be
a

Hauerwas
Abingdon,

and Wilham H. Willlmon,
18891.

supports this
See Stanlev
Resident i\lien§ (Nashville:
·
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develops

at the real heart of the issue of authority:

Will Scripture
argument

bring transformation,

meaning,

and hope?

find intellectually

about the Bible that many contemporary
dishonest

Stanley Hauerwas
Scripture's

authority

Unleashing
Hauerwas

takes the disparity

persons

quite seriously.

between the reality of

and presuppositions

In a recently released

mHde about

book,

Freeing the Bible from Captivity to America,

Scripture:

boldly states that the real problem in Pur,ericaE Christianity

the casual way in which all people are encouraged
themselves--independent
Bible its

and

and devoid of real meaning. 4 7

vvithin the church

the Bible's authority

ciwn

Protestant

of any church

standard,

the authority

reaction

Instead.

and debate often rule the agenda, making statements

offering conclusions

Instead

fs it trustworthy?

tradition

to the teaching

community

the Reformation

4 'Both

the

will prevail. ,,49 The

called for sola Scriptura--often

office of the Catholic

that has accompanied

By making

of the Bible is not privileged.

of our private judgment
has consistently

to read the Bible for

community,48

"then the authority

is

tradition,

this individualistic

in

But the loss of
manifestation

of

legacy points out the need to regain some sense of

Jodock, The Church's

Book, 89-90, speak of the danger

Bible, 108. and Barton,

PeoQle of the

of overstatement.

48"North i\merican Christians are trained
telicve that
ar~
capable of reading the Bible ~mthout sptritual and moral transformation.
They read the Bible not as Christians, not as a people set apart, but as
democratic citizens w'i:10 ,_h1nk
'.~on1nivn 3e:r:.se' is
'understanding'
the Scripture.
They feel no need to stand under the
authority
a tnrthful
to be told how
" (Nashville:
1

72
orthodox

and historic

Catholicism,

tradition. 50 I do not argue for a move to

with its formal teaching

that sola Scriptura, as important
stand

and indispensable

at the center of the church's

the presence
properly

of Jesus

to be the authority

Nature

The Relational

between

or persons

set of ideas. 53 It requires

Rather,

the message

the community."54
possess

and another

and ushers

52 Only

of grace proclaimed

Scripture

God within the church.

can

and the Church
defines the relationship

person,

perso1;_s, a book

to develop.

in a relationship

or a

But the Bible
between

God

it is the work of the Spirit of God, "who works

Thus, Scripture,

authority;

of authority.

Authority

time and experience

is not the one who initiates

through

as it is, does not

for faith. life, and practice.

of Authority

implies relationship.

a person

and humanity.

understanding

I would suggest

Christ, living among His people, the church,

be understood

Authority

office. 51 Rather,

by human

beings belonging

in a very real sense,

is the conduit

to

does not

for the authoritative

work of

As Darrell Jodock relates:

No contemporary
theory of the authority of the Bible can
assume that a person will be convinced of the Bible's
authority apart from participation
in the community of

50Hauenvas.

23-25.

51

83

52"[T]he principle of sola
has become the basis
sorts of maximalizing claims about the Bible." Barton, 84; Beker makes
a
o':::serraticn ir. ''T:!-1'.:".
ire.

54Jodoc!{

1

faith. As Jasoslav Pelikan observed after hearing his eightyear-old daughter sing, "Jesus loves me, this know, for the
Bible tells me so," the lyrics of the children's song were
incorrect for her. She had not read the Bible. She k..."'i.ew
that Jesus loved her because her mother, her father, her
Sunday-school
teacher, her pastor, and others in the
Christian community had told her so. Only later would she
come into contact with the Bible. 55

The Tradition

of Authority

and the Church

At first glance the following observation
Bible functioned

authoritatively

in the church because

allowed it to do so. But underneath
opening reality.

is simple enough.

The

the church

that simple observation

lies an eye-

Before a Bible existed, the work, minist1-y, and life of the

church were upheld by the gospel message and the rule of faith.
noted elsewhere

As

in this work. the church developed a canon out of a

response

to a series of factors in the second

Through

consensus

and usefulness,

ai1d

Scripture's

t.1--iirdcenturies.
authoritative

role evolved

in tb.e life of the church.
Jodock utilizes a term from Michael Polanyi to describe

reality.

Jodock asserts

that authority

is "established

implicitly as attention
the \Vork and life
New Testarnent
profitable.

that authority

not consciously

the early church,

canon came

56Jorlock

74.
11.

By ··tacit," he means

and deliberately

but

is focused on the tasks of the community."57
the documents

In

that comprise

be seen as God-breathed--useful

Why does tht: conternporary

55Jodock,

is "tacit."56

this

the

and

church turn rn the Bible?

With
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the passing of each generation,
reject the claim of tradition
guidance

church would be hard-pressed

to the authority

of Scripture

Interpretation:

Hearing the Voice of Scripture

So what does it mean to say that Scripture
to God's revelation?

What ramifications

divinity and the humanity
Nord?

1

consistent

is the primary

develop in affirming both the

of Scripture?

How does the church

ancient witness have anything

life? How can one approach

with its nature

these kinds of pertinent

speak an

and attentive
questions,

to Scripture

Scripture

relevant

to say

in a way that is

to its authority?

To answer

I plan to propose a general

that correlates with some

interpretive

approach

discoveries

and affirrr1ations made above. This correlation

imperative

as Robert Browne indicates

preacher

\Vitness

Or, on the other hand, can a person who affirms

the veracity of Scripture's
to contemporary

in offering

day issues.

to present

authoritative

to

about preaching:

believes about the mode of dlvine revelation

the

is really quite
"What a

determines

the

mode of his preaching:·58
The place

begin is with Scripture

the "Word of God" to critique
tr)

the

itself. The church

our presuppositions,
text.

must allow

using Scripture

and

c::::ntrcs

58Robert E. C. Browne, The Ministry of the Word (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press 1976) 15. He continues, "Those who believe in the literal
, of
do :sc by
tl1eir work as preachers,
That is, those
givr:n in
form vnll
doctrine
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to the presuppositions

thought. 59 The

include the history of Christian

Word of God finds greater freedom where it is heard in the large circle of
historic

Christian

the differences

witness.

Though many different interpretations

can be helpful as long as persons respectfully

other and are open to change.

Variations

hear each

become destructive

only when

fixed points are rejected or when the "living hope" is threatened.
Scripture

how we interpret

encountered
book.

through

everything

It means that the nature

Scripture.

three distinct

It is the revelation

And the nature
convictions.

of Scripture

of Scripture

can be

First, Scripture

is God's

of God. That means that the Bible has

to do with disclosing

who God is to humanity.

the One who "'willed it into being.

theory or exercise

lation is action--concrete

actions

,vithin human

history.

himself in Word and Deed; God works in history.
history

by his ,f\/illand purpose,

human

forms with human

words.

And God is

Second, this book about God from God

is not some metaphysical

of accommodation;

60

Sets the Agenda

So what does that mean?
dictates

exist,

God reveals

Third, these acts in

have been recorded by humans
The ancient

Christian

thinkers

God reveals himself in rr1odes an.ct methods
and hear

Thu~

the

in
spoke

that

,vith

a nelpful guide to Ll-ie impcrtance of
history of Christian
thought to hearing Scripture. see Douglas E. Brown, wnen Past and
Er.,('._sentMeet:/\ Companion to the Study of Christian Thought (Peabody,
MA: Hendrickson PubHshers, 1987),
John ·writes to affirm
leanings and PauL tn
res

..vere ,
humanity of Jesus in the
Cminthians
l 5, is completely

-w:.·~
t er

of gnostic
unyielding abcut
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documents,

material written using literary structures

common vogue.

with three interrelated,

It means going to Scripture

distinct interests.

These interests

they are enlightening

or approaches

or instructive--though

these three avenues of inquiry because

that were
but

are used not because

they are both.

they approximate

I propose

three realities

about Scripture ..

Approach to
Seri pture

Nature of
Seri pture
God's revelation

cal and C

Tneolog

//

~

questions

Hi st ori ce 1 ques ti

Words and Deeds (in hi stor\d)

stologicei

ons

/
Lit a r ary q est on s

Recorded in
literery
forms

A Threefold Approach

The first avenue is foundational.

recognition
Every book

One must begin with

of the literarJ form that a particular
the Bible is fashioned

in a distinct

Psalms are

text or book possesses.
literary form. The
car

is

the \Vord of God one must first realize the form that God used to
preserve and present his message.

the Roman letter presents,

we must hear it on

own terms.

To read

77
Luke like a cookbook or Romans like the newspaper
distance

bet-neen us and the message.

questions

that aid in discerning

will only create a

Literary analysis,

or asking

the form that a biblical writer is using,

paves the way to understanding

the message.

The second avenue builds on the first. Beyond recognizing
understanding
historical
distinct,

the literary forms of Scripture,

experience.

happenings.

and these distinct,

time ago. Thus the distance
neogotiated.

historical

of

are the warp and woof of God's

happenings

took place a long

between the "then" and the "now" must be

Thus, the historical

questions--intemal

to the

and external

necessary.

The third avenue is the theological
themes

Scripture

establish

claims that a particular

the church.

The church's

one. The broad and clear

the framework

text may make.

that the life and message

remember

are products

They are nestled in the wrap of human

These events a.."1dexperiences

revelat:on,

text--are

one must understand

setting of the text. These biblical documents
historical

and

of Jesus

hear correctly

Specifically we begin to discover

were and are normative

interpretive

specific

lik of

for the

work must not neglect

that huma..1s are ultimately

interpreters--God

put it in a...1-otherway, God is not the object

is. Or

study: He is the
message

an" imper-ative tc)Ols
By confessing

that life is found in God, not in the study of

Scripture,

then we

Scripture

and the votce of God. The church will take particular

in the big picture,

be

being: wary of atomistic

ir"

overall themes

approaches

of
interest

that lead to
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peculiar understandings

of

that do not reflect the collective

Scripture.
The Threefold Approach at Work

If the church is to respond to the authortty

of Scripture,

must regain a clear sense of being biblical in her theology.
and teaching
authority. 61

must be biblical or else lose its connection
grave danger exists in contemporary

then she

Preaching
with any divine

culture for a gap to

develop between life and the Bible. thus dissolving the opportunity
the Word to be heard in the church.62
need for biblical, expositional

Thus I am suggesting

work in our churches.

about what I mean when I speak of exposition.
preaching

is often misconstrued;
in realit:,r

':".xegesis.

"expositional,"

I mean a way of handling

'Nhen I

the vital

Let me be clear

For example,

it often is used to describe

pre2.ching

expository
a form of

the word

the text so that the truth

bears witness

to in its ancient setting will be heard anew in a

c0ntemporary

setting.

~ng

for

it

suggests about :preaching:

Preaching is biblical whenever the preacher allows a text
from the Bible to serve as the leading force in shaping the
content and purpose of the sermon. More d~mamically.
biblical preaching involves telling the truth about--bearing
1---~ap:rens
biblical
some aspect of our life
exerts a claim upon us. Biblical
preaching
not mean merely
about
Bible,
61

62More than one book has appeared in the past
years noting
Bible. Leander Keck's
the
of preaching that
anchored
chapter "On the Malaise of Biblical Preaching," in The Bible in the
63see Greidanus
discussion,
Way to Biblical Pr~aching (New

10-11: also Donald

Abingdon Press.

79
using the Bible to bolster doct1inal arguments. or applying
biblical "principles" to everyday life. . . . Biblical preaching
has almost nothing to do with how many times the Bible is
quoted in a sermon and everything to do with how faithfully
the Bible is interpreted in relation to contemporary
experience. 64
This conviction

about expository

realization

of the importance

endeavors.

the authority

vv1orkleads to a growing

of grammaiical,
of Scripture

historical

is to be properly appropriated,

then it must be heard in its original setting--with
attuned

for its original message.

mere historical

document

subject

and in Scripture.

himself to work in and through
witness
literary

the church's

ears

That does not reduce Scripture

method. 65 Rather it gives serious
God in Jesus

and literary

to the ambiguities

to a

of historical-critical

weight to t..1-ieincamational

work of

That is to say. God accommodated
human

history;

the church

longs to bear

that Work and Word of God, and she must engage in some
and historicai

thinking

hear and see.

64Long, 48. John R. \V. Stott suggests, in Between Two Worlds.
The Art of Preaching in the Twentieth Century (Grand Rapids: Eerdrnans,
1982), 12:6, th.ar expositors are
"up
way
speaks its message clearly, plainly, accurately, relevantly, without
addition, subtraction
or falsification.
In expository preaching the
biblical
is
a
itrod
a sermon on a
largely different theme, nor a convenient peg on which to hang a ragbag
thoughts, but a master which dictates and centrals
of miscellaneous
is
"
\VingreE, The Livi:.:.'lgWord· A Theological Study
of Preaching and the Church (London: SCM, 1960), 20 l. See Karl Bartl1,
H9mileUcs,
s. Geoffrey ,v. Bromiley and Donald E. Daniels
We::.L:nin:ster / ~J
1

Foundational
linguistic,

grammatical,

bear is essential
Word.67

is exegesis. 66 Bringing

then to this
textual.

historical,

and theological

resources

to

for the one who is called on to bear witness to the

Much could be said about exegetical work, but I want to point

out only one theme that is often overlooked.
Typically the stress in doing exegesis is on discovering the message
specific form

of Scripture.
cent

the

matters

criticism and,

, a growing emphasis

growing appreciation

that Scripture

of the various

emerging. 68 The literary forms of Scripture
some message,

re-

little.

but they are an intricate

are

a

takes is

merely vehicles for

part of the message.

The form

itself and the impact that form has on the reader must be considered
a part

Bartlett
by virtue

message.

Concerning

the authority

has helpfully pointed out
form, make different

as

of Scripture.

the different forms
of authority

66For a helpful analysis of the various critical approaches to
exegetical work, see John H. Hayes and Carl R. Holladay, Biblical
Exegesis: A Beginner's Handbook (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1982); also
I. Howard Marshall, ed., New Testament Interpretation:
Essays on
Principles and Methods (Grand Rapids: Vvilliam B. Eerdmans
Co., 1977).
indispensable
exegesis can be
Old Testament Exegesis: A Primer for Students and
Pastors (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1980), and Gordon D. Fee,
Testament Exegesis: A Handbook for Students and Pastors (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1983); less complete and more sympathetic to the
results of critical thinking
Thomas Long's
"Biblical Exegesis
Preaching," in The vVitness of Preaching; note
exegetical
method
HorniJetics, 91-134;
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Christian

community,

of his text--allowing

69 Likewise, the student
and the form

the content

Many fruitful possibilities

should consider

exist.

the form

guide his work. 70

For example, Thomas

Long encourages

to let the form of the text shape the form of the sermon. 71

preachers

If Scripture

is the primary

serious

work of historical

preacher

in the position

is the truth

witness

and literary

to God's saving work, then the

disciplines

hear the \Vord of God. Vlithout

which the text bears witness

have an authoritative

is necessary

word for the church

, one will

to put the
asking \Vhat

hard pressed

to

to hear today.

Conclusion
In the midst of an ongoing controversy
Scripture's

authority

in contemporary

that I believe lead to a biblical
Christian

thought

establish

the authority

I pointed

of Scripture

of

some concepts

First, using the history

of

out that attempts

by the doctrine

of inerrancy

are

late and were efforts to shore up a sagging image of the Bible

historically

with the coming of the modem

reformers

life, I suggested

understanding.

as a backdrop,

over the nature

affirmed the authority

(Philadelphia:

Fortress

Modem Preacher

Bartlett,
Press,

age. Second. the church
of Scripture.

fathers

and

They affirmed the

..cc.=~=-===-'""'-'====-=-=~'"'-·""=~

is
of
and the Ancient Text; see Keck's comments,

106.

7
L:mg, Preach:ng and tht~ Literary Fonns ofthe Bible
the
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1989); Long, "The Basic Fom1
Sermor: "The.J~!itne~§ of t>.r~aclJjng; Do11.M. Wardlaw, ed ... Preaching
B.iblicaliy
rress, l
, also
1
·
Craddock, As One Without Authoricy: {Nashville: Abingdon,
addcck
the "Lrms Jf
be
as
the New· Testament."
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authority

Scripture

as the primary witness to God's saving

from the primacy

Deed by
evidential

nature

of Scripture,

and

and with such

accommodation,

as the

and the use of the rule of

faith.
I proposed
Scripture

that a contemporary

begins with an understanding

authority.

Additionally,

of God in

Scripture

affirmation

divine and human-

is

·s authority

task of bearing witness to what

continues

done.

A christocentric

to be the interpretive

authority

faith.

its

Fundamental

to hearing
the

of Scripture

rest in its

authority

It is to those

to speak and to guide.

understanding

of Scrtoture

have also argued

community

is

key for the church.

only does the authoritv
of Jesus.

'Nord

is the belief that most significantly

the Word of God in Scripture

of

that God is the ultimate

of humanity

Word of God was incarnate.

of the authority

the story

functions

the

believe that the Bible
Scripture

is indeed the church's

To bring this reflection to a close, John Barton's

remarks

book.
are

appropriate:
my own thinking
conviction that we
except by beginning;
there ever
was destroyed.
a minister

of the

authority of
nothin,Z: worthwhile
Christian
a:::id [that]

as a disciple

allow Scripture

set its own agenda for

whatever remarks

can do no less
should be heard.

have offered have been an attempt

to establish

inform inter

to allow the

With a clear voice from history affirming the priority of the gospel,
and the idea of witness,

the concept of accommodation,
the church

today rests in reaching

determine

how Scripture

inerrancy

and modern

impoverished
and reformers,
understandings
investment

critical approaches

the church

world.

of Scripture

of both

will indeed leave Christians

With the rich legacy of the fathers

that are rooted in Scripture

is made imperative

stands

The bankruptcy

would be wise to invest in the durable

as trutl1-bearer

itself.

by the reality that Scripture

to itself; it ex.ists to bear witness
church

beyond the last fifty years to

should be heard.

in a post-modem

the challenge

to the truth

about God.

This

is not an end
Likewise, the

in a world that shows no fondness

truth and yet longs for the healing and hope that the truth

for

of God

provides.

If the church

is to bear witness

by properly discerning
and see Jesus.
Scripture

the locus of authority

the church
Jesus.

based on reason

to Scripture

not to a plan.

system of doctrine.

'Nord.

and external

con1e

hear

from an approach

proofs such as inerrancy.

circles and in Churches

God, not the
call

cnurch

of Christ,

Well-

that

I call the church
a life

the

to

I call

to

not rn a

Such a task begins with a proper understanding
and understanding

Barth's

the world

can often lead to legalism and sectarianism.

to allegiance

biblical

then my hope is that

Such a goal is easily distinguished

known in many evangelical
approach

to the truth,

concluding

begins

observations

lik~

ends with the Incarnate

about his life's work are

say as a theologian
"
a~name,''

and as a

84

::::hrist. ··
is grace,
is
last, be.'f'ond
world
and the church and even theology. What I have been
concerned to do in rny long life has been increasingly to
emphasize this name and to say: There is no salvation in
any other name rhan this. For grace, too, is there. There,
too, is the impulse to work, to struggle, and also the impulse
towards fellowship, towards human solidarity. Everything
that I have tested in my life, in weakness and in foolishness,
is there. But it is there. 73

--~-

--

----------

73Karl Barth, just a
for

days before
death in a
radio, - cited

recording

CHAPTER IV
MINISTRY INTERVENTION: METHOD, SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Methodology

and discovery of the previous

After the exploration
ministerial

task of addressing

remained.

To address

the concrete situation

tl1e dilemma of Scripture's

book and to engage in a proactive

intenrention,

chapters

the

of people still

roie as

church's

the following apnroach

emerged.
1. As is included
historical
nature

sources

of Scripture.

on the nature

some interpretive
consistent

Then, I developed

of Scripture,

with its nature.

authority

for an approach

trajectories

project and engaged

significant
voice on the

a theological

of Scripture,

to Scripture

significant

in the areas

literature

for the

of inspiration,

this task I used the following

To accomplish

bjblical sources

relating to Scripture's

role, major histolical

ha_s been-

tr1

history of the church,

and

0

ontemporary

and

that is

This dual task set the framework

a1..1thority, and revelation.
sources:

I first engaged

to gather some insight to the church's

and authority

reflection

in this document,

the

expressions

biblical

the theological

rf:'.flection as

authority.
2, Using the historical

foundation,
·witness,"

I developed

this document

rev-;ew

another

document.

Entitled

served as an introduction

I

to
85

"The Work of
to Scripture's

role in

86
assimilating

an informed

Scripture.

To accomplish

historical

and theological

of Witness" included
sources;

issues.

introduction

Comprised

a collection

Generally,

of the nature

this task, "The Work

they were introduced

and analysis.

primary

understanding

of readings

of eight units, "The Work
from various

each unit possessed

primarf

with my own reflection
l) an

three components:

2) a reading

and 3) a set of thought

sources,

of

Witness" was rooted in

and intertwined

ai1d surr1mary statement,

and authority

questions

or readings
suitable

from

for group

discussion.
3. A group of eleven persons

at Westlake formed a discussion

to read "The Work of \Vitness" and engaged in discussion.
one-hour

meetings

November

1994.

were held during the months
Only one unit of "The Work

each week; every participant
thought

questions

that were specifically

to announcements

in the church

eleven and concluded

than an occasional

absence

showed a high degree

the

commitment

the

of a preschool

service manager,

counselor,

a

university

administrator,
a

a program

selected

and

bulletin.

\vith the same eleven.

due to travel or sickness,

The group was comprised

and

and considered

group, known as the Focus Group, was composed

others who responded

agent,

of October and
vVitness" was assigned

read the materials

of both opinion leaders at Westlake

insurance

Eight weekly,

before the next meeting.

The discussion

group began

group

The

Other

the Focus Group

ect.
teacher,

a homemaker,

an

staff person

Westlake,

a

an

ar
a microbiologist.

Four persons

held master's

a
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4. Evaluation

occurred

in three ways.

First, through

feedback and interaction

of the weekly meetings,

response

to the materials

presented.

a questionnaire

designed

completed

measure

a one-hour

the clarity and utility of

also assessed

and weaknesses

session

what the Focus

of the facilitator.

the Focus Group, the group

Third, one week after the completion
reassembled

I received an immediate

Second, the Focus Group

"The Work of vVitness." This questionnaire
Group learned and the strengths

the informal

assess and evaluate

Vvork of

Focus Group and on

results

Witness" and the process.
5. Based cm the feedback of
the questionnaire,

I made minor revisions to "The Work of Witness."
Results
of Witness·· allowed eleven people

"The
historical

and theological

of Scripture.

issues that surround

the nature

What now? Does this document,

role to play at Westlake and for Churcnes
study of the nature

and authority

some of the

and authority

or this subject

of Chnst?

of Scripture

explor

What

have any
can the

possess for the church

as

it moves into a new century?

Focus Group Response
Initial Data
One
the response

begin

cLf'~swer

q'-:estions

above

of the Focus Group to their experience.

of the eight-week

strongly and ten

om ont

conclusion

was asked to fill out a

study, each participant
a

to review

._.::n (one

agree strongly),

responded

several
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statements

about the wrttten materials.

statements

and the composite

Here are five of

scores:

1. "The Work of Witness" presented
historical

issues regarding

biblical authority.

2. "The Work of Witness"
issues regarding

3. 'The Work of Witness"
Scripture

4. I possess

authoritatively

Score: 8. 7.

offered a clear overview of the theological

biblical authority.

reflect on

a clear overview of the

Score: 8.4.

provided an excellent opportunity

itself

biblical authority.

a clearer understanding

for the church.

of how Scripture

functions

Score: 8.4.

5. "The Work of Witness" would provide the basis for exploring the
nature

and authority

of Scripture

for persons

to responding
provided
and

each statement,

informal conversation

and powerful experience

historical

awareness

an entirely

several themes

such as Augustine

profound

In addition

to

a

established

Witness

Second,
issues

created
issues.

a new

voice, not dead

statements

s~ore, six open-ended

severn

or Luther was a

new vistas

Third, the
Scripture

comments

and ecclesiastical

new way of looking at

were

emerged.

to theological

Scripture's

Scripture.

participants

for most of the group.

and some sensitivity

Word

Score: 9.

those wrttten

to make comments.

reading from primary sources

at Westlake.

was asked to

that each

were asked.

questions

observations
class disc
be a new

surfaced
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helpful in unde::-standing
to connect

concept

Scripture's

church.

Being able

with faith was affirming for several participants.

historj

of accommodation

often noted as important

and the function
discoveries.

was often mentioned

Understanding

the historical

opportunity

people to consider

of the participants

"I love the

It amazes and thrills me."

in participants'

development

responses.

of the doctrine presented
truthfulnes::o. For two

validity

who had never had a name for this approach

Scripture,

raising questions

inerrancy

materials

about inerrancy

infuriated

me--probably

because

I have heard these

all my life and have seen what it does to churches."

"inerrancy

bothered

church

e most

has used this to support
Perhaps

Or.

I have seen how the

in the
doctrine."

the way to understand

the class discussions

to

was disturbing.

arguments

me

The

of the rule of faith were

As one person stated.

himself to us.

idea of God accommodating
Inerrancy

role for

what "The Work of Witness"

provided is capsulated

and

by this response:

This study forced me to stop ai.'1.dconsider what I really
believe rather than just take things for granted. Then I had
to find out why I believed it and what I was basing my faith
on. It gTle my faith a much firmer foundation and bolstered
by belief L."1the changes I've beer: going through as being
Beyond such substantive

comments

themes,

Focus Group

document
title

documeni:., "The

liked.

group suggested

of the

was

something

group

more descriptive.

to "Tl:e \Vork of
a

Third,

of Discovery," was

ted to see

PQn

example

in

well

Thus, the
Second.

a

were
liberal handling

of
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Scripture.

Thus, a sermon that represented

a feminist

point of view was

added.
Reflection on Focus Group Response
What sort of summary
participation

can be made from the

of the Focus Group?

and response

emerge from

and reflection

the 'wTitten response

One clear thought

and the oral discussion

to

that

followed the class was the value of this kind of study for a larger circle of
people at Westlake.
required

One person suggested

for all teachers

foundation

course for

this subject

matter

of one's paradign1s

in the education

reflects an awareness
and the interpreting

of Scripture

one participant
in the Bible.

program.

offered

Others

from participants

of the value

task.
concepts

about the nature

opportunity

But I found a growing confidence
stated,

in expressmg

now

Scripture

and listening

to what God is saying." Yet another

answers."

valuable

Our

participants
was safe

reasons

for turning
said, "It ts

live \Nithout

makes 1t

Rather than simply accepting

whm I

"Though I have often taken

for granted.,

ask

the

what has always been said,
into an ::nvironrnent

explore.

The result was stronger

faith

it

confidence

God

in Scripture.

in a recent conversation
ctre

with

a~ the

As

why I place trust

Scripture

okay

and

faith development.

said, "The class made me think through

believe about the Bible." Another

saw it as a

system. The high regard for

whole educational

Being able to read and discuss
authority

that the course should be

colleague,
an

he cmnmented
shelc

That

Ihat
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holds tr1e to understanding

observation

Word of Scripture.

As the Focus Group repeatedly

with history and persons
reflection

authority

could safely and positively occur.

my own thoughts

and instilled

the Bible today."

Such was the interest

contemporary
church

within the year.

Church

voice of

encounters

wherein

One participant
readings;

put it this

they affirmed

in our attempts
in historical

to

understand
that I

material

Could it be that hearing

would strengthen

church?

history

confidence

the

to the group that I would offer a class on early

made a commitment
writings

observed,

from history created a structure

way: "I can't explain the impact of the primary

Christian

and in hearing

the historic

faith, ethics and mission

My conclusion

in the

based on this limited foray into

is that it would bless the contemporary

church

.
1
rrnmense,y.

In practical

terms "The \Vork of Witness"

developed a healthy respect for thoughtful

engendered

exegetical work

and historical

methods

Understanding

the nature

of Scripture

its value and promise

Wnere do I go from here?
mtervention

have in Westlake's

can be

it

and prayerful

Though beyond the scope of this present

about literary

heightens

and tl1e discussion

work, learning

was a clearly expressed

interest.

and its vital role as v.itness

to the church.

·what impact can thts ministry
life? Upon reflection,

follows is

3.

brief synopsis

several trajectories

those possibiliHe'.'i,

Education

'The \Nark

Witness"
a.t

some form will

its way

the adult
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into a thirteen
and perhaps

the addition

post-modern

approaches

taken

allow for more time to

week study, which

of more mate1ial in the areas of canon and
The primary readings will probably

to Scripture.

be optional but highly encouraged.
Additionally,

project, has called for this material
adult education

to be required

at \Vestlake.

program

elders, will undoubtedly

series or

training

teachers

influence

circle
Nurturing

find its way into either a future

Discussion

settings

for

groups

an

and could be used with profit in widening

the material

congregation.

have in

Faith among the Youth

Nurturing

the faith and spiritual

is a vital task for the church.
number

I concur with rvforris;

some informal discussion

history at Westlake

in the

is one of'VVestlake's

a use.

and other key opinion leaders.

established

for this

for teachers

Morris,

encourage

'The Work of Witness" will probably
teacher

monitor

Morris Cromer, who served as

of ways.

parti.cipate
and
In particular,

\Vestlake

encourages

REACH provides

another

some other features.

programs

all children

._,on, for

to

setting for spiritual

forn1ation.

students

Scripture
memorize

this work, REACH will be broadened
In particular,

that

Church

REACH offers an opportunity
away

out at in a

Excellence

program

However, in light

is carried

to the usual educational

children.

is

of our young people

This tasK at Westlake

In addition

offer instruction

development

be heard. At
Scripture.
incorporare

REACH will include structured

times

gQ
0

group settings,

more opportunities

and some teaching

for art work to express

Bible stories,

about the role and life of the community.

Community
Significant
community

of this work is the role that the

to the thesis

plays in hearing

Scripture.

Scripture,

must be given voice \Vi.thin the church's
within the faithful community,
supports

the Word.

worship.

Scripture

Through

responsive

readings,

Scripture

Additionally,

the role of the comrrmnity

finds at least three distinct

First, Westlake's

in hearing

opportunities.
in

is an active, vital part of what is heard each week.
readings,

congregational

receives a significant

a psalm

for preaching

readings,

and dramatic

hearing each week in worship.

:read as a part

rooted in understanding

to worship.

the

places within weekly duties the

and reaching.

For me, this responsibility

that God, mediated

through

is

the Son, is the sole

Thus. workin£2"thrcu ..gh the themes

source

CJ

project
result

and

reflects a growing use of Scripture

worship

Second, my work as preacher
opportunity

book,

-worship and life. Likevvise,

the work of the Spirit nurtures

For Westlake,

the Word with authority

as the church's

a clearer vision about preaching

this prcject,

proclamation

a1n becoming

is evolving.

aware of

of the gospel has for creating

Notably, as a

vital

a.rid nurturing

community.
Third, Westlake
study.

utilizes small groups that are centered

Each week approximately

fellow.snip.
study

purpose

in Bible

eighteen groups meet for study and

of the::se groups
2

nunure
of this

one
.a
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emphasis

on community

development

,Nill be forthcoming.

groups are ideally suited for Scripture
real living. Additionally,
accountability
Discipleship

These small

be heard within the 1_:ontext of

small groups provide the context for

to the word that is heard each week.
and Interpretation

Yet another

implication

of this work is a growing awareness

the theological controls supporting

the interpretive

expansion.

Though the message

the starting

point for all reflection,

place for interpretive

work.

posits that validation

process

or the rule of faith stands

some other validation

because

literary and historical
jndispensable,

However, simple literary and historical

of God in the text.

comm

heard heightens

converges with
as the

the significance

Christian

that
a community

Certainly,

are
controls as an

always rerognize the authority
the community

the

word of Scripture
The

only

is affirmed?

controls to the study of Scripture

'Scripture ;:ire insufficient

distinctively

of God's

Should not the practice and life of the church today be seen as

the place to see whether the voice of Scripture

where

the

earliest times the ;:hurch has

Spirit.

affirmed the work of the Spirit affirming the proclamation
message.

that

of God's people.

as the place of validation

is place of

as

must take

I propose to begin working an approach

within the community

I suggest community
community

of Jesus

that

work

where

of discipleship.

becomes the place
Soirtt.

authorit:Jtive
Obedience

word is

and

lifestyles will be the evidence of Scripture's
is

of people Jive out

;ssesses

truth does

truth
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validation.

For Westlake, interpretation

test of whether
Churches

of Scripture

must come to the

will .respond and

the comrnunity

out the V/ord.

of Christ

Is there a viable need for "The Work of Witness" or the historical
and theological work contained

If the continued

confusion

is any indication,
Scripture

in this volume to have a larger exposure?

and debate observed in many churches

then serious and careful reflection

is foundational

to the health

about

of the Restoration

and all the

issues that are creating points

fundamental

concern about authority.

why it functions

functions
inadequate

response.

foundational

Though Churches

to the church's

amnesia

Perhaps

concerns.

draft
Westlake

of

For

and theological

,.·eceives pocr
of Scripture

about Scripture

is

suffers

anemia?
can serve as a modest

some addittons
Work

of Christ have

then what is to become of a

"The Work of Witness" document

flavor.

is the

how the Bible

the authority

and aniculation

tn other churches.

Scripture's

as an authority,

And if understanding

fellowship whose awareness

individuals,

tradition.

tension

long claimed the Bible as the sole source of authority,

"academic"

nature

all the talk about worship, women, small groups, mission,

underneath

historical

today

'Witness"

revisions
prove

the
for

small groups, and Bible classes desiring to grapple with
r:ature and

"The Work

Witness"

I

to prepare

in conjunction

a new ar:1 fuller

to teaching

in the fall of 1995 or the winter of 1996.

the material

at

From there, I will seek

Within scholarly and more reflective circles I anticipate
revision and attempt

to publish

work that this document
clear-headed

the early chapters

represents

of this document.

is critical for spiritual

interpretation.

about authority

of Christ.
and

The voice with which I speak is one that is rooted in the

realities of the church's
of the nature

The

vitality and

theological reflection for persons within Churches

I want to enter into wider circles of discussion

university;

the

call to carry out the mission of Jesus.

and authority

of Scripture

it is the question

is not a question

facing the church.

The issue

of the

Hopefully, through

reflection begun in these pages. another modest a..11dconstructive
Twill be of service to the church's

the

voice

struggle to be a people of the book.

Finally, the most concrete and vital result of this study and
intervention
appreciation
authority

the life of a church is a personal,
about the authority

of Scripture

work through Jesus
vitality.
the truth.

to

of Scripture.
with

sets the parameters

With Scripture

deepening

To recognize that the

witness it bears to God and His
to hear the message with

as my guide I long ever to be bearing witness

to

Ap

end1x 1: The Work ofWitnes

The Workof Witness: An Introductionto the
Nature and Authorityof Scripture
Unit One
the begir.aring ... "
Thank you for

willingness to particip8te in this

My

is that

you will be blessed with a greater appreciation for the role of Scripture in the
church's life.

The focus of the study is to help you have a greater awareness and
understanding

into the nature and authority of Scripture for the church.

Though at

blush such a goal sounds a little dull

academic, ...believe

that you will find this exploration to be quite interesting.

More significantly,

I

believe that your faith will find opportunity for growth.

To understand

Scripture's proper role and to begin thinking about how we

should use it in the church today, we will let two imporant sources be our

guide. First~ Scripture itself will set the groundwork for an understanding
the Bible should be used. Second,
histors

be utilized.

church heard and

voice of the church throughout

How have Christians throughout
Scripture?

Throughout

and

authoritative

course
You

that
about Scripture's

of

history of
our class, you vvill

learn what

and explor'.: your own C'Jnvictions
and how Scripture shnuld be heard
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Each week you will be given a handout to prepare for next week's class. I will
ask you to read the material carefully and give some time considering the
thought questions that conclude each handout.

Though there may be some

variance from week to week, generally each handout vvill have 1) an opening
section that will introduce the theme for the week, 2) a reading or readings
from some other source, 3) some concluding remarks or observations, and

4)

a

set of thought questions for group discussion.

The class will meet for eight Wednesday nights, beginning on Wednesday, 5
October, and running through the last \Vednesday

November.

meet as a class on the Wednesday before Thanksgiving.

7'1ill not

At the end of the

course you will be asked to do two things. First, you will be asked to fill out a
questionnaire

designed to measure the clarity and utility of handouts each

week. Second,

Wednesday after the completion of the class,

you are asked to participate

December,

in a one-hour session to assess and evaluate the

handouts and the whole course. We will meet at 8:15p.m., after other classes
on. this day.

two

are a

w

of the

evalua~ion process

necessary for my doctoral work. Your help ·with these requests and your
participation
\\rillingness

~<-'•~~

Initial

1
.L

What

in the class is deeply appreciated.

I thank you for your

partner with me in this learning experience.

VV~L~iu.,Jia~A~,i~L

of experiences have

the Bible's role in your

that

and for the church?

your understanding
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Have you had some "paradigm shifts" in your understanding

of the

Bible? In what ways have you made changes in your perceptions of the
Bible?

3.

Does the Bible's authority rest in its historical accuracy, its poetic and
literary quality, its remarkable

history, its truthfulness

about the

human condition, or its divine origins? Or does its authority come from
somewhere else? Explain your convictions. Are you prepared to reexamine your point of view?
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TheWorkofWitness:TheBibleTellsMe
So
Unit Two

I

fci.What.Does Yow-MapLqolfLike?

We all have some presuppositions or preunderstandings

about the study of

Scripture. Each ofus has some convictions about the authority of Scripture.
These assumptions are like a map that we use to chart our way through the
world of the Bible. The question is how good are they? How well does our
"map" reflect the actual terrain of Scripture?
How do we go about understanding

this ancient, but authoritative

book? Everyone has a model or an approach to Scripture. All interpretation
of Scripture possesses some set of presuppositions.

These presuppositions

include definitions, questions, needs, philosophical constructs, tools, skills,
traditional formations, and personal convictions.
Some persons fail to recognize their presuppositions, simply saying
that God said it. Others use their historical skills to preclude some possible
interpretations

of Scripture. Some play pick a verse, any verse, and let that

verse be the guiding principle. At the other end of the spectrum, there are
those who possess an elaborate doctrinal system and then go to the Bible to
back up whatever position they happen to espouse. Most people are in
between. But wherever you are, you can not escape asking the question of how
is the Bible going to be heard in your life.

It seems more proper to allow the "Word of God" to critique our
presuppositions, using Scripture and prayer to review what questions we
bring to the text. Additional controls to the presuppositions include the
history of Christian thought. The word of God finds greater freedom where it
is heard in the large circle of historic Christian witness. Though different
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points of view are heard through history, a general consensus exists on most
issues.

Besides, differences can be helpful as long as people respectfully hear

the other and are open to change. Variations become destructive only when
fixed points are rejected (1 John) or when the living hope is threatened

(1 Cor

15).
Here is our approach. To allow the Word of God to critique our
approach to Scripture, we believe that we must reckon with some
fundamental

obser-vations about the nature of Scripture.

We want to let the

Bible speak to us on its terms, not ours. Now we know we can't do this
completely; no one is ever completely objective about important
significant matters.

(Have

ever heard a mother

and

"Here

newborn

baby; isn't she the ugliest thing you ever saw!") But our goal is to let the Bible
set the agenda, the approach for us.

1i================================i1
IIf we want to uphold the convictions of our tradition and be "Back to the
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Bible" people, then we must discover and use a method that is consistent
~with

the nature of Scripture._

We believe allowing the Bible to set the agenda to be the credible way to

begin for at least

reasons.

First, from a historical

11nderstG0 d

standards

heard

ou:c

say we

of the

century

It

only

own tern'":::'. Let's be hc,:r1est. The

or tne original pop-psychology manual.

Second, if a person believes
en

Tha+:

of modern ship building and transportation.

the

Bib1e is not a self-nelp

ancient

own

a great injustice if we should take maritime
scrutinize

of view,

somehow

another God's
'=ard in

:tally

to
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humanity.

He chose to do so through written materials.

materials--long

recognized as authoritative

The content of those

to the Christian community--have,

we believe, a form that is also important to the meaning that God intended for us
to know. The way God revealed his purposes should not be overlooked. Thus our
approach to the Bible should take into account the form and nature that the
Bible takes.

So what does that mean? It means that the nature of Scripture dictates
how we interpret and hear the messsage of Scripture.

r II.

Th~Nature

ancf.A:~thoritY of Scripture: A Look

KtScripture

I

Please read the following texts from Scripture and interact Tvith the
observations provided:

What were Jesus' attitudes toward Scripture?
1. For Jesus, Scripture is an indispensable

choices" ,Jesus second temptation
interpreted

reminds us that Scripture must be

with theological awareness

2. Theological themes exist in Scrinture.
preunde:rstanding

that

was

resource for making ethical

(Matthew 4.1-1

The Sadducees had the

resurrection.

hear correctly the message

Scripture.

affirms that there is one

that sums the whole

Therefore) they

In dialogue with the Pharisees,

3. Jesus was devoted to Scripture and taught Scnpture
24.32A5;

2 22).

to
,Jesus

(Matthew 22 23-40)

hrn followers (Luke
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4. Scripture is not the source of life. However, Scripture does speak the truth

about the One who does bring life (John 5.39).

What were Paul's attitudes toward Scripture?
1. Scripture was written for instruction

2. Jesus is the logical extension of

Corinthians

hope (Romans 15

message of the Old Testament

(l

15.3, 4).

3. Scripture instructs

and is inspired (God-breathed) (2 Timothy 3.14-17).

L God originates Scripture.

Scripture does not originate with humans (2

Peter 1.20-21).

2. Scripture can be poorly interpreted

!III. S0I11e.Beginning Points

(2 Peter 3.15-16).

I

Based on some observations from Scripture, I would suggest several
beginning points in understanding the nature
and how it
functions
an authority for the

04
L Divine "Nords. Scnpture 1s "of God." Scripture is God-breathed; it is Godgiven. We study and obey Scripture because Scripture is divine revelation.

2. Human Words. Though Scripture is divine, God has accommodated
Himself
human expression, words, and ambiguities. Thus 1) Scripture can
be misunderstood, and 2) Scripture requires our best efforts to understand
what God is disclosing to us.

3. The purpose or intent that God has for Scripture is teach, reveal, and
instruct humanity. Scripture is the tool that God has chosen to use to reveal
His will tc us.

is the way that God has chosen to disclose his love and

gracious kindness to us.

4. Scripture as Witness. Scripture is not an end, but the means to a greater
end--entering and nurturing a relationship with God in Jesus Christ through
the power of the Holy Spirit. Scripture is the witness to what God has done.
It speaks the truth about the God we seek to kno'H. ·witness is an 2-ppropriate
metaphor to understanding Scripture's function. Scripture tells us the truth
about God and His revelation to humanity.

5. At the center of what Scripture bears witness to is the truth about Jesus of
Nazareth. For Paul the gospel, the message of Christ's death, burial, and
resurrection, was paramount to his ministry. It seems to me that
Paul
this message functioned as a key to understanding the Old Testament.I
It
was the key to his understanding of how faith was developed.2 This
kerygmatic message was the key to his ethics.3 Throughout Paul's ministry,
messa2'e
was cencral to
preaching.
, this
message was central for how Paul lived.5
lChrist is the telos of the law, as in Romans 10.4.
2"faithcomes hearing and hearing by the preaching of Christ" (Romans
, It unfortmate
thac many eatlier English translations rn,glectthe prefered rendering. For Paul it was the preaching of Christ
(not some modern understanding of the Bibleas the Wordof God)that when heard created faith.
3Tbe structure •)fPaul's letter especiallvRomans and Ephesians, :0·1firm
idea.
4"~·orwe do not proc~aimourselves:we
Jesus
as Lord and r,urselvesdi'> your slaves
for Jesus' sake" (2 Corinthians 4.5).
5"A.ndit is :,mger
live.
it is Cb1ist who jves in
And th;" life
live +.hefk,sh
by faith m the Son of
who lovedme and gave himself foeme (Galatians
0.
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Paul was not alone on this matter.

Peter and ,Jesus demonstrate

an

awareness
the difference between Scripture and the core of Scripture.6 The
early church fathers, as they attempted to articulate the Christian faith,
merely continued this interpretive approach to Scripture. As noted earlier,
the rule of faith and the saving message of God became helpful tools to
understanding Scripture's meaning and import for teaching and instruction.
As I attempt to formulate a systematic statement about the authority
of Scripture, I believe that fundamentally there must be the recognition
its authority rests on the proclaimed message of Jesus Christ. Scripture
attests
this all important centenng event.
understand Scripture begins with some assumption.

attempt to
For the early church

that assumption was the message of the gospel. I see no reason to ignore the
Vvitness of scripture and
church and attempt to
Scripture's
authority in the doctrine of inerrancy, human experience or any
source.
Such a christocentric assertion steers a discussion away from utilizing
categories of modern philosophy or historical method as fundamental
assumptions.
question
Scripture's s 1-1thority
churc~'s question,
not the university's.
brings philosophical

By making this assertion I am fully aware that one
and methodological resources to Scripture. What I am

proposing is an awareness
contained and harnessed

of these assumptions and the need for them to be
a proper Christology.

6. If Jesus, Paul, and Peter regarded the Scriptures as normative for their
lives, and the early church regarded the Scriptures as normative for belief
practice, then can we less? If Scripture is not normative, then one of
~hing
for
First is

crystalization

of

How we have always done things

becomes more significant than hearing the Word. Second
values
path
~,W1ng

6For Pe~"r >Jnsiderhis
recorded
:1econveys C:,, uelius' househcl:: :,:e essentials

Of

substitution

is the
10
~otask the
i.;1terpretatiw
work of the scribes in John 5.39-40. "You search the scriptures because you think that
them you have
on my behalf. Yet yourefuse corne to me to
life."
eternal
and it is they that
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7. Because
these things we must approach the study of Scripture based on
what Scripture says about itself. External argument and supposition are
secondary. The authority of Scripture must ultimately rest on the work of the
Spirit and our acceptance of the witness of Scripture in faith. Hearing the
Word is a gift. No amount of argument and debate in logical and rational
terms will ultimately persuade the pagan. As John Calvin said, "These
Christians who wish to prove to unbelievers that Scripture is the Word of God
are acting foolishly
faith can this be known."7

IIV.

Thought Questions ·1

1.

What assumptions about the Bible's authority do you bring to the
study of Scripture? Where did you acquire these assumptions? How
helpful have they been to your understanding of Scripture?

2.

State in your own words some points of understanding about the
purpose, and authority
Scripture from the texts
were
asked
read.

3.

· handout proposes seven beginning points based on reflection on
Scripture about the authority and role of Scripture for the church.
Identify one or two of these points that 1) are new to you; 2) are
already are part of your "map"; 3) are confusing or unclear; and also 4)
with which you would take some issue. Be prepared
explain your
answers.

1983),6.
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The Work of Witness:Canon
Unit Three

How did the church come to have a Bible? ·what determined what
documents of the early Christian era were included into the list, or "canon," of
accepted and authoritative sources for the Christian faith? Though there
existed an "Old Testament"--that
is, the holy scriptures of the Jews, how did
these twenty seven books of the New Testament come to be accepted as
binding in some way or another over the church? Does the way
Bible came
into existence ha,,e any impact on its authority?

It certainly took some time. The first time a list that matches our
contemporary

Bible is found

m

D. 367. when Athanasius

wrote an Easter

Letter.

IThe Old.Testament

I

The beginning point
the
of
Old Testarnent uccurred
during the reign of the young Israelite king Josiah. During the reconstruction
of the temple in 621 RC., a book--likely the book of Deuteronomy--was found.
The book when heard was accepted as the word of God and taken to be the
authoritative law for the nation (2 Kings 22.3-23.3). This is the first time in
human history that a document was recognized as sacred. Other documents
were identified. Scribes and editors began the process of shaping ancient
narratives and law codes into the Law, or Torah. By the time of Ezra and
Nehemiah (about 400 B.C.), the Law had acquired the status
sacred
scripture (Neh. 7.73b-8.
The Law was comprised of five books--Genesis,
rrhou,::rh
Exodus,
u~- mQTP"..,,
would
recognized as sacred writings, the Law stood at the center of Jewish
The second division of the Hebrew Bible was the prophets. The
prriphets were
into
broad categories. The fr:Tmer
were
the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings (Samuel and Kings were
wete the

Jeremiah,
,Jne

Ezekiel, aad

Twelve (the minor prophets were lumped together
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the passing of Malachi in the middle of the fifth century B. C. By common
Jewish conviction, prophecy was silenced, never to be heard again. This is
affirmed by the interesting fact that Daniel is not a part of the minor
prophets. Daniel is in the section to be considered below. Daniel appeared on
the scene in about 165 B. C.--much too late to be considered a part of the
prophets. Thus, by the second century B. C. the prophets were clearly
recognized as a closed group of materials.
The third and final division of the Hebrew Bible was the writings. This
is a collection of varied materials that are divided in many different ways.
Jerome, the Christian writer, divided them as follows: three books of poetry-Psalms, Proverbs, and Job; the Megi.lloth, or the five rolls, which were
connected to the five national feast days of Israel--The Song of Solomon, Ruth,
Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther; one prophetic book--Daniel; and two
books ofhistory--Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles.
Twenty years after the fall of Jerusalem, in A. D. 90, a council of rabbis
gathered at Jamnia to shape the direction and destiny of a faith that had lost
its central identity--the temple and Jerusalem. At the Council of Jamnia the
books of the Old Testament were clearly established for the Jewish faith.
What is striking is the length of time that it took to develop a consensus
about these sacred writings-- 700 years is a long time.
Though the Christian faith had already risen from within Judaism,
early Christians had already claimed the Hebrew Bible as their own and to
this day the Christian Old Testament is the same as the Hebrew Bible. In
132 B. C. the prologue ofben Sira describes his grandfather as a student of
the law and the prophets and "the other books of our fathers." Jesus
apparently knew the Bible well--from Genesis to Chronicles.8 Josephus, near
the end of the first century, treats the Hebrew Bible as a closed list,
identifying twenty two books corresponding with the twenty two letters of the
Hebrew alphabet:
It therefore naturally, or rather necessarily, follows (seeing that with us it is
not open to everybody to write the records, and that there is no discrepancy in
what is written; seeing that, on the contrary, the prophets alone had this
privilege, obtaining their knowledge of the most remote and ancient history

8Chronicleswas typicallythe last bookin the Hebrewcanon.
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through the inspiration which they owed to God, and committing

writing a

clear account of the events of their own time just as they occurred) - it follows,
I saw, that we do not possess myriads of inconsistent books, conflicting with
each other. Our books, those which are justly accredited, are but two and
twenty, and contain the record of all time.
Of these, five are the books of Moses [Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy], comprising the law and the traditional history from
the birth of man down to

death of the lawgiver. This period falls only a

little short of three thousand years. From the death of Moses until Artaxerxes,
who succeeded Zerxes as king of

the prophets subsequent to ~ifoses

wrote the history of the events of their own times in thirteen books [probably 1)
Joshua, 2) Judges and Ruth, 3) Samuel, 4) Kings, 5) Chronicles, 6) Ezra and
Nehemiah, 7) Esther, 8) Job, 9)

10)

Jeremiah and Lamemati:ms, 11)

Ezekiel, 12) Minor Prophets, 13) Daniel]. The remaining four books [probably
1)

Psalms, 2) Song of Songs, 3) Proverbs, 4) Ecclesiastes] contain hymns to God

and precepts for the conduct of human life.
From Artaxerxes to our own time the complete history

been

written, but has not been deemed worthy of equal credit with the earlier
records, because of the failure of the exact succession of the prophets.
We have given practical proof of our reverence for our own Scriptures.

For although such long ages have now passed, no one has ventured either to
add, or to remove, or

alter a syllable; and it is an instinct with every Jew,

from the day of his birth, to regard them as the decrees of God, to abide by
them, and, if need be, cheerfully to die for them. Time and again are how the
sight has been witnessed of prisoners enduring tortures and death
theaL
allied documents.

than

a

against

every
and

9

New Testament
The Bible of the early church was
the
'Testament
days of the apostles
until the
century,
Christian faith
was conveyed through preaching and oral tradition. Though most of Paul's
were
Ill
evidence
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that they had any wide circulation until the end of the century. The guiding
and authoritative source for the earliest church was the message and sayings
of Jesus and the rule of faith. The oral tradition of the message of Jesus was
strongly preferred over the written tradition.
But with the passing of the apostles, eyewitnesses, and others who
were close to such people, the church began to seek out sources that could
solidify and uphold the Christian faith. The need for sources for worship,
instruction, and apologetics began
make demands on the church. During
the closing decades of the first centur<J, the four gospels--Matthew, Mark,
began
circulated together;
Luke, and John--were written. Paul's
undoubtedly they were the first collection of any specifically Christian group
of documents. Many other documents began to surface and have some use in
the early church. Some these documents are in ou.r Bible today. Other
documents, such as the Gospel of Peter, the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,
the Letter of Clement to Rome, the Letter of Barnabas, and the Shepherd of
Hermas are not. What sort of criteria did the the early church use? How did
8arly chun::'t. determine w~ich docums:its possessed an authority that
should be heard in the church?

IFactors

Determining the Canon

I

The Primacy of Jesus" Perhaps most important was the messag13 of Jesus.
As Martin l\ticDonald states, "the primary authority of the earliest Christian
community was Jesus himself. Not only was the early Church's faith related
to his death and resurrection, but it was also focused on the sayings of Jesus.
These sayings were at first and for some time later passed on in oral form in
Church,
many of
were
written down quite early
circulated among
Christians, even though
books in which they were
found (the Gospels) were not yet viewed as Scripture."10
ma
thP
to
Ignatius ca. 110adelJesus
demonstrates his
the
Testament Scripture:

lOlvfartinMcDonald,The Formation of the Christian BiblicalCanon
116,

Abingdon,
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But I beseech you to do nothing in factiousness, but after the teaching of Christ.
For I heard some men saying, "If I find it not in the charters, I do not believe in the
Gospel." And when I said to them that it is in the Scripture, they answered me,
"That is exactly the question." But to me the charters are Jesus Christ, the
inviolable charter is his cross, and death, and resurrection, and the faith which is
through him; --in these I desire to be justified by your prayers.11

Ignatius saw the gospel as on par with or superior to the authority of
the Old Testament. More importantly, the text shows that
primary center
for authority was in the life, death, and resurrection
Jesus Christ--not in
specific

2. The Rule of Faith. Anything that conveyed the message of Jesus was
significant because at the heart of the Christian faith 1,vasthe Living Word,
the Christ. Irenaeus of Lyons (writing ca. 170-80) most clearly demonstrated
a supportive principle at work. The Christian faith was primarily defined by
a central core of convictions that were often called the rule of faith. The
statement of
was anchored in the ~macy of
and what tr~e
apostles had proclaimed. Thus, this rule quickly became the standard by
which writings and practices were measured. Irenaeus affirmed the
scriptural authority of various Christian writings. But what gave these
writings authority was not their place in an inspired book list, but because
they conveyed the truth about Jesus. These books passed on the tradition of
the apostles. For Irenaeus and for the early church, "the faith" of the church
was foundational for the life of the church. Irenaeus summarized the faith in
following well-known
significant text:
The
though ,
the
even to
ends of
has received from the apostles and their disciples this
one God, the
things

Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth

a.re in them

incarnate

m one
our salvation and in the

prophets the dispensations of

,=sus,the

God,

bec2.me

Spirit, who proclaimed

the

the advents, the birth from a virgin, the

passion, the resurrection from the dead, and the ascension into heaven in the flesh
our

Phld. 8.2
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future manifestation from heaven in the glory of the Father "to gather all things in
one" and to raise up anew all flesh of the whole human race in order that to Christ
Jesus, our Lord, God, Savior, and King, according to the will of the invisible
Father, "every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things
under the earth, and that every tongue should confess" to him, and that he should
execute just judgment toward all sending into everlasting fire "spiritual
wickednesses," and the angels who transgressed and became apostates, together
the

unright2ous, and ;vicked,

profane

mE::11.
But

he may, in the exercise of his grace, confer immortality on the righteous and holy,
and those who have kept hls commandments and have persevered in hls love, some
from the beginning of their Christian course and others from the date of their
repentance. He will surround them with everlasting glory.12

Irenaeus' goal was to defend and uphold the Christian message. To do so he
then looked to writings that would affirm the apostolic message. Thus the
Old Testament and various Christian writings were authoritative since they
were consistent with the rule of faith.

3. Use in Worship and Instruction. In the second century a number of
Christian writings were looked
for admonition. For example, the Gospels,
very early on, carried weight and authority for the life of the church. Justin
Martyr, from the middle of the second centurJ, gives us one of the earliest
glances into Christian worship and the use of Christian writings:
After these [services] we constantly remind each other of these things. Those who
have more come to the aid of those who lack and we are constantly together. Over
all that we receive we bless the Maker of all things through his Son Jesus Christ
and through the Holy Spirit. And
placE: chose

Hve m

day

or

country,

Sunday there is a meeting
- the memoirs of

or the writings of the prophets are read as long as time permits. When
has finished, the president

a discourse urges and invites [us] to

apostles
reader

imitation of

12Adv.Ha.er.,1.10.1. The rule of faith, in its simplest form, is probably found in the old Roman creed
of the fourth century. Today it is usually called the Apostles'Creed:"I believein God the Father rtlmighty,
,:reator Gfheavenand
And ,Jesus
mr Lord
was ,,nceived
Holy
Mar:/, suffereC.u.r~C.er
Pontius
J(;a<l buried. I1e
to hell,
born.of the
the dead, ascended to heaven, sits at the right hand of God the Father
on the third day rose again
almighty, thence He will come to judge the living and the dead: I believein the
Spirit, the holy catholic
';hurch,
eommuniJn saints,
,,,,urrectiin, J the
, and the life eerlasting.
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these noble things. Then we all stand up together and offer prayers. And, as said
before, when we have finished the prayer, bread is brought, and wine and water,
and the president similarly sends up prayers and thanksgivings to the best of his
ability, and the congregation assents, saying the Amen; the distribution, and
reception of the consecrated [elements] by each one, takes place and they are sent
to the absent by the deacons. Those who prosper, and who so wish, contribute,
each one as much as he chooses to. What is collected is deposited with the
president, and

takes care

orphans and

and those who are in

on

account of sickness or any other cause, and those who are in bonds, and the
strangers who are sojourners among

and, briefly

is the protector of all

those in need. We all hold this common gathering on Sunday, since it is the first
day, on which God transforming darkness and matter made the universe, and
Jesus

our Saviour rose from the dead on the sarr.e day. For

crucified

him on the day before Saturday, and on the day after Saturday, he appeared to his
apostles and disciples and taught them these things which I have passed on to you
also for your serious consideration.13

Apostolic Connections. Another factor that determined the status of a
document was its connection with an apostle. As F. F. Bruce suggests
The principal criterion of New Testament canonicity imposed in the early
church was not prophetic inspiration

apostolic aut:hDrship--or, if

authorship, then authority. In an environment where apostolic tradition
counted for so much, the source and norm of that tradition were naturally
found in the writings
Mark

apostles or of men closely associated with apostles.

LuKe, for instance, were

not to be apostles, but

close

association with Peter and Paul respectively was emphasized. As for the
epistles, h0vvever,the te~dency was
of apostolic authorship.

Letter to

canonicity to
Hebrews,

to the
example, wa.s

the roman church earlier than anywhere else (so far as our evidence goes\
but Rome was one of the last important churches to acknowledge it as
canonfra~.

13::: Apol.

as

67

one

importar,,

to

1
Pauline authorship to it--not out of conviction, but out of an unwillingness to
be out of step in this regard with Alexandria and the other great eastern
churches.14

5. The Contributions of a Heretic. One of the reasons it became
impor :.ant for
early church
identify dearly
could. properiy
called
the church's scripture was the emergence of diverse understandings of the
Christian faith. Most notable was the work of Marcion. Marcion, a wealthy
ship-owner from Sinope, arrived in Rome around
D. 140. He was a gnostic;
he saw the world through the lens of dualism. Notably, this dualism
expressed itself in this way: Spirit is good and matter is bad. God is good
and fleshly, worldly things are bad. This line of thinking led Marcion to
conclude that the God of the Old Testament was really not God, but a god that
was in fact hostile to the God of Jesus. This god, the Demi urge, created the
physical world and ushered in sin and suffering. The Demiurge was ignorant
and evil. The God of Jesus was Spirit. The God of Jesus was Love.
Marcion soon had quite a following and he produced his own list or
canon or Scripture. As one might expect, the Old Testament was not included.
In addition to the horrendous stories of the Demi urge, the Old Testament
possessed Law, and Law was earthly. In its place Marcion put the Gospel.
He discarded Matthew, Mark and John (too Jewish!) and used an edited
version of Lukeo 15 The second section of Marcion's scriptures was the Apostle.
Here
placed ten of
's letters, since Paul was the advocate of grace
against
The
section was
Antitheses. This was a compilm:ion of
con
Old Testament passages \Vith Chnstian writings
Marcion was not the only one who pressured the church to decide what
canon
Scripture would
A
called the Montanists developed the
conviction that the Spirit continued to bring fresh
new revelation
the
church. This movement, which was quite visible by the early third century,
raised the issue of whether the canon was open or closed. Can there be a
14F. F. Bruce, "Tradition and the Canon of Scripture,"
Donald K Mc.Kim,/Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983), 74.
· 'He took
Old Tes; nent ref'e,"'n.:es!

The Authoritative Word,(59-84)
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continual and ongoing authoritative

word offered? The answer of the church

was no.

6. Diocletian. In 303, Diocletian, the Roman emperor, unleashed the
last wide-spread persecution of the church. Diocletian struck at the
organizational structure of the church; he sought to destroy the books,
buildings, and offices of the Christians. This brought some serious reflection
to the Christian community about what was truly sacred literature. If a
document was acknowledged to be sacred or authoritative, the church official
was required to hand it over for destruction. This refinement process
undoubtedly forced some conclusions about various texts.

I Books, Lists~ ....

Canon

I

To determine when a particular document was properly considered a
part of the canon, or official list, of scripture was not a simple matter. Just
because a church father quoted from a book did not necessarily mean that he
was quoting it as "scripture." Throughout the second century we see a rising
conformity on certain areas; in other areas, there is a lack of consensus.
Irenaeus, for example, is quite convinced about the gospels.
It is not possible that the Gospels can be either more or fewer number than they
are. For, since there are four zones of the world in which we live, and four
principal winds, which the Church is scattered throughout all the world, and the
'pillar and ground' of the Church is the Gospeland the spirit oflifo; it is fitting that
she should have four pillars, breathing out immortality on every side, and vivifying
men afresh.16
As jme passed a clearer definition as to
included in the "list" of Seri pture developed.

The Muratorian Fragment (traditionally

books .,hould

ca. 180)
Called
Mur&torian Fragment,
takes its narn.e from Lodovico Antonio
Mura tori, who discovered and published it in 17 40. For years this fragment
to ·~ume
recent
l6Against Heresies :J.11.8.

a later date--rnid fourth century. It probably represents the church in Rome.
The beginning of the document is missing; \vhat still remains begins with
Luke:
[1] At which, however, he was present and so he has set it down. The tf'ird
Gospel book [is] that accordingto Luke. This physician Luke after Christ's
ascension (resurrection?), since Paul had taken him with him as an expert in the
way (of the teaching), composedit in his own name accordingto (his) thinking. Yet
neither did he himself see the L0rd iri.the flesh; and therefore, as ne was able to
ascertain it, so he begins to tell the story from the birth of John.
[2] The fourth of the Gospels [was written by] John [who vvasone] of the
disciples. When his fellow-disciplesand bishops urged him, he said: Fast with me
from today for three days, and what will be revealed to each one let us relate to one
another. In the same night it was revealed to .Andrew,one of the apostles, that
whilst all [ofthem] were to go over (it;, John in his own name should write
everything down. And therefore, though various [elements] rortendencies?) are
taught in the several Gospelbooks, [nevertheless] that matters nothing for the faith
of believers, since by the one and [sovereign]Spirit everything is declared in all [of
the Gospels]: concerningthe birth, concerningthe passion, concerningthe
resurrection, concerning the [life] with his disciples and concerninghis two
comings,the first [time he came he was] despised in lowliness, which has come to
pass [but] the second [time he will come]glorious[ly}in kingly power, which is yet to
come. What wonder [is it] then if John, being thus always true to himself, adduces
particular points in J:,isepistles also, where he says of himself: What we have seen
with our eyes and have heard with our ears and our hands have handled, that have
we written to you. For so he confesses(himsel(Jnot merely [to be] an eye and ear
in [their] order,
witnASR
of
thE.man
[3] But the acts of all che apostles are written m one book. For the "most
excellent Theophilus" Luke summarizes the several things that in his own presence
have come pass, as also the omission the passion [death] of Peter he makes
quite clear, and equally by (the omission)of the journey of Paul, who from the city
(of Rome)proceeded to Spain. The epistles, however, of Paul themselves make
clear to those wi10wish coknow it which there are (i.e. from Paul), from what place
all to the Corinthians (to whom
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is the rule

the Scriptures and moreover their principle, he has written at

considerable length.
[4] We must deal with these [individually], since the blessed apostle Paul
himself, following the rule of his predecessor John, writes by name only to seven
churches in the following order: to the Corinthians the first (epistle), to the
Ephesians the second, to the Philippians the third, to the Colossians the fourth, to
the Galatians the fifth, to the Thessalonians the sixth, to the Romans the seventh.
Although he wrote to the Corinthians and to the Thessalonians once more

their

reproof, it is yet clearly recognizable that over the whole earth one church is
spread. For John also
speaks to

But

the Revelation writes indeed to seven churches, yet

Philemon [Paul wrote] one [letter], and to Titus one. and to

Timothy two, (written) out of goodwill and love, are yet held sacred to the glory of
the catholic Church for the ordering of ecclesiastical discipline.
[5] There is current also (an epistle) to the Laodiceans, another to the

Alexandrians, forged in Paul's name for the sect of Marcion, and several others,
which cannot be received in the catholic Church; for it will not do to mix gall with
honey. Further an epistle of Jude and

with

title ...

John are accepted

the catholic Church, and the Wisdom written by friends of Solomon in his honour.
Also of the revelations we accept only those of John and Peter, which (latter) some
of our people do not want to have read in the Church.

[61 But Hermas wrote the Shepherd quite [recently] in our time in the city
of Rome, when on the throne of the church of the city of Rome the bishop Pus, his
brother, was seated. And therefore it ought indeed to be read, but it cannot be
read publicly in the Church to the people either among the prophets, whose number
is settled, or among the apostles to the end of time.
[7] But we accept nothing whatever from Arsinous or Valentinus and
lvfotiadesl . , who 11avealso :~omposed
a
Basilides of Asia Minor, the founder

book

together

the Cataphr;gians.17

Eusebius (ca. 325-330 for his Ecclesiastical History)
At

it seems reasonable

summanze

writings of

New

Testament which have been quoted. In the first place should be put the holy tetrad
1WS

c1tBJby McDonald,135-37.

of
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should be reckoned the Epistles of Paul. Followingthem the Epistle of John called
the first, and in the same way should be recognizedthe Epistle of Peter. In
addition, to these should be put, if it seem desirable, the Revelation of John, the
arguments concerningwhich we will expound at the proper time. These belong to
the RecognizedBooks. Of the Disputed Books which are nevertheless known to
most are the Epistle called of James, that of Jude, the second Epistle of Peter, and
the so-called second and third Epistles of John which may be the work of the
evangelist or of some othet witl: the same name. Among i;hebooks which are not
genuine must be reckoned the Acts of Paul, the work entitled the Shepherd, the
Apocalypseof Peter, and in addition to them the letter called of Barnabas and the
so-calledTeachings of the Apostles. &1.din addition, as I said, the Revelation of
John, if this view prevail. For, as I said. some reject it, but others count it among
the RecognizedBooks. Some have also counted the Gospel accordingto the
Hebrews in which those of the Hebrews who have accepted Christ take a special
pleasure. These would all belong to the disputed books, but we have nevertheless
been obligedto make a list of them, distinguishing between those writings which,
according to the tradition of the Church, are true, genuine, and recognized,and
those which differ from them in that they are not canonical but disputed, yet
nevertheless are known to most of the writers of the Church, in order that we
might know them and the writings which are put forward by heretics under the
name of the apostles containing gospels such as those of Peter, and Thomas, and
Matthias, and some others besides, or Acts such as those of Andrew and John and
the other apostles. To none of these has any who belonged to the successionof the
orthodox every thought it right to refer in his 'Nritings. Moreover,the type of
phraseology differs from apostolic style, and the opinion and tendency of their
contents is widely
:ron
shows that they are
forgeries of heretics. They ought, therefore, to be reckoned not even among
spurious books but shunned as altogether wicked and impious 18

Athanasius of Alexandria, Festal Letter (A.D. 367)
Athanasius, in this letter, presents a list that is the same as ours
today. He
use& the term "canon·' or ;'list" for the first time, as a way of

18Ifis:. eccl. 3.25.1 7; see als0 3.'1

8.
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describing some special, authoritative
life of the church.

role that these documents have in the

(1.) Since, however, I have spoken of the heretics as dead but of ourselves

as possessors of the divine writings unto salvation, I am actually afraid lest in any
way, as Paul said in writing to the Corinthians, a few of the undefiled may be led
astray from their simplicity and purity by the craftiness of certain men and
thereaft2r begin to

attent0rr to

books,

so-calleJ. sacred

Therefore, because of this fear of your being deceived by these books possessing the
same names of the genuine books and because of the present stress of the Church, I
bear with me for your own benefit as I actually make mention of these

exhort you

heretical writings, which you already know about.

(2.) As I am about to mention such matters, I will back up my
venturesome-ness by following the example of the evangelist Luke. And I will also
say that since certain men have attempted to arrange for themselves the so-called
secret writings and mingle them with the God-inspired Scripture, concerning which
we have been fully informed even as they were handed down to our fathers by those
who were eye-witnesses and servants of the word from the beginning, having been
encouraged by true brethren and learning all from the beginning, I also resolved
set forth in order the writings that are in the list and handed down and believed to
be divine. I have done this so that each person, if he has been deceived, may
condemn those who led him astray, and that he who has remained stainless may
rejoice, being again reminded of the truth.
(3) There are then of the Old Testament books... [omitted here].

Those

the New Testament

tum. They ar·e these:

must not shrink from mentioning in their

Gospels, according

Matthew, according to Mark,

accordinlc! Luke, anci according to
Then after these are the Acta of the Apostles and the seven letters of
the apostles,
from

the "Catholic" letters, which are as
three from

one from James,

and after these one from Jude.

(9.) In addition, there are fourteen letters of Paul the apostle, written in

the followingorder: the first to the Romans. then two to the Corinthians. and
to

nne

the Colossians, two to the Thessalonians, one

one
the Hebrews, and, without

one
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break, two letters to Timothy, one to Titus, and one written to Philemon. Last,
from John again comes the Revelation.
r10.) These are springs of salvation, so that he who is thirsty may be filled

with the divine responses in them; in these alone is the good news of the teaching of
true religion proclaimed; let no one add to them or take anything away from them.

It was in regard to these that the Lord was ashamed of the Sadducees, saying:
"You are being led astray, since you do know not the scripture/

and he exhorted

the Jews, saying, "Search the scriptures, for they are the very wntings that
witness concerning me."
(11.) But for the sake of being more exact in detail, I also add this
admonition, writing out of necessity, that there are also other books apart from
these that are not indeed in the above list, but were produced by our ancestors to
be read by those who are just coming forward to receive oral instruction in the
word of true religion. These include: The Wisdom of Solomon, the Wisdom of
Sirach, Esther, Judith, Tobias, the so-called Teaching of the Apostles, and the
Shepherd.
(12.) And nevertheless, beloved, though the former writings be in the list [or
"are listed," J and the latter are read, nowhere is there any mention of the secret
writings (the apocrypha). They are, rather, a device of heretics, who write them
when they choose, furnishing them with dates and adding them, in order that by
bringing them forth as ancient books they may thus have an excuse for deceiving
the undefiled.19

Thought Questions
L

th:.s
Would ,~.._,
...,vu.u

2.

e inLo

nave

&.uthurity of 3cnpture.
same concerns?

Before there was 2. "Bible," there
of faith. This rule of
faith was a critical tool in determining the make-up of Scripture. Do
you find that to be a threatening thought? What implications does it
have for discussing the authority of Scripture?

19Ascited

McDonald, 140-41.
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3.

How would you describe God's role in bringing to the contemporary
church a canon of scripture?
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The ork of itness: The First Millennia
Unit Four

IThe Early

Church

I

The early church had much to do. To determine what materials should
be considered, many of the church fathers relied on some fundamental
principles. Was the author an apostle? Did the book have some connection to
an apostolic church? Does the book conform to the regula ti.de (rule of faith)?
Appropriating the Hebrew scriptures to the reality of Jesus and then making
the Christian message understood in a world where Greek philosophical
categories were in place was not easy. Heresies from within and opposition
from without forced the church fathers to speak with clarity and power.20
They had to find some authoritative source to validate their teaching and
belief.
By the second half of the second century, Irenaeus and others began to
speak of a New Testament. In Against Heresies, Irenaeus writes of the Great
Church and notes a growing conformity among Christians. Namely this
conformity focused on forms of ministry, on the events of baptism and the
Eucharist, and on the apostolic faith. The apostolic faith was preserved in
the sacred writings and was effectively summarized in the rule of faith.
According to Irenaeus these sacred writings would have included the
Septuagint--the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible. Distinctively
Chnstian writings were the four gospels, Paul's letters, Acts, 1 Peter, 1 John,
and Revelation.
Irenaeus keenly felt the need for an interpretive key. Here the rule of
faith and more particularly the saving work of Christ came to be used.
believed that this
cor.:.tained in the regula. fide, r.:mst be used Ly
those who are of apostolic succession, whose life and doctrine ex.i11ibitthe
"charisn:;_of truth."
of faith pro".TJ.deci. the :::hurch

20Walter Bauer, in 1934, presented the remarkable thesis that it was out of heresy that orthodoxy
was :\rmed.
ortre.,~.
L
WilliarE Turner,
The Pattern ofCh...
ri.stian Truth (London: Mowbray,
responded to Bauer. He
affirmed that orthodoxywas often shaped and defined resistance to heresy. But Turner posited that there
were some
elements ofth1,
•'.'.1
the
chat
church fathers.
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fathers an interpretive

tool to understand

the authority

of Scripture in their

day.

To demonstrate the vitality of this approach I want to point out three
distinctive concepts that were generally held by early generations of the
church. I believe that these three ideas facilitate an understanding of not
only the nature of Scripture, but how Scripture functioned authoritatively
the first four Christian

in

centuries.

ltThe Bible as Evidence)
The church fathers saw the Bible as recorded tradition that witnessed
to the truth of the saving message about Jesus. As Rogers and McKim
suggest; "The Bible, for Clement, was a resource of primary data, accPpted in
faith, from which persons could then draw reasoned conclusions."21 Likewise,
Irenaeus made extensive use of the New Testament. He appealed to it as a
reliable historical resource. Scripture was indeed a trustworthy witness to
what God had done. But it is important to distinguish this idea of witness. As
~John Barton points ou.t: ".What he [Irenaeus] finds is really testimony in the
ancient sense rather than evidence in the modern sense; friends you can trust,
rather than sources you can torture."22
John Chrysostom represents yet another person who perceived the
value of Scripture's witness to the saving message of God. Chrysostom's
homiletical and exegetical abilities represent well his commitment to present
the divine message of Scripture. He was well aware of the human element
that the form of Scripture took. For example, he recognized differences in
events described in the Gospels. He clearly distinguished between the divine
m.cssagz
for.m.i3 For chese significant representatives
of
Christian thought, the Bible possessed authority because it revealed the
divine story. Tb.e Bible
the work
God had accomplished
Christ.

H)88J,

39.
23See

.

aria
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IThe Bible and Interpretive

Methodology]

Having a fundamental concern to show the unity of the Old and New
Testaments, the church fathers took great pains to demonstrate that Jesus
was the fulfillment of Old Testament predictions. They were also very
dedicated to presenting Christianity to a world in which Hellenistic
philosophy dominated the thinking of many. To address these issues, they
resorted to a special form to interpret Scripture. Having roots in rabbinic
Judaism and in Greek philosophy, this method was rooted in typology.
Typology was thus neither literal exegesis concerned only with past
historical events themselves, nor allegorical exegesis that treated past
happenings only as symbols to be spiritually interpreted. Rather, typology
stressed the historical interrelationship of a past event as promise and a
later event as fulfillment.24

The use of typology finds its most eloquent expression in the allegorical
work of Origen. In responding to various groups whose literal interpretat10ns
of Scripture left the Christian faith weak and perverted, Origen sought to
understand the spiritual meaning
Scripture. "The task of che exegete was
to peel off the husk of the letter and get at the kernel of the spiritual meaning,
in order to share it with others."25 This allowed Origen to deal with the
ambiguities he found in Scripture. The allegorical method also served him
well in making the Christian message contemporary and relevant to his
culture.26
Though allegorical exegesis was the dominant approach to
understanding Scripture during the early centuries
the church, another
AUL····-~·- itseff
from
Antioch. The Antiochen~ school of
theology represented the East and vied vvith the Alexandrian school in the
West as
dommani: source
th0ught
the
In
the
24Rcgers and :,IcKim, 9.

25Ibid., 13.
26Ibid, 14. The Antir~hene sc:
\Vas
.:al
Grammatical-hi2.toricalconcerns were stressed. Thrn does not mean they rejected allegory; Chrysostom,
The?dore of Mopsuestia, and Nestorius were more likely rejecting the sometimes extreme results of Origen's
worlt Rogers md

Kugel and

'27Rogersand McKim, 16.

\Tawter 221-33.
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highly allegorical approaches to Scripture, which were rooted in Platonic
thought, the Antiochenes chose
begin with "the natural historical meaning
of the biblical text."28 Though they used typology to interpret Old Testament
texts in light of the work of Christ, they tended to work with a more literal
rendering of the text. When literal understandings rendered a jolting
interpretation, they would rely on rationalistic interpretations to hold things
together.
Through these multifaceted approaches to Scripture, the issue at stake
is clear. For the church fathers, Scripture can be misunderstood and
misinterpreted if literal or atomistic approaches are taken. Scripture is a
spiritual document; its specific purpose is to disclose God. Literalism, to the
early church, restricted the free flow of the spirit and its work in affirming the
gospel message. If the gospel message is what is to be heard, then in what
way does God speak through Scripture? How can He be understood? Such
questions lead to the next insight into Scripture that the early church
possessed.

[ The Bible as Accommodation)
The frailty and limited nature of humanity was well established in the
thought of the early church. Out of that perspective the question was often
raised how God could communicate to people whose perspectives had been
perverted by sin. Rogers and McKim respond:
To communicateeffectivelywith human beings, God condescended,humbled, and
accommodatedhimself to human categoriesof thought and speech. This was not a
matter of deception,but of necessary adaptation on God's part if humans were to
be able to understand His will for them. In the incarnation, God humbled himself
and Jecame a weak and helpless baby t0 identi:(y·.vithand corr:..mu.nicate
.vith
human bejngs. This incarnational principle had ahvays been God's stylAaccording
to

early

The concept of accommodation
foundational to Origen It explained
the humar::. characteristics of Scripture and pointed to the imp0rtance of the
meaning of the text. John Chrysostom was also well acquainted with the

16.

29Rogersanci
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concept of accommodation. He often used the word condescension, to describe
the way God related to humanity through Scripture.30
And if a father considers not his own dignity, but talks lispingly with his
children and calls their meat and drink not by their Greek names, but by
some childish and barbarous words, much more doth God....

[I]n every

part of Scripture there are instances of His condescension both in words and
actions.31

Accommodation ws.s the

that Orlgen, Chrysostom and others were

able to emphasize the worthiness of God and his desire to make known his
saving message. It also recognized the human qualities of Scripture.
Perhaps, most fundamentally, accommodation encouraged the need to
approach the interpretation of Scripture from the posture of faith, not reason.

IAugustine I
In Augt1stine the varied traditions of the early church found
integration.32 By looking briefiy at Augustine, we can make some
generalizations about the early church.
It Augustine's clear affirmation of the primacy of faith that affects
his understanding of Scripture's role and function for the church. Relying on
Platomc philosophy, Augustine accepted knowledge from the eternal world by
faith which in turn led to understanding in the temporal world. His biblical
foundation for this was the often quoted Latin translation of the Septuagint
version of Isaiah 7.9: "Unless you believe, you shall not understand."33 Thus,
Augustine seldom sought to demonstrate the inspiration of the Bible. Its
inspiration was readily apparent in the faith-producing effect the Bible had
0:1

Augustine continued to use the concept
God's work. For Augustine the primary purpose
1 1n~o
· t a ngnv
· 1 t re1a,1ons.
' t·
h.1p vVI'th " G~od . 'Th us,
peop.e

accommodation tc, explain
of Scripture was to bring
' ·1..d." imagery
.
t h e parent an d cm

30Vawter,40-42.
:.;:.A.s
.:ited by Rogers and l\kK1m, 19.
32Forbiographical material on Augustine, see Peter Brn.vn, Au~uscineof :{i.ru;&
r_:.,os
of :.;alifomia?ress.
Aufills:'i.nlthE Theol0i;:ia1i
·:or~:Hero.er and
Herder, 19701;A ,gustine hin1Selfreco1.;.r:ts
some of his
in his ':::onfessions,
tnns. J·)hn K
(New York: Image, 1960•
1

33SeeAugustine's, On Free Will, Bk.II,

1
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was often employed. He incorporated the use of allegory in his interpretation.
Though he was well aware of the historical meaning of a text, he was
concerned about discovering the spiritual meaning of a text_:34 To safeguard
against distortions, he modified some principles that Tyconius had presented
as hermeneutical keys.35 These are the well-known fourfold "senses" of
Scripture: historical, aetiological, analogical and allegorical.36
Finally, the evidential nature of Scripture for Augustine was a
continuation of earlier ideas, He could speal-l:with great conviction that
Scripture was without error. By that he meant something different from what
modern people mean. For Augustine to say that Scripture is free from error
meant that the biblical authors did not set out to deceive or to tell a lie.37
Augustine generally gave both a literal and allegorical interpretation of
a text--demonstrating the interrelationship between the two. What generally
safeguarded Augustine, and other early Christian writers, in their
understanding of Scripture was the high role that central, saving message of
Jesus had in the exegesis. Faith, not rationalism, was the foundation for
hearing the voice of Scripture.
To summarize
might be best to hear Anthony and Richard Hanson:
Most impressive perhaps is the fact that the ancient Fathers grasped firmly
and never betrayed what we might call the main burden or drift or message
of the Bible, however fantastic may have been their misunderstanding of its
details. . . . Once they had distanced themselves a little from the entrancing
details, the deceptive individuaJ trees, they saw the shape of the wood clearly
enough. When they withdrew a little from the intoxicating business of
allegorizing the details, they then perceived the true import of ~he Bible,

34Rogers and McKim, 32.

J5Ibid, ;13.
36AsAugustine stated it: "In every sacred bookone should note the things of eternity which are
c:Jmmm1icated,the facrn
are
future events which are foretold, moral precepts which
are enjoined or counseled."As quoted by Rogers and McKim,33.
and

30-31.
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undistracted by philosophy,undrugged by allegory. There is perhaps a
moral for us today in this achievement.38

IThe Move to Scholasticism I
Augustine, in the spirit of Plato, had invoked an approach to the
Christian faith that could best be summarized by "faith seeking
understanding."
However, in
middle ages, a shift began to occur. During
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the Crusades brought back into Europe
the world of Islamic culture. With that culture the works of Aristotle were
introduced into the relatively recent innovation called universities. Aristotle's
works focused on metaphysics, natural history, and inductive thought. For
Aristotle all knowledge begins with human sense impressions of the world.
One begins with what can be known and then proceeds to what can be
believed. Aristotle's empirical approach to the world clashed with Plato's
worldview. Reason was first, then comes faith. This new philosophical
current gave rise to what is called scholasticism.
In theology this created new ways of understanding the authority of the
Bible. Thomas Aquinas (1225-74) marks this new shift.:39 Working with
philosophical categories and the priority of reason, Aquinas set forth a
complete and extensive system of knowledge. With God as the center and all
branches oflearning stemming outward from the center, Aquinas presented
the Chnstian faith and the Bible in rational ways. This served the culture of
his day well. For example, Aquinas was concerned that Christianity address
the climate of the university and could evangelistically engage the Muslim
world which accepted Aristotelian thought.
Aquinas, Scripture cook
away
a scientific
do this he
from allegorical speculation to a more literal sense
historical avrnren2ss.
emphasis on the "natural" sense that was intended by the author. This
approach, though, was augr11ented
an underst:=mding of Scripture that saw

38AnthonyTyrrell Hanson and Richard Patrick Crosland Hanson, The BibleWithout Illusions
(London:SCM Press, 1988),37
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it as words to be understood and ideas to be classified properly. Thus, when
Aquinas spoke of the Bible not having any error, he took a differing view from
Augustine. As Rogers and McKim suggest, "the context in which Thomas used
the concept of error was one oflogical science rather than Augustine's own
context of ethical Christian living."40
In more modern times one can see the evidence of Aquinas' influence in
the emphasis on the proofs for the existence of God, reason over faith, and a
tendency to interpret the Bible according to a system or pattern. A certain
irony exists here. On 6 December 1273, Aquinas fell into a trance while in
worship celebrating the feast of St. Nicholas. He had a vision of heaven;
suddenly he knew that all efforts to speak about God were worthless. When
his secretary urged him to write, he replied, "I can do no more. Such things
have been revealed to me that all I have written seems as so much straw."41
Summoned to Rome he fell ill along the way and was taken to an abbey.
There, on his deathbed, he expounded the Song of Songs with the monks. The
greatest Scholastic theologian of the middle ages turned toward mysticism at
the end of his life.
j

lvlysticism

I

In response to the rise and dominance of scholasticism a reform began
to occur--primarily in monastic comniu~ities. The search for piety and a
hunger for a real encounter with God led to another option for Christians in
the middle ages. This response to scholasticism was clearly evidenced in
Bernard of Clairvaux (1090~1153).42
While scholastics were concerned with reason, Bernard encouraged
prayer and experience. Bernard stated, "We search in a worthier manner, we
discover with greater facility through prayer than through disputation."43
Again, in his commentary on the Song of Songs: "Lend your inner ear, gaze
with the eyes your heart anrl yo11,xri.11
grasp by your own experience what is
40Rogersand ~1kKim, 46.
41SeeWeisheipl, 320-23.
42Forbiogiaphical u1aterial t1nBernard of ClauvaUA.see Wackin
Samt Bernard vf
0 hes~er "·
·"-'"'=--·'""" '~a: ,~hEsr~r:"v1aci
1J52 ·; to cGnSi(~erhm theological,:.nonastic,ana.
ecclesiasticalwork see G. R. Evans, The Mind of St. Bernard of Clairvaax <Oxford:Clarendon Press, 1983):
also Thomas Mert011,'.ThomasMerton on Saint Bernard \K<1lamazoo,
MI: Cistercicm.Publications, 1980).
nud
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meant here."44 This experiential approach to faith and Scripture gave rise to
mysticism.
Mysticism, as illustrated by Bernard, had its own distinctive understanding of Scripture. Best summarized by Bernard's own motto: "I believe in
order that I may experience," the concept of encountering God in Scripture was
the goal. The Holy Spirit was the insurer of authority in Scripture; one's
encounter with God in Scripture authenticated the word.
As for us, in the commentary of mystical and sacred words, let us proceed
with caution and simplicity. Let us model ourselves on Scripture which
expresses the wisdom hidden in mystery in our own words: when Scripture
portrays God for us it suggests Him in terms of our own feelings. The
invisible and hidden realities of

which are of such g'Teatprice are

rendered accessible to human minds, vessels, as it were, of little worth, by
means of comparisons taken from the realities we know through our
senses.45

IConclusionl
Utilizing the message of Jesus and the rule of faith, the earliest
Christians

sought to hear the voice of God in Scripture.

They recognized that

God had accommodated Himself in human experience and language.

Thus,

though they honored the integrity of Scripture, they did not expect Scripture to
be perfect or complete in a modern way.
Varieties of approaches to Scrinture emerged in the early church.
Chrysostom and Augustine characterize
,:;n

between

conveyed. Scripture was true because
the

that variety.
of

But both of them

.pturn frorr

it

disclosed God's word. Beginning with

seeks to know.

44As ;uoted
Rogers rmd
53.
15Bemard of Clairvaux, as quoted
Rogers and McKim, 51.
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With the ascendance of Aristotle's works, the rise of scholasticism
ushered in a more rational approach to Scripture.

Though Aquinas practiced

an historically aware exegesis of the biblical text, the legacy of scholastic
philosophy resulted in speculation and logic. Knowledge leads to faith was
the hallmark of this approach to Scripture.
Other trends in understanding
notable was the mystic tradition
communities.

Seri pture emerged as welL Most

that developed in the monastic

Rejecting the rationalistic

excesses of Scholasticism,

the

mystic's approach was "I believe in order to experience."
Despite the shifts of thought in all of these approaches,
fundamental

to an understanding

of Scripture's authority was the sense that

Scripture's authority came from God. Whether it was through the veracity of
the apostolic witness to Jesus, the ordered and rational quality of its record,
or the experiential

encounter of the divine--behind it aH was the presence and

power of God.

f Primary

Reading

I

The following is a few excerpts from Augustine's On Christian
This document was primarily intended to provide instruction

to teachers and

other church leaders on how to use and interpret Scripture properly.
selected reading will provide opportunity

Doctrine.

This

to hear Christian reflection from a

leading church father.

CHRIST THE FIRST WAY
mark that e\·en i,,vhen

GOD I.34.38
Wed, bywhcm

is

things were made, bad been made flesh that He might ctweH
says:

no more."

thcmghwe have
Christ, de-:iring

after

to tve

yet now 1:lenceforth

possession those who had completed
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the journey, but also to be Himself the \Vay to those who were just setting out, determined
to take a fleshly body. Whence also that expression, "The Lord created me in the beginning
of His way," that is, that those who wished to comemight begin their journey in Him. The
apostle, therefore, although still on the way, and followingafter God who called him to the
reward of His heavenly calling, yet forgetting those things which were behind, and pressing
on towards those things which were before, had already passed over the beginning of the
way, and had now no further need of it; yet by this way all must commencetheir journey
who desire to attain to the truth, and to rest in eternal life. For He says: "I am the way,
and the truth, and the life;" that is, by me men come,to me they come, in me they rest.
For when we come to Him, we come to the Father also, because through an equal an equal
is known; and the Holy Spirit binds, and as it were seals us, so that we are able to rest
permanently in the supreme and unchangeable Good. Andhence we may learn how
essential it is that nothing should detain us on the way, when not even our Lord Himself, so
far as He has condescended to be our way, is willing to detain us, but wishes 11s rather to
press on; and, instead of weakly clinging to temporal things, even though these have been
put on and worn by Him for our salvation, to pass over them quickly, and to struggle to
attain unto Himself, who has freed our nature from the bondage of temporal things, and
has set it down at the right hand of His Father.

THE FULFILLMENT
Al'JD OUR NEIGHBOR

A,."1\TD
END OF SCRIPTURE IS THE LOVE OF GOD
I.35.39

Of all, then, that has been said since we 2ntered :mon the discussion about things,
this 1sthe sum: that we should clearly understand that the fulfillment and the end of the
and

all

Script0.re, i::;

an

1s

be

the

of an object which can enjoy that other in fellowship with ourselves. For there is no need of
that

'' love l1E::1se
.
lf.
mar:.sh oUlct

temporal dispensation for our

salvation, therefore, was framed by the providence of Godthat we might know this truth
and be able to

upon it; and we

to

that dispensation,

with such love and

rather, ::;uch we

1
towards the road, or carriages, or other things that are merely means Perhaps sorri.e
other comparison can be found that will more suitably express the idea that we are to love
the things by which we are borne only for the sake of that towards which we are borne.

THAT INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE WHICH BUILDS US UP IN
LOVE IS NOT PERNICIOUSLY DECEPTIVE NOR MENDACIOUS, EVEN
'fHOUGH IT BE FAULTY. THE INTERPRETER, HOWEVER, SHOULD
BE CORRECTED. I.36.40 - 41
Whoever,then, thinks that he understands the Holy Scriptures, or any part of
them, but puts such an interpretation upon them as does not tend to build up this two-fold
love of God and our neighbor, does not yet understand them as he ought. If, on the other
hand, a man draws a meaning from them that may be used for the building up oflove, even
though he does not happen upon the precise meaning which the author whom he reads
intended to express in that place, his error is not pernicious, and he is wholly clear from
the charge of deception. For there is involvedin deception the intention to say what is
false; and we find plenty of people who intend to deceive,but nobodywho wishes to be
deceived. Since, then, the man who knows practises deceit, and the ignorant man is
practised apon, it is quite clear that in any particular case the man who is deceived is a
better man than he who deceives, seeing that it is better to suffer than to commit injustice.
Now every man who lies comn1itsan injustice; and if any man thinks that a lie is ever
useful, he must think that injustice is sometimes useful. For no liar keeps faith in the
matter about which he lies. He wishes, of course, that the man to whom he Hesshould
place confidencein him; and yet he betrays his confidenceby lying to him. Now every man
who breaks faith is unjust Either,

is sometimes useful <whichis

impossible),or a lie is never useful.
Whoever takes another meaning out of Scripture than the writer intended, goes
astray, but not through any falsehood in Scripture. Nevertheless. as I was going to say if
h1s mistaken interpretation tends to

goes

same

up love, which 1s the end of the commandment,
as a :nan
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yet reaches through the fields the same place to which the road leads. He is to be
corrected, however, and to be shown how much better it is not to quit the straight road,
lest, if he get into a habit of going astray, he may sometimes take cross roads, or even go in
the wrong direction altogether.

THE CANONICAL BOOKS II.8.12 - 13
But
that I have

us go now back

consider the third step here mentioned,

it is about it

myself to speak and reason as the Lord shall grant me wisdom. The most

skillful interpreter of the sacred writings, then will be he who in the first place has read
them all and retained them in his knowledge,if not yet with full understanding, still with
such knowledge as reading gives, - those of them, at least, that are called canonical. For
he will read the others with greater safety when built up in the belief of the truth, so that
they will not take first possession of a weak mind, nor, cheating it with dangerous
falsehoods and delusions, fill it with prejudices adverse to a sound understanding. Now, in
regard to the canonical Scriptures, he must followthe judgment of the greater number of
catholic churches; and among these, of course, a high place must be given to such as have
been thought worthy to be the seat of an apostle and to receive epistles. Accordingly,
among the canonical ScripmreBhe will judge according to the followingstandard: to prefer
those that are received by all

catholic churches to those which some do not receive.

Among those, again, which are not received by all, he will prefer such as have the sanction
of the greater number and those of greater authority, to such as are held by the smaller
number and those

less authority.

however,

the greater number of churches, and others

shall find that some books are held by

the churches

greater authority (though

this is not a very likely thing to happen), think that in such a case the authority on the
two sides is to be looked upon as equal.
l\Tow

whole canon

Scripture on which we

this judgment

to be exercised,

is contained in the followingbooks: - Five books of Moses, that is Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy;one

,Joshua the son of Nun; one of Judges; one

short book called Ruth, wh1chseems rnther to belong

the beginning

Kings; next. four
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books of Kings, and two of Chronicles,- these last not followingone another, but running
parallel, so to speak, and going over the same ground. The books now mentioned are
history, which contains a connected narrative of the times, and followsthe order of the
events. There are other books which seem to followno regular order, and are connected
neither with the order of the preceding booksnor with one another, such as Job, and
Tobias, and Esther, and Judith, and the two books of Maccabees,and the two of Ezra,
which last look more like a sequel to the continuous regular history which terminates with
the books of Kings and Chronicles. Next are the Prophets, in which there is one book of the
Psalms of David; and three books of Solomon,viz., Proverbs, Song of Songs, and
Ecclesiastes. Fer two books, one called Wisdomand the other Ecclesiasticus, are ascribed
to Solomonfrom a certain resemblance of style, but the most likely opinion is that they
were written by Jesus the son of Sirach. Still they are to be reckoned among the
prophetical books, since they have attained recognition as being authoritative. The
remainder are the books which are strictly called the Prophets: twelve separate books of
the prophets which are connected with one another, and having never been disjoined, are
reckoned as one book; the names of these prophets are as follows: - Hosea, Joel, Amos,
Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi; then
there are the four greater prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezekiel. The authority of
the Old Testament is contained within the limits of these forty-fourbooks. That of the New
Testament, again, is contained within the following:- Four books of the Gospel, according
to Matthew, according to Mark, according to Luke, according to John; fourteen epistles of
A
.,
p am' - one the Romans, two the Corinthians, one the Galatians,
s'h··
e nposue
Ephesians, to the Philippians, cwoto the Thessalonians, one to the Colossians, two to
Timothy, one to Titus, to Pbilemon, to the Hebrews:two of Peter: three

John; one of

Jude; and one of James; one book of the Acts of the Apostles; and one of the Reve1ation
John.
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HOW WE SHOULD PROCEED IN STUDYING SCRIPTURE II.9.14
In all these books those who fear God and are of a meek and pious disposition seek
the will of God. And in pursuing this search the first rule to be observed is, as I said, to
know these books, if not yet with the understanding, still to ream them so as to commit
them to memory, or at least so as not to remain wholly ignorant of them. Next, those
matters that are plainly laid down in them, whether rules of life or rules of faith, are to be
searched into more carefully and more diligently; and the more of these a man discovers,
the more capacious does his understanding become. For among the things that are plainly
laid down in Scripture are to be found all matters that concern faith and the manner of
life, - to wit, hope and love, of which I have spoken in the previous book. After this, when
we have made ourselves to a certain extent familiar with the language of Scripture, we
may proceed to open up and investigate the obscure passages, and in doing so draw
examples from the plainer expressions to throw light upon the more obscure, and use the
evidence of passages about which there is no doubt to remove all hesitation in regard to the
doubtful passages. And in this matter memory counts for a great deal; but if the memory
be defective, no rules can supply the 'Nant.

TO WFLP...T
EXTENT HISTORY

AN AID II.28.42 - 44

Anything, then, that we learn from historJ about the chronology of past times
assists us very much in understanding the Scriptures, even if it be learnt without the pale
of the Church as a matter of childish instruction. For we frequently seek information
about a variety of matters by use of the Olympiads, and the names of the consuls; and
ignorant:e of the consulship

which our Lord was born,

that in which He suffered,

has led some into the error of supposing that He was forty-six
suffered, that being the number of years

was

of age when He

by the ,Jews the temple

took as a symbol of His body) was in building. Now we know on

He

authority of the

evangelist that He was about thirty years of age vvhen He was baptized; but the number of
years

by

that no shadow of doubt might

from another source, can

\Ve ~an

ascertained more clearly
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and more certainly from a comparison of profane history with the gospel. It will still be
evident, however, that it was not without a purpose it was said that the temple was forty
and six years in building; so that, as this cannot be referred to our Lord's age, it may be
referred to the more secret formation of the body which, for our sakes, the only-begotten
Son of God, by whom all things were made, condescended to put on.

As to the utility of history, moreover, passing over the Greeks, what a great
question our own Ambrose has set at rest! For, when the readers and admirers of Plato
dared calumniously to assert that our Lord Jesus Christ learnt all those sayings of His,
which they are compelled to admire and praise, from the books of Plato because (they
urged) it cannot be denied that Plato lived long before the coming of our Lord! - did not the
illustrious bishop, when by his investigations into profane history he had discovered that
Plato made a journey into Egypt at the time when Jeremiah the prophet was there, show
that it is much more likely that Plato was through Jeremiah's means initiated into our
literature, so as to be able to teach and write those views of his which are so justly

praised? For not even Pythagoras himself, from whose successors these men assert Plato
learnt theology, lived at a date prior to the books of that Hebrew race, among whom the
worship of one God sprang up, and of whom as concerning the flesh our Lord came. And
thus, when we reflect upon the dates, it beco:r:lles'!lluc!'lmere probable that those
philosophers learnt whatever they said that was goodand true from our literature, than
that the Lord Jesus Christ learnt from the writings of Plato, - a thing which it is the
height of follyto believe.
And even vvhen in the course of an historical narrative former institutions

men

are riescribed, the history itself is not to be reckoned among human institutions; because
things that are past and gone and sannot be u::Jdcneare

cuurse

time,

be reckoned a2 belomringto the

which Goa.is the author and governor. For it is one thing

been done, another to show what ought

tell what has

be done. History narrates what has been done,

faithfully and with advantage; but the books of the haruspices, and all writings of the same
aim

teaching what ought tcJbf done or ob'3ervPd,11singtho, b0ldn%s

not the fidelity of a narrator.

a!' advise:,
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SUMl\tIARY

THE FOREGOING BOOKS, AND SCOPE OF THAT WHICH

FOLLOWS III.1.1
The man who fears God seeks diligently in Holy Scripture for a knowledgeof His
will.. And when he has becomemeek through piety, so as to have no love of strife; when
furnished also with a knowledgeof languages, so as not to be stopped by unknown words
and forms of speech, and

the knovvledge certain necessary objects, so as not to be

ignorant of the force and nature of those which are used figuratively; and assisted, besides,
by accuracy in the texts, wbch has been secured by skill and care in the matter of
correction; - when thus prepared, let him proceed to the examination and solution of the
that he may not be led astray by ambiguous signs, so far as
ambiguities of Scripture. A1-id

I can give him instruction (it may happen, however, that either from the greatness of his
intellect, or the greater clearness of the light he enjoys,he shall laugh at the methods I am
going to point out as childish), - but

as I was going to say, so far as I can give

instruction, let him who is in such a state of mind that he can be instructed by me know,
that the ambiguity of Scripture lies either in

words or in metaphorical classes

which I have already described in the second book.

RULE FOR REJ\IIOVING AJ.\IBIGUITY BY ATTENDING TO
PUNCTUATION

III.2.2

But when proper words make Scripture ambiguous, we must see in the first place
that there is nothing wrong in our punctuation or pronunciation. Accordingly,if, when
attention is given
punctuated
from

the passage, it

pronounced, let

appear to be uncertain in what way it ought to

reader consult the rule of

plainer passages of Scripture, and from the authority of

I treated at sufficient length when I was speaking in

first

which

has gathered

Church,

of which

about things. But if

both readings, or all of them (if there are more than two), give a meaning in harmony with
the

it remai:;:1s

conH.iS

, tu
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see which interpretation, out of many that offer themselves, it pronounces for and permits
to be dovetailed into itself.

IT IS A WRETCHED SLAVERY WHICH T.A.KESTHE FIGURATIVE
EXPRESSIONS OF SCRIPTURE IN A LITERAL SENSE III.5.9
But the ambiguities of metaphorical words, about which I am next to speak,
demand no ordinary care and diligence. In the

place, we must beware of taking a

figurative expression literally. For the saying of the apostle applies in this care too: "The
letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life." For when what is said figuratively is taken as if it
were said literally, it is understood in a carnal manner. And nothing is more fittingly
called the death ofthe soul than when that in it which raises it above the brutes, the
intelligence namely, is put in subjection to the flesh by a blind adherence to the letter. For
he who followsthe letter takes figurative words as if they were proper, and does not carry
out what is indicated by a proper word into its secondary signification;but, if he hears of
the Sabbath, for example, thinks of nothing but the one day out of seven which recurs in
he hears of a sacrifice, does not carry

constant succession:and

thoughts beyond

the customary offeringsof victims from the flock, and of the fruits of the earth. Now it is
surely a miserable slavery of the soul

take signs for things, and to be unable w lift the

eye of the mind above what is corporeal and created, that it may drink in eternal light.

'I'hought Questions:
1.

What implications does the concept of accommodation have on
understanding

2.

the authority of Scripture

Does the use of the regula fide (the rule of faith) pose problems for
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3.

How would you critique Augustine's fourfold approach to understanding
Scripture?

Why was allegory so widely used in the early centuries of

the church? How do you deal with the difficulties ofliteralism?

Which of the follo\ving describes your approach to the Christian faith:
"Faith seeking understanding,"
"faith seeking experience?
study the Bible?

"understanding

seeking faith," or

How does your approach affect the way you

1

;ThevVorkof Witness:From the European
Reformationto AmericanApproachesof the LateNineteenth Century
Unit Five

IJ\tlartin Luther I
·with Martin Luther and other Reformation voices, a certain '~ontinuity
with earlier attitudes

toward the authority of Scripture developed. For

Luther, the function of the Bible was to present the saving work of Christ.
The Bible led people to Christ. This christocentric reading of Scripture was
thoroughly applied by Luther--as reflected in his well-known perception about
the epistle of James.
content--Christ--and
christocentric

He was convinced that the "Bible's authority
its function--bringing

was in its

salvation."46 The importance of

approarh is depicted in Luther's e:!lphasis on theologia crucis--a

theology of the cross. Christ is the telos of hermeneutical

work.

Luther continued the theme of accommodation in articulating

the

content and function of Scripture, though he preferred to talk of incarnation:
the divinity and power of God are embedded in the vessel of Christ's
incarnate body, 30 the same divmity and power

God are embedded

Scripture, a vessel made of letters, composed of paper and printer's ink. In
order to gTasp the biblical revelation in its fulness it is necessary to
conceive of Scripture in terms

This divine-human

nature of Scripture used the active role of the Spirit. For
was

interpreter

of Scripture

the present.''48

46Rogers and Md{im, 78.

cited
48&gers and NicKim,79.
4~

of

78.
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Luther, with his exposure to scholastic and humanistic
day, found much value in a more literal understanding

trends of his

of Scripture.

This

move away from a reliance on allegory did not change the goal of
interpretation.

Scripture

still needed to be exposited so that the saving

But literal understandings

message might be known.
needful

supplied what is

sound doctrine.49 As Johnson rightfully points out, literal for

Luther meant historically

grounded and grammatically

texts must be interpreted

within context.

informed.50

Scripture

I have until now held that when one would prove something with the Scriptures, the
Scriptures must really be relevant to the point. But now I learn that it is enough to
throw the texts together in any

way, whether they agree or aot--and, if this is

to be the way, I can prove from the Scriptures that bad beer is better than good

wine.51
Luther firmly upheld the authority of Scripture.

He believed its

authority was located in its content, and he used his Christology as an
interpretive

key to ascertain

Or, as Beker states, Luther's understanding

of Scripture was bound "by two basic convictions: the historicity
and the harmonious

of the gospel

unity of the gospel as witnessed in Scripture.''52

Luther affirmed an incarnational

Because

stance regarding the Bible, his attempts

to

do critical reflection were not hindered by incongruities and difficulties in the
text. "\\Then discrepancies

occur in the Holy Scriptures and I cannot

harmonize them, let it pass, it does not endanger the articles of the Christian

faith."53

49Ibid.,85.
50"It interesting that at one ;oint he turns aside to obser·e that 'hteral' is no: a ver:i satisfactor.J
term, either in German or m Latin, for what he is insisting upon, and that it would be better ifit were called
the 'lingual or spoken sense,' or the 'gram'llaticaL :historic2J~ense."'
see
a::1d-:\1cKim '<ii
511:.:0c1ted
Juhnsor~, 28-29.
52J. Cbristiaan Beker, "The Authority of Scripture: Normative
Incidental?" Theology Todav 49
379.
53rtS cited
Rogers and McKim, 87.
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j

John Calvin

I

John Calvin's humanistic education fostered in him the logical and
procedural talents that he brought to bear in the Reformation.

For example,

his law training opened up the reality of discerning authorial intent and the
importance of context in understanding

a text. The concept of accommodation

was used in legal settings and by rhetoricians to describe the "process of
fitting, adapting, and adjusting language to the capacity of the hearers."54
Calvin employed this idea in continuing this long-standing approach to
Scripture.
His employment of accommodation brought some interesting
developments.

Calvin concluded that form was subordinate to function. The

content of Scripture was the decisive thing. Related to that was the
evidential nature of Scripture.
to be saved. Inconsistencies

Scripture's -.:mrposewas to persuade persons

or human inaccuracies were unimportant.

was important was a fundamental

conviction

What

faith that propels one

believe in the saving Word of Seri pture.
The Wtirciof God, therefore, is the obJectand target or ranh at which one ought to
aim; and the base to prop and support it, without which it could not even stand.

i\nd thus this true faith--which can at last be called "Christian"--is nothing else

than a

conviction mind whereby

determine

ourselves

God's

truth 1sso certain that it is incapable of not accomplishing what it has pledged
by his holy

(Rom. 10:11),55

Summary of Luther and Calvin

l

Luther and Calvin, the leading thinkers

the Reformation, both

adopted Augustine's method--faith seeks u:-,derstanding
54Rogersand McKim,98.
55Ascited by Rogers ':lndMcKim,

Though

used

1

the best of the scholastic tradition in their reading of Scripture, the source of
truth was the Bible. Luther and Calvin affirmed with the church fathers that
the authority of Scripture rested in its function of bringing persons to a saving
relationship
Scripture.

with God through Jesus.

Both posited a Christological center for

Thus, Scripture was not meant to teach science or history.

Scripture was meant to address human beings who are in desperate need for

a word of transformation.
This

was presented through

n

.

,

::,en pture.

accommodating

For Luther and Calvin, "the Incarnation exemplified God's style of
communication."56

God used human language and thought processes to

communicate the truth.

Following the church fathers, it was the message or

content of Scripture that was normative for the church, not the particular form
in which the message was found. How does the church know that Scripture
contains the vVord of God? For Luther and Calvin it was the Holy Spirit:
The Reformers' persuasion that Scripture was the Word of God came from the
testimony of the Holy Spirit The

witnessed to the divine, Christological

content of Scripture, not its human, linguistic form. Scripture was selfauthenticating. It was foolishto try to prove to unbelievers what could only be
known by faith. External arguments for the Bible's validity were helpful only after
persons had accepted Scripture in faith. The Holy Spirit also illumined the minds
,,.,,....,,.,.'°T"ll""
of Scripture.

Luther

proofs before
sectarians who claimed
Word. The Word

refuted rational scholasticism,
rejected with equal

of the Holy Spirit
of the

Reformation.57

126.
126-27.
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Francis Turretin and his American Legacy
A century after John Calvin many of the assumptions

made about

Scripture had changed. The scholastic method had resumed its dominant role
in determining the manner of theology. Rogers and McKim describe the
change in this way:
Theologywas no longer viewedas a practical, moral discipline exclusivelydirected
toward the salvation of peopleand their guidancein the life of faith. Theologynow
became an abstract, speculative, technical sciencethat attempted
foundations for philosophicalmastery of all areas of thought and life.

and

equally far-reaching in its consequences,the concept of accommodationwas
all that God
discarded.... While scholastictheologians did not claim to k.11.ow
knew extensively,they claimeda one-to-onecorrespondencebetween the theological
knowledgethey had and the way in which Godhimself knew it Precision replaced
as the goal of theology."58
This shift in thought is well represented by Francis Turretin, whose
influence

seventeenth-century

Geneva continues to be felt in

forms

in America today. As a preacher and a professor of theology in Geneva,
Turretin took up the ominous task of opposing many of the forces that
threatened

to destroy the gains of the Reformation.

His allies in this

endeavor were Aristotle and Aquinas; with their aid he produced "a scholastic
theology that

great emphasis on precise definition and systematic,

scientific
it must

"59

Thus Tur:retin

argue: "Before

divinity of the

established, from certain
cannot believe."60

187.
173.

marks which are

faith is to be
to it, otherwise
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For Turretin the authority of Scripture relied on the external, rational
proofs of an inerrant Scripture to make faith valid. This is a major shift from
Calvin, who professed that it was the internal witness of the Spirit that
persuaded people to believe that Scripture was the Word of God. Turretin's
concern for an inerrant Scripture went so far as to state that the vowel points
in the Hebrew text were authentic.
What makes Turretin's approach to Scripture particularly significant is
that his major work, the Institutio theologiae elencticae, became the
theological text for an infant seminary that through the nineteenth century
grew to great influence in American theological circles. With the founding of
Princeton Seminary in 1812, the Presbyterian Church in America set up a
center to train their ministers. Archibald Alexander became the first
professor and installed Turretin as the theological text. Alexander and his
successors Charles Hodge, Archibald Alexander Hodge, and Benjamin
Breckinridge Warfield, developed the Turretin model of the doctrine of
Scripture. This doctrine, though possessing great logical prowess, rational
finesse, and at times a sensitivity to the humanity of Scripture, nevertheless
articulated a rigid defense of a strict, verbal inerrancy.
With the onslaught on modern critical scholarship, the influence of
Princeton theology was pervasive. The conflict between B. B. Warfield and
Charles A. Briggs, which led to Briggs' heresy trial in 1893 and the much
publicized John Scopes trial in 1925, were among the watershed points in this
controversy. The reorganization of Princeton Seminary that occurred in 1929
led J. Gresham Machen, Robert Wilson, Oswald T. Allis and Cornelius Van
Til to leave and form Westminster Seminary in Philadelphia.

This move was

a direct response to the perceived abdication on the issue of inerrancy and
authority of Scripture.

It was at this newly formed seminary that many stu-

dents from evangelical colleges came. The original class included Carl
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McIntire and Harold J. Ockenga, both destined to be prominent conservative
spokesmen.

[ Primary Reading

I

Martin Luther
Faith over reason
When it comesto the kr'lowledgeof how one may stand before God and attain to
eternal life, that is truly not to be achievedby our work or power. nor to originate in our
brain. In other things, those pertaining to this temporal life, you may glory in what you
know, you may advance the teachings of reason, you may invent ideas of your own; for
example: how to make shoes or clothes, how to govern a household, how to manage a herd.

In such thing exercise your mind to the best of your ability. Cloth or leather of this sort
will permit itself to be stretched and cut accordingto the goodpleasure of the tailor or
shoemaker. But in spiritual matters, human reasoning cert2.inlyis not in order; other
mtelligence, other skill and power, are requisite here--somethingto be granted

God

himself and revealed through his 1Nord.
What mortal has ever discoveredor fathomed the truth that the three persons in
the eternal divine essence are one God;that the secondperson, the Son of God, was obliged
to becomeman, born of a virgin; and that no way oflife could be opened for us, save
through his crucifixion? Such truth never would have been heard or preached, would never

in all eternity have been published, learned and believed,had not God himself revealed it.
--Epistle Sermon, Twelfth Sunday Ai.1erTriri.ity.

1S

Just as the Old ·testament is a book in which are written

with thE

or"''rnose whc 'Kept' an d

laws
those

noc'l Keeu

them; so the N"ew Testament is a book in which are written the Gospel and the promises 0f

with the history
For Gospel

a Greek

those who believe and of those who do not believe them.

and means in Greek, a goodmessage, good

good news,
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a goodreport, which one sings and tells with rejoicing. So, when David overcame the great
Goliath, there came among the Jewish people the goodreport and encouraging news that
their terrible enemy had been smitten and they had been rescued and given joy and peace;
and they sang and danced and were glad for it.
So the Gospel,too, is a good story and report, sounded forth into all the world by
the apostles, telling of a true David who strove with sin, death, and the devil, and
overcame them, and thereby rescued

those who were captive in sin, afflicted with

death, and overpoweredby the devil; He made them righteous, gave them life, and saved
them, so that they were given peace and brought back to God. For this they sing, and
tha:nk and praise God, and are glad forever, if only they believe firmly and are steadfast in
faith.
This report and encouraging tidings, or evangelical and divine news, is also called a
New Testament, because it is a testament, when a dying man bequeaths his property,
after his death, to heirs whom he names, and Christ, before His death commanded and
bequeathed

Gospel,

be preached into all the worid, and thereby gave to all who

believe, as their possession, everything that He had, that is, His life, in which He
swallowedup death; His righteousness, by which He blotted out sin; His salvation, with
which

overcame everlasting damnation. A poor maE, d.ea2 sin and tied for hell, can

hear nothing more comfortingthan this precious and tender message about Christ, and
from the bottom of his heart, he must laugh and be glad over it, if he believes it true ....
The Gospel, then, is nothing but the preaching about Christ, Son of God and of
true

man. c,.vho His cteatb and resurrection

death and hell, for us

believe

Him..

th p
'

'V

lengthy message; one can describe it briefly, another

overcome all

(;.OSpP] Can ho
V'-'
'>..,;

~-'-

•

e1'tlierab.f1e!nQ..r
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length. He describes it at length,

who describes many works and words of Christ,--as do the four Evangelists; he describes it
briefly

noc tell

Christ's works,

indicates

how

His

and

resurrection He has overcomesin, death, and hell of those who believe in Him, as do St
Peter and

to the New Testament
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On the use of allegory
It was very difficult for me to break away from my habitual zeal for allegory. And
yet I was aware that allegories were empty speculations and the froth, as it were, of the
Holy Scriptures. It is the historical sense alone which supplies the trne and sound
doctrine. --Lectures on the Psalms
To play with allegories in Christian doctrine, is dangerous. The words, now and
then, sound well and smoothly, but they are to no purpose. They serve 'Nellfor such
preachers that have not studied much, who know not rightly how to expound the histories
and texts, whose leather is too short, and will not stretch. These resort to allegories,
wherein nothing is taught certainly on which a man may build; therefore, we should
accustom ourselves to remain by the clear and pure text. --Table-Talk.

John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion
Faith over reason
1.6.3
Suppose we ponder how slippery is the fall of the human mind into forgetfulness of
God, how great the tendency to every kind of error, how great the lust to fashion constantly
new and artificial religions. Then we may perceive how necessary was such written proof
of the heaverJy doctrine, that it should neither perish through forgetfulness nor vanish
through error nor be corrupted by the audacity of men. It is therefore clear that God has
provided the assistance of the Word for the sake of all those to whom he has been pleased
.;o

U::icful.

beau:iful forrr:
this

:1kenessimprinted

oecause ne foresaw that

be
if we sericusly

most

Hence, we must strive
to

of God. We

must come, I say, to the Word, where God is trul,7 and vividlydescribed to us from
works, while these very works are appr:iised not bv our depraved. judgment but by the ruJe
of eternal truth.
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Accommodation
1.13.1
For who even of slight intelligence does not understand that, as nurses commorJy
do with infants, God is wont in a measure to "lisp" in speaking to us? Thus such forms of
speaking do not so much express clearly what God is like as accommodate the knowledge

of him to our slight capacity. To do this he must descend far beneath his lottiness.

Faith and the role of the Spirit
1.7.4
Thus, the highest proof of Scripture derives in general from the fact that God in
person speaks in

The prophets and apostles do not boast either

their keenness or of

anything that obtains credit for them as they speak; nor do they dwell upon rational
proofs. Rather, they bring forward God's holy name, that

it the whole world may be

brought into obedience to him. Now we ought to see how apparent it is not only by
plausible opinion but by clear truth that they do not call upon God's name heedlessly or
falsely. If we desire to provide in the best way for our consciences--that they may not be
perpetually beset by the instability of doubt or vacillation, and that they may not also
bcggle

the smallest q'c1ibbles--weought to seek our convictionin a higher place than

human reasons, judgments, or conjectures, that is, in the secret testimony of the Spirit.

True, if we wished to proceed by arguments, we might advance many things that would
easily prove--if there is any god in heaven--that the law, the prophets, and the gospel come
from

opposition

Inaeed, ever so tearned men, endowed with

highest judgment, rise up

to bear and display all t,heir mental powers in this debate. Yet,

unless they become hardened to

point of hopeless impudence, this confession will be

wrested from them; that they see manifest signs of God speaking in Scripture. From this it
is clear that the teaching of Scripture is from heaven.

a

we shall see

all the books of Sacred Scripture far surpass all other writings. Yes, if we turn pure eyes
and

our

senses toward

the majeety of

immediately come to

subdue
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Yet they who strive to build up firm faith in Scripture through disputation are
doing things backwards. For my part, although I do not excel either in great dexterity or
eloquence,if I were struggling against the most crafty sort of despisers of God, who seek to
appear shrewd and witty in disparaging Scripture, I am confident it would not be difficult
to me to silence their clamorous voices. And if it were a useful labor to refute their cavilos,

I would with no great trouble shatter the boasts they mutter in their lurking places. But
even if anyone clears Goa's Sacred Word from man's evil speaking, he will not at once
imprint upon their hearts that certainty which piety requires. Since for unbelieving men
religion seems to stand by opinion alone, they, in order not to believe anything foolishlyor
lightly, both wish and demand rational proof that Moses and the prophets spoke divinely.

I ·~pnly·
J.~!:'
•

testimony of the Spirit is more excellent than all reason. For as God alone

is a fit witness of himself in his Word, so also the Word will not find acceptance in men's
hearts before it is sealed by the inward testimony of the Spirit.

Charles Hodge
Inspiration
It means,

all

•
·
· of"'.:Jcnpture
· ·
' 1 1mpire
d. A.1
,ul allke
"' are
boots
are equa11y

infallible in what they teach. A_ndsecondly,that inspiration extends to all the contents of
these several books. It is not confined to moral and religious truths, but extends to the
statements of facts, whether scientific, historical, or geographical. It is not confinedto

imporcance

or which a.re involved

lS

matters

doctrine. It extends to everything which any sacred writer asserts to be true.
This is proved, (1) Because it is involvedin, or followsas a necessary consequence
from, the proposition that the sacred writers were the organs of God. If what they assert,
asserts, which, ,is has been showr,,,is
assertions must be free from error.
cannot be

to

(2)

Scriptural ideal

Because our Lord expressly says, "The Scripture

(John 10.35), i. e .. it cannot err.

of

or

the

) Because Christ

as

his Apostles

of
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no distinction as to the auchority of the Law, God. They make no distinction as to the
authority of the Law, the Prophets, or the Hagiographa. . . . (4) Because Christ and the
writers of the New Testament refer to all classes of facts recorded in the Old Testament as

infallibly true. Not only doctrinal facts, such as those of the creation and probation of
man; his apostasy; the covenant with Abraham; the giving of the law upon Mount Sinai; not
only great historical facts, as the deluge, the deliverance of the people out of Egypt, the
passage of the Red Sea, and the like; but incidental circumstances, or facts of apparently
minor importance. . . .

--Systematic Theology, 1.162.

The use of reason
The Bible is no more a system of theology, than nature is a system of chemistry or
of mechanics. We find in nature the facts which the chemist or the mechanical philosopher
has to examine, and from them to ascertain the laws by which they are determined. So the
Bible contains the truths vvhich the theologian has to collect, authenticate, arrange, and
exhibit

their internal relation to each other. This constitutes the difference between

biblical and systematic theology. The office of the former is to ascertain and state the facts
of Scripture. The office of the latter is to take those facts, determine their relation to each
other and to other cognate truths, as well as to vindicate them and sh0w their ha.rmc.ny
and consistency. --Systematic Theology, 1.1-2.

ArcllibaldAlexanderHodge
In.spiration
books Scripcure were writt-m by the instrumentality
national

personal peculiariti8s of

n1c:n,ana Lhe

have been etidently as free]:,·avvvrn,"""

in their writing, and their natural faculties, intellectual and moral, as freely exercised in
thefr production, as those

the authors

any

writings.

evertheless

are, one and all, in thought and verbal expression, in substance and form, wholly the Word

,l.Ild

mear1t

conv!:'y,w-ithoutanv hun~an additions or gdmixtnres. Tl;is was c'J.ccomplishedb~·a
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supernatural influence of the Spirit of God acting upon the spirits of the sacred writers,
called "inspiration;" which accompanied them uniformly in what they wrote; and which,
without violating the free operation of their faculties, yet directed them in all they wrote,
and secured the infallible expression of it in words. The nature of this divine influence we,
of course, can no more understand than we can in the case of any other miracle. But the
certain--viz., that all written under it is the very 'Nord of God, of

effects are plain

infallible truth, and of divine authority; and this infallibility and authority attach as well to
the verbal expression in which the revelation is conveyed as to the matter of the revelation
itself. --Confession of Faith, 33-34.

In what sense and to what extent has the Church ·1niversally held the Bible to
inspired? That the sacred writers were so influenced by the Holy Spirit that their writings
are as a whole and in every part God's word to us--an authoritative revelation to us from
God, indorsed by him, and sent to us as a rule of faith and practice, the original
autographs of which are absolutely infallible when interpreted in the sense intended, and
hence are clothed with absolute divine authority. --Outlines in Theology, 66.

(1) Let it be proved that each alleged discrepant statement certainly occurred in

the original autograph of the sacred book in which it is said to be found. r2) Let 1 be
proved that the interpretation which occasions the apparent discrepancy is the one which
the passage was evidently intended to bear. It is not sufficient to show a difficulty, which
may spring out

our defective knowledge of the circumstances. The true meaning must

--· .... ·,~·.:;:;.scertain.d,and tnen shewn
it

proved that

true sense

some

Je irrec0ncilablc with other kn0wn trmh.
of

origir,a1 auth,:::graph i.:s

necessarily inconsistent with some certainly known act of history, or truth
some other atatement of Scripture certainly ascertained

imerpreted.

and
science, or

We

it can be shown that this has never yet been successfully done in the case of one single
alleged

cl

ror i~~ tne

Pr9sbyterit:w.
Revfrm·,2(1881):249.

Let
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Nevertheless the historical faith of the Church has always been, that all the
affirmations of Scripture of all kinds, whether of spiritual doctrine or duty, or of physical
or historical fact, or of psychological or philosophical principle, are without any error,
when the ipsissima verbaof the original autographs are ascertained and interpreted in
their natural and imended sense. -- "Inspiration,'' 238.

Charles Augu.stus Briggs
Critiqueof the Princetontheologians
This drift has been gradual and imperceptible under the leadership of able divines
who did not take trouble

study the Westminster divines, the s.uthors

the standards,

but who relied on their a priori logic for the correct interpretation of the standards as well
as the Scriptures, and accordingly they interpreted both the Scriptures and the standards
to correspond with that system of scholastic Calvinism ;vhich had become to them the rule
of faith. It was an evil day for Presbyterianism when the Puritan and Presbyterian
fathers were laid aside,

the scholastic divines of Switzerland and Holland were

introduced into our universities and colleges as the text-books of theology, and the tests of
Orthodoxy. The Westminster symbols were buried under a mass of foreign dogma.
Francis Turretin became the rule of faith, and the Westminster Confession was
interpreted to correspond with his scholastic elaborations and refinements. -- Whither? A

TheologicalQuestionfor

Times, 20-2

The ·,vestmmster doctrine
corresponds with

otthe

3criptures is an admirable doctrme. it

state"."'.:ents the

chemsi.:bes,

the Reformation. The advance in the science
brought evangelics 1 critics into

·vell

with

Biblical criticism in recent times has

syrrpathy ,vith it.

corres-;:ionds'vith

facts

the case and the results of a scientific study of the Bible. They accept the Confession of
upon

m

a.nu use 1t w destroy

'rhese

a.re

doctrines
extr2

ciogn1a
ticians h&ve

definitions of the Westminster symbols by undue refinements and assumed logical
deductions, such as,

the addition of the adjective verbal to inspiration, and (b) the use of

the tenn inerrancy with reference to the entire body of the Scriptures. They are chiefly
contra-confessional, substituting false doctrines for the real faith of the Church in these
two particulars, (c) basing the authority of the Scriptures upon the testimony of the ancient
Church, and (d) making the inspiration

the Scriptures depend upon their supposed

human authors. -- Wnither?,63-64.

No confession of faith or catechism of recognized standing in the Reformed or
Lutheran Church, teaches that the Scriptures are inspired in their verbal expressions ...
Verbal inspiration makes the original Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek documents as they
came from the hands of their writers, the only inspired Word of God. If the line cannot be
drawn between the thoughts and words of Scripture, we cannot separate the inspired
thoughts from the inspired words, - we cannot transfer the inspired thoughts into other
words. . . . The theory of verbal inspiration cannot admit inspired thoughts in other than
inspired words. It therefore results in the denial that there are inspired thoughts in the

English Bible. It cuts offthe Christian peoplefrom the real word of God.and gives ther..,.a
human substitute. -- Wnither?,65.

The histonc faith

the Church is to be found in

and rrowhereelse. i:{one of t;hesesymbols state tha;:,
autegraphs are
errors

It is

official symbolical books

ipsissima verba of the original

that

Refcrrcers

the Scriptures and did not hold to the inerrancy of the original autographs. Are

these Princeton divines entitled to

and Calvin

ana.

the faith of the universal Church? (3). The Westminster divines did not teach the

defin2
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The doctrine of the inerrancy of Scripture not only comes into conflict with the
historical faith of the Church, but it is also in conflict with Biblical criticism. . . . It seems
to me that it is vain to deny that there are errors and inconsistencies in the best texts of
our Bible. There are chronological, geographical, and other circumstantial inconsistencies
and errors which we should not hesitate to acknowledge. Hlhither?,71, 72.

The question of credibility is to be distinguished from infallibility. The form is
credible, but substance alone is infallible ....
But whatever interpretation we may give to these errors, however much we may
reduce them in number, the awkward fact stares us in the face, that these Princeton
divines risk the inspiration and authority of the Bible upon a single proved error. Such a
position is a serious and hazardous departure from Protestant orthodoxy. It imperils the
faith of all Christians who have been taught this doctrine. They cannot escape the
evmence

errors

the Scriptures ....

What an awful doctrine to teach in our days when Biblical criticism has the field!
What a peril

precious souls there is in the terse, pointed sentence, 'A proved error in

Scripture contradicts not only our doctrine but the Scripture claims, and therefore its
inspiration in making those claims'! No more dangerous doctrine has ever come from the
pen of men. It has cost the Church the loss of thousands. It will cost us ten thousand and
hundreds of thousands unless the true Westmmster doctrine is speedily put in its place. --

lVJ11ther?,
72-73.

Thought Questions:
L

whac

Luther and

thou 15ht
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2. Compare and contrast Luther and Calvin with Charles Hodge and A. A.
Hodge.

3. "Faith seeking understanding"

or "understanding

seeking faith?" How

would you place the persons you have read in this weeks material?

4. How does the culture's agenda shape our assumptions?

5. Briggs took on the Princeton theology and lost. Which approach most
nearly affirms earlier understandings

of Scripture?

nearly connects with attitudes within Churches

Which approach most
Christ?
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The Workof Witness:Current Optionsand the
RestorationTradition
Unit Six

IThe Contemporary

Landscape

I

Much more could be said about the legacy of Turretin, and certainly
something ought to be said about the contributions of classical liberal thought
to the discussions of biblical authority.

However,

provide a clearer focus

for current thought, I propose to explore four broad categories that function
today.Bl The importance of seeing the continued development of the doctrine
of Scripture is great, for this brief glance will demonstrate
and discontinuity

both the continuity

of historical positions.

The Bible is authoritative

because it is

supernatural

As a

response to critical and often destructive attacks to the Bible's historicity
that arose in the mid to Iate 1800s, a number of Protestant

Christians

began

to insist that every book, chapter, verse, and word of the Bible was without
any discrepancy or error. The Bible was Judged to be completely in lme with
contemporary historical and scientific disciplines. Thus, the term inerrancy
has become a defining concept in understanding

Scripture's authority.

In recent times this approach to Scripture's authority has received a lot
of attention

among fundamentalist

and conservative evangelicals.

notable event was the development of the Chicago Statement
Inerrancy.
1978,

statement

International

on Biblical

was prepared at a three-day meeting

284 scholars committed

biblical merrancy.

One

October

Sponsored by

Council on Biblical Inerrancy, the group gathered largely in

response to a controversy developing in An1erican evangelicalism.

Daniel rviigliore'sframework for my observations. See
', 43-46.

The

Faith See!dna
--··--~
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controversy was whether institutions

such as Christianity

Today, Fuller

Theological Seminary, and the Evangelical Theology Society were betraying
their evangelical heritage by failing to affirm the inerrancy of the Bible.
However, this approach relies on the Bible's authority being identified
as divine words, not on whether God has something to say that transforms
life. Scripture, via inerrancy, is often reduced to a data base
arranged in whatever fashion is needed to authenticate

files

be

a point of view.62

2. The Bible's authority rests on its historical accuracy. With the rise
of historical awareness

and the need to understand

the Bible

its historical

contexts, this approach seeks to establish the authority of Scripture based on
the veracity of Scripture's claims.
traditional

Paul J. Achtemeier, though rejecting a

liberal approach to authority, still posits the importance

of

historical truth to authority.63
The importance of historical and critical questions finds support from
evangelicals as well. Steering clear of all the radical conclusions of classical
liberal thought, but still engaging

critical thinking to understand

Scripture's authority includes I. Howard Marshall.64 Some realities are
simply not verifiable to the standards of modern historical method. This
results in leaving some key themes of Scripture, such as the resurrection,
without any real authority.

Additionally, Scripture becomes secondary

the

historians' interest in "what really happened."
. The Bible's authority is rooted in its literary and philosophical
vaiue. To put it another way, the Bible is a 'classic" and shoulct be read and

62Thosewho have offeredcritiques on the fundamentalist posture include Kathleen C. Boone,The
BibleTells Them So:The Discourse of Protestant Fundamentalism '.c\lbany:State University of '.\iewYork
Press, 1988);James Barr, BevorniFundamentalism (Philadelphia:We::;tminsterPress, 1984);see also the
work of Paul Achtemeier and John Barton cited in this chapter.
63Paul John Achtemeier The In'illiration cf Scripture (Phihielphia: \Vestmin.:~t:2r
Pres,. 1 980)
64I. Howard ularshall, Biblical Inspiration (Grand
Eerdmar,s,
for someOi:i.e
with.it:,,
Churches of Christ see Carrell D. Osburn, "The ExegeticalMatrix of the Quest for the Elusive Non-Sectarian
Ideal;'
Abilene Restcradcm Perspectives,
Slate 'The C1Jtute
Concept and Hermeneutics: Quest to Identity the Fermanent u1
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appreciated

for the moral truths it presents and the insight into humanity

it

offers. This approach places the Bible along with other significant literature;
the Bible becomes a captivating and and compelling intersection

of drama

and prose.
4. The Bible's authority is found in the way it speaks to people in their
private devotional life. The Bible addresses the individual, assuring one of

God's :ove anci providing direction

life.

, as seen with a growing number

of approaches, the Bible's authority is related to the degree in which it
resonates with my particular world view. Those world views can include
feminism, liberation theology, or Asian perspectives.
existential

concerns become paramount

However,this
Individualistic

in determining

Cultural relativity and
Scripture's voice.65

approach loses the objective nature of revelation.

interpretation

improperly restricts the concept of community

and the historical perspective of the church.

IChurches. of Christ I
Within Churches of Christ throughout

this century, the strict inerrancy

posture generi.illy held sway. I saspect this position is the result of
related factors. First was the prominent and persuasive influence of B. B.
Warfield and his predecessors.
the Bible was

Much of the controversy about the authority of

page news during the early years of this century.

the legacy that was handed on in the Restoration
remarirnbly

movement possessed a

accent. Francis Bacon, ,John

his Scottish Common Sense Philosophy furnished
movement with

philosophical

Second,

and Thomas
Restoration

methc,dological foundations. 66 Those

65Theseare well illustrated by McKim'sbook mentioned above--TheBible in Theologyand
Preachi_ng.
Leomcu .A.llen,"Baconianism
Bible.
philosophicaland methodologicalbase for Princeton theologyfinds least
continuity with these sources.
See Rogers and McKim, 200 248; also Henning Graf Reventlow'sencyclopedicwork, The Authority of the
1;·,w+~
Press,
Reventlowtraces
British
0 ••'"
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foundations, based on reason and inductive thinking, set up the framework to
assume an external set of proofs for inerrancy.

There has been a minority

voice, though, and it is has surfaced from time to time.67

IReadings)
Isaac Errett
1. By general consent, and on any hypothesis, even the most broadly rationalistic,

the Bible, as a whole, must be regarded as a book

inspiration--of divine inspiration; and

in this respect superior to any other book or collection of books known in the entire range
of religions and religious literature.

2. Jesus Christ, as unapproachable in the fullness and richness of his inspirations-in his superhuman insight into moral and spiritual truth, is necessarily the highest
authority 9.s1:0inspired persons

inspired bocks.

3. On his authority, the Old Testament Scritpures, as they were found in his day,
were inspired; also, the speeches and writings of his apostles.
4. The various theoriesof inspiration belong to modern times, while the fact of
inspiration has been recognized in all ages. All these theories are unsatisfactory,
inasmuch as 2ach one fails to cover all the facts concerning inspiration Nhich the Scriptues

story of the rise of modem criticism.
67Alexander Campbell dillerentiated between "gospel" and "teaching" as Newell Williams suggests
to Salvation: .'\lexander Campbell '3ndExperimental ,ieligion, in~·"''""''··""'
in "Tte Gospe1 J.sthe P, wer of
in Honor of the Alexander Campbell Bicentennial, 1788-1988 (Nash ville: Disciples of Christ Historical
Society, 1988), 134. Carey J. Gifford, "The Theology about the Scriptures in Alexander CampbelL" Restornti@
Qu2.rterJ.y16
95. ~)elieve,,:hat Campbell at ti2.1es"s2,?rr:ssomew 1at Barthian
of
inspiration." Isaac Errett, in a noted address in 1883, presented a thorough study of inspiration, recognizing
the accommodative nature of Scrinture to human language. He affirms the reality of inspiration but denies
McGarvey's reJoinder that follows :n Isaac Errett,
what might well be called today nerrancv. See J.
"Inspiration," The :Missouri Cl,ristian Lectures (St. Louis: John Bums, Publisher, 1883), 118-204. An anomaly
was published in the Gospel Advocate in the 1930's. Charles Roberson calls for an understanding of Scripture
that
affirm,·,~ beliP!'°
r:::har1,,b Roher
:1ospel
Advocate 76 (May
1934),
in a
Abilene Christian College lecture, evoked some
controversy by affirming the reality of discrepancies in Scripture and thus disconnecting Scripture's value
and nower from ts histor:cal aml scientific .:i.ccuracy·"Alleged Discr=:panciesoftae Bib1r.,,
the Modern
World (Abilene, TX: Abilene Christian college Students Exchange, 1960),62-90.
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supply. There may be some truth in every theory we have had under discussion; but the
whole truth is found in none of them.

5. Any assertion of infallibility as belonging to the inspired Scriptures must be
subject to the limitations growing out of the imperfections of human language and the
uncertainties and perils ever attendant upon materials placed in human custody, and
subject, more or less, to the control of ignorance, credulity, preJudice or superstition.

6. As a trustworthy communicaiton of the will of God, in all that pertains to
salvation, righteousness and holiness, or to human duty and destiny, and as a safe and
sure guide in all the ways of truth and righteousness, the Bible is entitled to our
untrembling confidence and acceptance; and, in this regard stands alone among all the
world. -- "Inspiration," from Missouri Christian Lectures, 1883.

books in

INFALLIBILITY
Charles H. Roberson

It is a fact that very many good people find themselves at variance to others
because they do not approach the subject from the same viewpoint, or fail to consider the
limitation of the ideas u.,.ri.der
consideration. The main question in this essay is, "What is
the infallibility which may be claimed for Scripture, and especially for the Gospels?"
Often there is the light claim that Scripture is infallible without even a slight
suggestion concerning the question. "Infallible for what?" Let it
whole notion

set forth nmv that the

infallibility depends upon the correct answer. What is the infallibility that

ths Bible student daims f0r GheBible? Is rGinfallibility in grammar, in style, in history, in
infallibility

scie:rce, or ~vhat?

determiaed

that his watch is infallible, he means as a timekeeper - not that it has a flawless case or
that

will tell him the

of tom0rrow's weather. The seaman finds

mans :md

charts infallible as a guide to lighthouses and shallows and reefs, but useless to give him

nme

t11e

or

him

the

r,heland.
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So it is an important factor to ask, ''Whai:,then, is the purpose of the Bible?" Its
purpose is to exhibit the Lord Jesus Christ. He himself declared the Scriptures as: "They
are they which testify of me." The Scriptures provide the vehicle by which the knowledge of
God's love is conveyedto man. It was not the purpose to teach science, or ethnology, or to
provide information about things of which man has always been so curious, or to make
man a theological expert

the Scriptures; but God's purpose was, and is, and shall be. to

set Christ before men in living grace and majesty and to perpetuate the knowledge of him
upon the earth. Jesus Christ is the supreme revelation of God, and Scripture
accomplishesits purpose when it conveysthe life-givingknowledgeof him. When Luther
said, "That is not Scripture which does not exhibit Christ," he was right.
When this fundamental conceptionof Scripture is grasped, the variations of
thought and content in the Gospels becomeof no consequenceat all as affecting the
account given us of Christ. The four records differ from each other in this or that, but it is
the same Christ which each exhibits. Their trustworthiness is guaranteed both by their
agreement in the main and by the fact that the average Christian has never found any
difficulty

forming one consistent image of Christ out of

four accounts. Such

variations and discrepancies as may appear to this critic or that are dangerous only when
they are used

subvert the infallibility of the Scripture. Ai.'1.d
tnere are those whomaie

such use, taking advantage of the claim ofliteral infallibility advanced

well-meaning but

inconsiderate persons. There are instances where one is unable to claim this kind of
infallibility, and consequently the critic infers that the Bible is infallible

no sense. But

such an inference is wholly without justification,

It is not literal inr"allibilityfor which this compiler contends, and these variations

be

affecth;.gthe

anct

Scripture. Two very valid reasons may be advanced. First, unimportant errors in details
are never

to

valid in the courts at
A witness on oath who

a

historian.

rule, "falsus

uno, falsus · omnibi:s,"is

only when the 'witnessis found intentionally distorting the truth.
the

the

truth
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to ordinaf"IJlife or to the writing of history. Second, if it be asked, "Is not all error
important where divine truth and eternal interests are concerned?" the answer is an
emphatic no! else there would have been provision for the absence of error. There is no
importance attached to errors in grammar so long as they do not affect the meaning or
render it unintelligible. No errors of Scripture are important which do not prevent it from
accomplishing God's purpose of preserving for man the knowledge of his revelation in
Christ. The object of Scripture is to enable man to apprehend God in Christ and lead man
to him. This it has infallibly accomplished ....
Hence, it seems obvious that the true touchstone of Scripture is found. The
ultimate ground for believing Scripture to be the word of God is that there is that in the
truth delivered which convinces man that God is its author. Christians .shouldcome
nearer the understanding that criticism cannot touch the authentication of Christ, that he
is his own best witness, and that this witness is independent of any doctrine or theory of
the inspiration or the infallibility of Scripture. Believers need to fear the nibblings of
criticism as little as they fear the minute erosions of our shores by the ocean. The
knowledge

God wfach the Gospels convey cannot be taken awa:?, and

knowledge has

the power to bring one into the life that is life indeed.
There are two extreme positions which are alike untenable. One is not able to
maintain the infallibility of Scripture on

ground of its literal accuracy in every one

11:s

statements, and he is equally unable to deny the infallibility of Scripture as a spiritual
guide on the ground that there are found

acceptanceof Scripture depends

011 his

it certain errors and '1ariations. Man's

recognitionof God'svoice in

Critics IT'_aywork

their will on the New Covenant, but they are not able to remove the Christ which it
that

given 01.an

idea

r

conscience of each man who is brought into his presence acknowledges him as the best and
divinest he krwws

can

1;re
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THE CHICAGO STATEMENT ON BIBLICAL INERR.A....
~CY

The Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy was prepared at a threeday meeting in October 1978, of 284 scholars who are committed to biblical
inerrancy. Sponsored by the International Council on Biblical Inerrancy, the
group gathered largely in response to a controversy developing in American
evangelicalism.

The controversy was whether institutions such as

Christianity Today, Fuller Theological Seminary, and the Evangelical
Tlwology Society were betraying their evangelical heritage by failing to aflirm
the in errancy of the Bible. ~-CER

The Authority of Scripture is a key issue for the Christian church in this and every
age. Those who profess faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior are called to show the
reality of their discipleship by humbly and faithfully obeying God's written Word. To stray
from Scripture in faith or c:onductis disloyal to our Master. Reccgnition of the total truth
and trustworthiness of Holy Scripture is essential to a full grasp and adequate confession
of its authority.
The followingstatement affirms t:hisinerrancy of Scripture afresh, making clear
our understanding of it and warning against its denial. We are persuaded that to deny it
1s

set aside the witness of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit

submission to the claims of

to refuse that

own Word which marks true Christian faith. We see it as

our timely duty tc,make tlliii affirmation in the face of current lapses from the truth of
merrancy among

at large.

A Short Statement

Christians

docttine

the
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1. God, who is Himself Truth and speaks truth only, has inspired Holy Scripture in
order thereby to reveal Himself to lost mankind through Jesus Christ as Creator and Lord,
Redeemer and Judge. Holy Scripture is God'switness to Himself.
2. Holy Scripture, being God's own Word, written by men prepared and

superintended by His Spirit, is of infallible divine authority in all matters upon which it
touches; it is to be believed, as God's instruction, in all that it affirms; obeyed, as God's
command,in all

it reqmres; embraced, as

pledge,

all

it promises.

3. The Holy Spirit, its divine Author, both authenticates it to us by His inward
witness and opens our minds to understand its meaning.

4. Being wholly and verbally God-given,Scripture is without error or fault in all its
teaching, no less in what it states about God's acts in creation and the events d world
history, and about its own literary origins under God, than in its witness to God's saving
grace in individual lives.
5. The authority of Scripture is inescapablyimpaired if this total divine inerrancy

is in any way limited or disregarded, or made relative to a view of truth contrary to the
Bible's own; and

lapses bring serious loss to both the individual

the Church.

Acrticlesof Affirmationand Denial
Article I. We affirm that the Holy Scriptures are to be received as the authoritative Word

of God.
deny

the Scriptures receive their authority from the Church, tradition, or

any other human source.

II.
binds

affirm
conscience,and

the Scriptures are the supreme written norm by which God
the authority of

Church

subordinate to that

Scripture.
We deny that Church creeds, councils,or declarations have authority greater than
eqm:u

Bible.
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Article III. We affirm that the written Word in its entirety is revelation given by God.
We deny that the Bible is merely a witness to revelation, or only becomes revelation
in encounter, or depends on the responses of men for its validity.

Article IV. We affirm that Godwho made mankind in His image has used language as a
means of revelation.
deny that human language is so limited by our creatureliness that it is
rendered inadequate as a vehicle for divine revelation. We further deny that the
corruption of human culture and language through sin has thwarted God's work
inspiration.

Article V. We affirm that God's revelation within the Holy Scripture was progressive.
We deny that later revelation, which may fulfillearlier revelation, ever corrects or
contradicts it. We further deny that any normative revelation has been given since the
completionof the New Testament writings.

Article VI. We affirm that the whole of Scripture and all its parts, down to the very words

o:'the original, were given by divine inspiration.
We deny that the inspiration of Scripture can rightly be affirmed of the whole
without the parts, or of some parts but not the whole.

Article VII.

affirm that inspiration was the work

human writers, gave us His

which

The origin of Scripture

by His Spirit, through

divine.

mode

divine

inspiration remains largely a mystery to us.
deny

inspiration can

reduced

human insight, or

heightened states

of consciousnessof any kind.

that
personalities

literary styles

His
writers whom

had chosen and prepared.

We deny that God, in causing these writers to use the very words that He chose,
overrode their personalities.

Article IX. We affirm that inspiration, though not conferring omniscience,guaranteed true
and trustworthy utterance on all matters of which the biblical authors were moved to
speak and write.
We deny that the finitude or fallenness of these writers, by necessity or othenvise,
introduced distortion or falsehood into God'sWord.

AxticleX. We affirm that inspiration, strictly speaking, applies only to the autographic
text of Scripture, which in the providence of God ,:an be ascertained from available
manuscripts with great accuracy. We further affirm that copies and translations of
Scripture are the Word of God to the extent that they faithfully represent the original.
We deny that any essential element of the Christian faith is affected by the absence
of the autographs. We further deny that this absence renders the assertion of biblical
inerrancy mvalid or irrelevant.

A.rticleXL We affirm that Scripture, having been given by divine inspiration, is infallible,
so that, far from misleading us, it is true and reliable in all the matters it addresses.
We deny that it is possible for the Bible to be at the same time infallible and errant
in its assertions. Infallibility and inerrancy may be distinguished, but not separated.

Art1de XII. Ne a{Tirmthat 3cripture

its entirety is inerrant, being rree from ail

false!:ood,fraud, or deceit.
We deny that biblical infallibility and inerrancy are limited
or redemptive them As,exc1usive

8.ssertio:nsin

spiritual, religious,

fields of hisL,:"yand 3cience. We

further deny that scientific hypotheses about earth history may properly be used to

the
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Article XIII. We affirm the propriety of using inerrancy as a theological term with
reference to the complete truthfulness of Scripture.
We deny that it is proper to evaluate Scripture according to standards of truth and
error that are alien to its usage or purpose. We further deny that inerrancy is negated by
biblical phenomena such as a lack of modern technical precision, irregularities of
grammar or spelling, observational descriptions of nature, the reporting of falsehoods, the
use of hyperbole and round numbers, the topical arrangement of material, variant
selections of material in parallel accounts, or the use of free citations.

Article XIV. We affirm the unity and internal consistency of Scripture.
We deny that alleged errors and discrepancies that have not yet been resolved
vitiate the truth claims of the Bible.

Article XV. We affirm that the doctrine of inerrancy is grounded

the teaching of the

Bible about inspiration.
We deny that Jesus' teaching about Scripture may be dismissed

appeals to

accommodationor to any natural limitation of His humanity.

A..-rticle
XVI. We affirm that the doctrine

inerrancy has been integral

the Church's

faith throughout its history.
We deny that inerrancy is a doctrine invented by scholastic Protestantism, or is a
reactionarJ position postulated in response to negative higher criticism

We

the

witnPSS

believers of the truthfulness of God's written Word.
We dfmy
Scripture.

this "Nitness the

in

from

0

Article Xv1IL We affirm that the text of Scripture is to be interpreted by grammaticohistorical exegesis, taking account of its literary forms and devices, and that Scripture is
to interpret Scripture.
We deny the legitimacy of any treatment of the text or quest for sources lying
behind it that leads to revitalizing, dehistoricizing, or discounting its teaching, or rejecting
its claims

authorship.

Article XIX. We affirm that a confession of the full authority, infallibility, and inerrancy of
Scripture is vital to a sound understanding of the whole of the Christian faith. We further
affirm that such confession should lead to increasing conformity to the image of Christ.
We deny that such confession is necessary for salvation. However, we further deny
that inerrancy can be rejected without grace consequences, both to the individual and to
the Church.

ON THE LIBERAL \lIEW OF SCRIPTURE'S AUTHORITY
Paul ,J. Achtemeier

Inspiration may therefore be defined

this way : The Bible as a whole was

accomplished by an extraordinary stimulation and elevation of the powers of men who
devoutly yielded themselves to God's will, and sought, often with success unparalleled
elsewhere,'

convev
., truth useful to the salvation of men and of nations." If the view that

operates with such a definition was impressed with the phenomena of Scripture which
linked

in iLsprimitive outlook and internal contradictions, with other similar literature,

that same

1s

impr 0 ssed

the

that

inspiration

this literature.

The substance of thought which seems to defy human ability to express it

adequ;:itely·

rer:ordsof 1111iquely
important

led

indeed through, tragedy; the passages that rise to lofty heights of spiritual beauty,
rhewncal aignity, and power, which are abie

the present,

they were

m
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to inspire men and women to seek and fmd God- all of these point to the high, even unique
degree of inspiration evident in the pages of Holy Scripture.
There is no intention, therefore, in such a view to deny either the inspiration or the
authority of Scripture. The aim is simply to conform the understanding of such inspiration
and authority to the kind ofliterature the liberals are convinced the Bible represents.
This view

the nature of the Bible and the character of its inspiration also has

implications for the way the Bible may be used within the Christian church. It is obvious
that on this view of inspiration, the usefulness of every word in Scripture is by no means
guaranteed. in a collection ofliterature of such uneven quality, not everything in the Bible
is essential, or even useful,for salvation. The reader faces the task, therefore, of

separating the kernel of divine wisdom from the husk of the human ideas in which it has
been conveyed, once he or she has decided which portions of Scripture do in fact contain
such divine wisdom. Since the words of Scripture are fully human and need critical
evaluation, the reader must learn to discriminate between the word of God and the words
of men, lest one think it as important to follow Paul's advice about long hair (I Cor. 11:14)
as to follow Jesus' command to love one's enemies <Matt.5:44).
Such a view also affects the way in which one understands the authority of the
Bible. It is obvious that the highest authority in such a view is the sum total of human
experience. One may therefore accept as authoritative only that material found in the
Bible which is confirmed by humanity's total experience, secular as well as sacred. That
is, one must test historical, geological,botanical, and other such materials in the Bible

the light of our present knowledge of these sciences, and accept what conformsto
current knowledge. Similarly, one must test the moral and religious content of the Bible
agat:"tstthe

m

to

what

hav,,,

authority for us in our world. One would not, for example, want to attribute equal moral
authority

or

"leger:dsof

bloodfairst) 1 heroes

the

Judges," on the one hand, and to the sayings of Jesus on the other. The Bible therefore can
longer represent an unquestioned

speaks

us

authority is Goa
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and since the Bible is our primary source of knowledge about him, the Bible does retain
high authority, but only within the larger context of God's communication with humanity
through the totality of his creation and its history.
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The \llork of vVitness:The Authority of
Scripture for Today
Unit Seven
What sense can be made from the historical legacy bequeathed to yet
another generation?

How do contemporary Christians hear the voices of the

past and speak with clarity to the future of Scripture's authority within the

life of the church? Using the trailmarkers

noted in the historical sunrey of the

previous chapter, the chapter is an attempt to chart a course for the tough and
yet indespensible task of sailing in the contemporary world while hearing the
Word of God for the church.

[ The Nature of Scripture.

I

Scripture as Witness
vVhat is Scripture?

Scripture bears witness to the past revelation of

God. That is its rnle. Barth vvas fond of referring

a painting by Grtinewald

of the Crucifixion. John the Baptist stands to the side with his long index
finger pointing toward the Crucified One.68 That is the role of Scripture.
prophets and the apostles all attest

the work

The

God.

Standing in this service, the biblical witnesses point beyond themselves. If we
understand them as witnesses, and only as such

them,

we authentically understand

as they understand themselves. . . . They do :notspeak and write for

their own sakes, nor for the sake of their deepest inner possession or need; they
abo, :hat

and

..

Why

the biblical witness have authority? Because and in the fact that he claims no
' 't y
auttnn

that

witness amounts

1'ortress

:etting

its own
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authority. We thus do the Bible poor and unwelcomehonour if we equate it directly
with this other, with revelation itself.f39

This posture helpfully directs us away from the ever present
temptation of bibliolatry.

70

By unequivocally affirming that authority is

rooted in God's revelatory work and not in the Bible we remind ourselves of
where our own loyalty lies. By confessing that Scripture is witness to God's
work we confront

temptation to read the Bible as a compendium of

propositional truth and open the possibility to hear the Word of God as did
the primary, biblical witnesses.
Such a confession allows one to affirm that the Bible is indeed the
Word of God--when we cease to procure for

some external authority and

begin to listen. Perhaps much of the modern fundamentalist

attempts to

establish the authority of scripture fall short simply because they have failed
to take the historic Scripture principle seriously enough. In order to validate
Scripture, we manufacture

external proofs and propositions.

Remembering

Calvin and affirming the work of the Holy Spirit, to claim that the Bible is the
Word of God because it attests to God's saving work in Christ is quite biblical.
The work of preaching is an excellent way to explore Scripture's role as
witness. The work of preaching is a continuation of that role in the
contemporary Christian community.

Such a conviction reflects on the truth

that the Hebrew prophets and the apostles were humans called on to bear
witness to the ?Wordand Deed of God.
Thcr~'las ......
on.g's recent book, entitled. The \V1tneso of Preaching,
8

cogent argum.ent

of "T1itness+,o be

to

preaching task.71 I am aware that the term witness does not curry much favor
in many circles. To witness

to testify

,,0co,Ll.111-112.
"'-"'""'~"·-""-'""~~~~~,89

71(Lomwille:Westminster/John '<nox

certainly sPen

5

In addition to that, the term witness conjures up a legal setting in some court
oflaw. Fearing the thought oflegalism and/or pontification, others have
avoided the word.
But Long argues the courtroom scene makes the metaphor of witness
viable. The preacher is not the judge, the jury, or the police officer. He is the
witness--one of the people who are called on to speak. "Now this witness is in
every way one of the people, but he or she is placed on the stand because of
two credentials: The witness has seen something, and the witness is willing to
tell the truth about it--the whole truth and nothing but the truth."72 This
witness, the preacher, is the truth-bearer.
and heard.

He speaks about what he has seen

It is no mere mental or intellectual exercise; :he witness, believing

in the truth, stakes his life upon the validity of his claims. 73
Long then notes how the image of witness shapes the preaching task.74
First, it locates the authority of the preacher in what he has heard, not in his
own personality or power.75 Second, the image speaks about the event and
the encounter between God and humanity.

The preacher proclaims a Person,

not facts. Third, the concept of witness relates to the rhetorical work of
making known what has been seen and heard. \Vhat words, what forms, and
what styles should be used? Long points out the importance of correlation
between the style of sermon and the "character of the testimony."76 Fourth,
the vvitness is not a neutral observer. A personal faith and the contours of his
own past shape his testimony.

engages his whole life.

72Long,Witness, 43.
73Astong poiI1tsout, is no accident that the Ne",,·Testamem word witness "marcyT' (44).
74Ibid.,44-46; see Leander E. Keck's discussionof the preacher as witness in The Bible in the Pulpit:
The R&newalof Biblical Preaching (Nasbville: Abingdon,
53-G8.
75"(.,d''-'
has be revealed befor21t can apprehended, and the
cs offai::l:
and must be freely made. Ministers of the Word cannot
open ,iolence or subtle coercion
sub1:::-tit
m the c1mhorit:·
76Ibid..,46.
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The witness metaphor is consistent with Scripture's own relationship
to God. Preaching, like Scripture, can be the avenue by which the Word of God
is heard today. But is important to remember that the best that the preacher
can do is be a faithful and reliable truth-teller

of what he finds in Scripture.

For even at his best the preacher is removed from the primary witness of
Scripture,

That gap vvill always remain.

Because of that distinction the preacher must begin with faith: faith
that believes that God will speak again through Scripture as He has done
before. As he seeks understanding,

the preacher will undoubtedly use the

customary literary and historical tools and methodologies.
a way to understand

But he does so in

what he has heard. Thus, faith preceeds reason as the

preacher approaches Scripture.

Scripture as Divine Words
Intricately
the revelation

connected to the affirmation that Scripture is the witness to
God is the affirmation that only through Scripture

we

come to know this Word of God.77 To declare freedom from rationalism

for a

theological method does not mean that one casts off from shore without a
compass. Rather, what I affirm is a radical allegiance to hear Scripture
speak. Though recognizing the historic conflux of authoritative
Scripture, tradition, reason, and experience--! am convinced
the absolute priority of Scripture.

sources-the necessity of

It possesses that authority because

is

the j_:,rima.rywitness to God's work. Tradltivn, hu.man experience, anu reason,

,. ,

h

as valld. 22 t ev.,

overpower

ignor.2 the

role

Scripture has in shaping a contemporary message and directing the
contemporary ··

IS

are

freed,J::nin the cb:1rch
becaus,-:c
revelat10n"CD, L2A62.

about whe:~we ask about

has

tokt is what
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Scripture has been and will continue to be the source of our encounter
with God. To understand
is appropriate.

that Scripture is inspired, that it is God-breathed,

But to shape an understanding

of inspiration in a mechanical

way will reduce the Word of God to a mere codebook full of propositional statements.78
How then are we to understand

inspiration?

Two realities come to

mind. First, by the grace of God we come to know Him. Inspiration is an act
of grace. Second, the past, present, and future work of the Holy Spirit insures
the illumination of the Word of God for us.79 One might suggest that this
leaves inspiration without any rational or logical leg foundation.
mamtain

that understanding

inspiration

the Spirit is quite rational--once

I would

as an act of grace and mediated

one resolves to live by faith and not by the

sight of scientific reasoning.so

Scripture as Human Words
Scripture is not ;1nly Divine; it is also human. Luther made the
comparison between the nature of Scripture and the incarnational
Christ

nature of

To ignore the historical realities of Scripture is to bury our heads in

the sand. Christians are un"villing to accept a Docetic compromise in

in much of post-Reformation scholastic Protestantism. See Rogers and :VkKim,147-99.
Hanson statee: ''The question of::iiblicalauthority thus is resolved being directed away from
the realm of verification theory towards the realm ·-:ovenantfidelity:':o acki-:cwledgethe authonty of the
Bibleis to accept the ciaim Godplaces on Jeliever:;;through Jod's self-revelationin Scripture, a claim that
becomesparticularly personal andpoignant in the relationship of Christians to Christ. Acknowledgementof
biblicai author,ty is thus an
of faith's response to Go,:i'sgracious initiat:\·e. As in the rec,m:ion of di,~ne
grace in all of its forms, it is self-authenticating, or put another way, it arises from the te.,timony of the Holy
Spirit within the believer and within the gathering of the faithful called the church." Hanson, 70-71. This
concept finds its class1cexpression in John Calvin. See Institutes of the Christian Religion (Philadelphia:
We:;tminster Press, 1960J,1.1.7.
BOTo
recognizethe divine nature of Scripture opens the door to powerfulconcepts about proclamation,
worship, and ethics. For example. if the
as
Word nfGod,
witnef,Sto the :e,·ealed Word
then preachL:1gas the proclaimed Word of God sa1hesforth with great power and
with [l1e
assumptions that doctrine of inerrancy contains, preaching becomeserrant human words and
approv.1mation,,of the ~nerrant
I am
is that
power .J the Dhme Word not limited
to any human words but transcends the limiratioru;Jf time and text tG ,mrk ir, ~hepresent.
78As

Christology; likewise, when it comes to understanding

Scripture, there must

be stout resistance to avoiding its humanness.81
When confronted by the critics with the human side of Scripture, many
conservatives run quickly under the shelter of inerrancy.

Then to protect their

shelter, they shore it up with attempts to harmonize and minimize the
ambiguities of Scripture.
of historical-critical

I propose another approach.82 Between the giants

results and experiential authority on the one hand and

the doctrine of inerrancy on the other stands a David. Both modern critical
study of the Bible and inerrancy rely on the Goliath-like strength of reason
and logical thought--albeit

expressed in radically different ways. But the

David in the middle acts in faith.

admits that Scripture 1s human word.s

(much to the chagrin of the conservatives), but he refuses to capitulate to
liberal scholarship to thrash about in the modern muck and mire of subjective
express10n.

I suggest that historical inquiry, exegesis, and biblical theology are
proper endeavors.

Historical-critical

methodology, textual criticism,

historical and systematic theology are valuable and useful tools. But these
endeavors are limited by and are subservient to the Word of

Ramm's

maxim for Barth is instructive: "Revelation generates history; histor<; does
not generate revelation."83 Likewise, the priority of faith in the Vl ord of God
is necessary to keep the blindness

of biblical exegesis and to prevent the

now popular individual reading (from a white or black or male or female) from

81Jo~son, 1S7
H. Bobeis an '"x2.mpleamong fai:-±.ersi:nChurch:=3 Christ who ha \''2 propo,,1::d
an
82D:::,vid
alternative. As
as 1960,Bobodemonstrated the willingness to deal with the human realities of Scripture
and concludedthat "the issue is not a Biblicalissue, as the Bible itself never claims to non-disr:'"epant.
Bibl~,2~.
freetm: from
whi:,0 has :,c,1taincat10nal
is au
and
imposedstandard, and all efforts to prove it are gratuitious." "AllegedDiscrepanciesof the Bible."
83B,~mardRam,n,
(San p,.,mcisco:
&
L983),

IDiscerning

Scripture~hority]

What does all this mean? How do we appropriate
present?

the past for the

How does one decide which trajectory of tradition to draw resources

from? These and other questions have constantly accompanied me as I have
considered the contributions
most fundamentally,
source? The breakthrough

of the church fathers and others. But perhaps,

should anyone turn to the Bible for an authoritative
for me came with the asking of yet one more

question. Where, or more properly, who, is the ultimate source of authority?
I am confident it is not a particular text. Nor is the ultimate source of

authority an anthology of texts, compiled through the years by Christians.84
The source of authority lies behind and beyond

texts. The authority is

God. Before there was an Old Testament or a New Testament,

before canons

of Scripture were debated or decided, God was. The authority that Scripture
possesses is derivative--directly

linked to the reality that it discloses God.85

Historically, the church has always recognized that power lies in the saving
work of God through Christ. The Bible's

is witness; it attests to what God

has done.
Significantly, Scripture as witness is rooted in the primacy of faith.
Scripture does not need the authentication

of reason, logic or .;;;cienceto

perform its divinely ordained task. Assured by the legacy left by earlier
Christian spokespersons,
understand

the church begins with faith and seeks to

God's work as disclosed through Scripture

Such an approach is

particulariy relevant in a day where the toundations ot modermty are showing
distinct

·

the

world, I am convinced that a return to the primacy

of

8V8

faith as a starting point

'J4SeeBernard Ramm, "ls 'Scripture Alone' the Essence of Christianity?" in BiblicalAuthoritv, ed.,
I07-l24
Jack !fogers !Waco,TX: "\Nord
31 ..:32.
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to do theology is not only an appropriate

approach biblically and historically,

but is the only valid sociological method in our present world.86
With faith as the primary assumption regarding the authority of
Scripture, the modern attempts to establish the authority of Scripture by
establishing

its inerrancy

seem particularly

useless.

To do so is asking an

ancient document to stand under the criteria of modern theor;.87
seems to be foreign

the Bible itself. That is to say, Scripture never makes

the claim that it is inerrant.
Scripture's

IChrist

It certainly

Perhaps there is some other way to understand

authority.

atthe Center

I

What claims does Scripture make that are relevant to the issue of
Certainly 2 Timothy 3:16 is a clear reminder that Scripture is

authority?

inspired--God breathed--and
doctrine.

is profitable for teaching, instruction,

VVnat is Scripture's

"profitable" nature?

and

If Scripture ultimately

derives its authority from God, then perhaps those events that reveal God
most clearly are pivotal. Taking a cue from Paul, there are some expressions
about God's work that he can get quite upset about--namely

a distorted

expression of the gospel.BB
Paul is especially helpful on this point. He was among the first persons
articulate
Testament

the Christian

faith. He sought to make sense of the Old

and of the startling revelation m Jesus.

·what was pivotal and

86Tho-:nasC. Oden, After Modemitv .. .'What?:Ag·endaFor Theology(Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
19901.

87"0ne difficulty vvithinerrancy of the Bible m scientificmatters is that scientific 'truth,' i.e.,
statements about 'the •vaythings ,1reobjedively,'tends t-0change fro:n time to tirne. Can the Bible be
'inerrant' for
, c:a:iersin ti1e time of both
and
Or •Nas
the Bible 'lvritten to be inerrant only for late twentieth-century Western civilization'>"Paul J. Achtemeier, The
Inspii1;Jionof Scripture !Philadel:,hia:
1980),
fu.
_,__,6-9.
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essential to him is evidenced in his writing. Most notable is his statement

in

the Corinthian correspondence:
Now I would remind you, brothers and sisters, of the good news that I proclaimed
to you, which you in turn received, in which also you stand, through which also you
are being saved, if you hold firmly to the message that I proclaimed to you-- unless
you have come to believe

vain. For I handed on to you as of first importance

what I in turn had received: that Christ died for our sins in accordance with the
scriptures, and that he was buried, and that he was raised on the third day in
accordance with the scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas, then to the
twelve.89

For Paul the gospel, the message of Christ's death, burial, and resurrection,
was paramount
understanding

to his ministry.

For Paul this message functioned as a key to

the Old Testament.90 It was the key to his understanding

of

how faith was developed.91 This kerygmatic message was the key to his
ethics.92 The message of the gospel was central to his preaching.93
Paul lived.94

Ultimately, this message was central for
Paul was not alone on this matter.

Peter and Jesus demonstrated

an

awareness of the difference between Scripture and the core of Scripture.95 The
early church fathers, as they attempted to articulate the Christian faith,
merely continued this interpretive

891

approach to Scripture.

As noted earlier,

Cor. 15.1-8.

90Chnst is the telos of the law, as in Rom'ins lO>i.

91"Faithcomes by hearing and hearing by the preaching of Christ" (Rom. 10.17). It is unfortunate
that many earlier English trans12tions neglect the prefered ::-endering.For Ps::l it was the preaching of C\rist
(not some mudern understanding of the Bible as tl1e 'Nord
that Nhenhe2rd creatPd faith.
92Thestructure of Paul's letters, especiallyRomansand Ephesians, confirm this idea.
93"F01 ne do not proclaim ourseives; we proclaim.Jesus Christ as Lord and ourselves as your sla,·es
for Jesus' sab/' \2 Cor.
94·'Andit is no longer I who live, but it is Christ who lives in me. A11dthe life I now live in the flesh I
live faith m the Son 0f God, vho loved me and gave himself for me" :Gal.
95Fvi:feter coI1.sider~L.3sermons as recorded in h.c:s. Of
interest is tne :natenal :...ri
Acts l'.:
where he conveysto Cornelius' householdthe essentials of the faith. Jesus takes to task the poor interpretative
work rifthe scribes in
5.3S·40."YoE:,e:1rch
because rou
that them
have
eternal life; and it is
that tkstify on my
1

,32

Scripture was seen as authoritative

because it affirmed the rule of faith or the

saving message of God. Thus, Scripture became a divine and indespensible
tool for teaching and instruction and doctrine.
Therefore, any attempt to formulate a systematic statement

about the

authority of Scripture must recognize that its authority rests on the proclaimed message of Jesus Christ.

Scripture itself attests to this all-

important, centering event. Any attempt to understand
some assumption.

Scripture begins with

For the early church that assumption was the message of

the gospel. I see no reason to ignore the witness of scripture and the church
and attempt to anchor Scripture's authority in the doctrine ofinerrancy,
human experience or any other source. Karl Barth makes this point quite
poignantly:
If the crucified Jesus Christ lives, and if the church is the gathering of those who
know this, have taken it seriously, and among whom it has rightly become the one
axiom of all axioms, they cannot rely upon any other word that God may have
spoken, before, after, injlLxtaposition to, or outside of this Word--words that he
willed to have proclaimed by this Word. The church hears and proclaims this one
Jesus Christ as the one Word, the first and the last Word, of the true God. It
hears in him the fullness of God's Word of comfort, commandment, and power. It is
therefore completely bound to him, and completely free in him. Thus it interprets
creation, the course of the world, the nature of man, his grandeur and

misery,

which comes from him; and not somehow vice versa. It need hear no

the

voice:Jesid:::this Yoic2as amhoritive. bec.am,ethe evaluation
contingent uvon whether

are, 0r are

an 2cho of :his

all other voices ls
It is

that, as the church seeks this voice, it also has both the permission and the
command

hear other

it can do so without

or 1:n1}dety,

because they may be permitted a share in his authority as an echo of his voice.
:1

lr..

a. w c.ysw1s11 return once

voice, and rilace itself in

w

service. And, because he lives. the
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be permitted to hear this voice, and effectively commit itself to its service. In this
sense we can say with Zwingli (and against all alleged "natural theology"): "The holy
Christian church, whose sole head is Jesus Christ, is born of the Word of God; and
in this same Word it remains, and hears not the voice of a stranger."96

Such a christocentric

assertion steers a discussion away from utilizing

categories of modern philosophy or historical method as fundamental
assumptions.

The question of Scripture's authority 1s the church's question,

By making this assertion I am fully aware that one

not the university's.

What I am

brings philosophical and methodological resources to Scripture.
proposing is an awareness

of these assumptions

and the need for them

be

contained and harnessed by a proper Chnstology.
To illustrate,

I turn again to the task of preaching.

The starting point

for preaching is the revelation of God through Jesus Christ.
of the cross that functions as the interpretive

It is the message

key in the preacher's approach

Scripture and to the pulpit. "The criterion of past, future and therefore
present Christian utterance

thus

being of

Church, na,nely, Jesus

Christ, God m His gracious revealing and reconciling address to man."97
Stating that Christ i.s at the center of our proclamation,

as he

the

center of the biblical witness, is not new; the difficulty is that is very seldom
practiced.98 Those who rely on historical methodology seek a historical Jesus
(who turns out to be whoever they want him to be and those 1.vhopursue a
traditional

Christianity

count on an inerrant

Bible. The tragedy

both 1s

., the preachir.g enterprise

~s the

that

I am suggesting that

reminder that, like Paul, "yet whatever gains I had, these I have come
regard as loss because
96K1: 1 Barth

Christ."99

cited 1Tube1'.
l.1.4; see6,
13, 15.
98Bartrn, 81 84_
99P\iL 3.7.
9'iQJ1

have

oneil the

of
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incarnation.al God and the idea of an incarnation.al Bible. Preaching,
consistent with that model must be incarnational

as well. For as James

Daane states:
The best ministers, churches, and evangelists, recognizing that God himself speaks
his Word through the proclamation of the church, therefore do not say "I say to
you," or "the Bible says," but "Thus saith the Lord!" In biblical thought what the
Bible actually says can only be heard at the point where God speaks his own Word
in and through the proclamation of the church. The Bible is indeed the written
form of the Word of God. But the Word finds a higher expression in that personal
form of it which takes place in the pulpit of the church, for the pulpit expression
which is true to the Written Word approximates more closely

Word which

became flesh in Jesus Christ, because it is itself an expression of that fleshly,
human form in which the Word of God is present in Jesus Christ.100

Incarnational preaching, in continuity with the witness of Scripture, is God's
way of revealing to this and every age his gracious win.101 And an approach to
preaching, as with theology, that is christocentric will lend itself well to the
task of being faithful witnesses in the twenty-first century--as it has .m the
past.

jThe Contextual Nature of Authority and the Churchl
As stated earlier, Scripture's authority is derivative; that is to say,
Scripture's authority rests in and on the One who is disclosed. Follovving the
implications of this reality leads to yet another vital truth: Scripture
102
functions as an at:.thority onlv 'Nitrjn a community of people--the
Jodock reflects on the connectedness of the church and authority:

lOOJamesDa"~1e,Preac:hingwith Confidence:A TheologicalE:;sav on the Power of the Pulpit
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 14-15.
lOl"Forsince, in the wisdomof Crud,the world did not know God through wisdom,God rlecided,
rnrr,·",~'
the foc,(shnei'S,Jour
sa,·e .hose ,Jiubelieve' .1Cm
1D2"Beyond
the dead letter ofbiblicism, the uncritical :1ssumptionsof historicism, the narro,vness of
bourgeois priTe.tism
the
aestheticism lies
real
r/
m
life of
uffoith."
1

5

A commurutyalso provides-checontext for the Bibles authority: the community of
faith. In the community of faith the Bible makes its claim on persons--tobe taken
seriously in their decisionmaking and to inform their sense of direction and
purpose. Those outside the communityof faith can respect the Bible as a document
of religious significancefor others, they can study it, and they may even appeal to it
if they want to persuade Christians to act in a certain way (this frequently happens
in political discourseJ,but for them it does not, properly speaking, exercise
authority" It makes no claims on their own decisionmaking or sense
direction.103
For an individual to accept Scripture as authoritative for life, he must come
into contact with someone who is a part of the community. The believer is a
conduit; through the authenticity of a life given to God; God speaks and draws
the other into the community. Only within the community then, does the
individual come to accept the authority of Scripture. This commonly repeated
reality affirms the incarnational nature of the Christian faith and highlights
the centrality of the message of ,Jesus to understanding authority.
Jodock points out that, even in the reading of Scripture, faith is
mediated through a member of the community offaith.104 Reading the
biblical documents is an "overhearing" of a conversation between Paul or Luke
or John and some church community. Thus, in observing the validity of truth
claims in the life of the community and in the act of reading Scripture itself,
authority comes as a result of these experiences, not as a presupposition to
. an d 1-·
10"
seemg
aeanng.
Herein lies the poverty of prominent theories of Scriptural authority
that rely on external frameworks such as inerrancy. In an attempt to convince
others of the Bible's accuracy and usefulness> void develops at
real heart
of
issuc::·of
trustvvorthy 9 'Nill
transformation, meaning, and hope? Instead, argument and debate often rule
the
anc:.
;sion -ibo11 the
u

103Jodor:k,106-07; see J.lsoKelsey, 91, 20BfI
104Jodock,107.
105Iam indebted to Jodock for this idea, 107 Beyondthe scope of this ,Jocument1:mtof
impvi.th.J.1ce
is ah'::necessa1y rec06aition of the need for ethic,
and social respo!:'3ihilitytc be
squarely placed on the shoulders of the church. If the authority of the Word will be seen only the life and
oftbe ~hurch,

time

Stanley Haue1w1:tsand William
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a renewd and
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many contemporary persons find mtellectually dishonest and devmd of real
meaning.106
Stanley Hauerwas takes the disparity between the reality of
Scripture's authority within the church and presuppositions made about the
Bible's authority quite seriously. In a recently released book, Unleashing
Scripture: Freeing the Bible from Captivitv to America, Hauerwas boldly
states that the real problem m American Christianity is the casual way
which all people are encouraged to read the Bible for themselves--independent
of any church community.107 By making the Bible its own standard, "then the
authority of the Bible is not privileged. Instead the authority of our private
judgment will prevail."108 The Protestant tradition has consistently called for
sola Scriptura--often in reaction to the teaching office of the Catholic tradtion.
But the loss of community that has accompanieci this individualistic
manifestation of the Reformation legacy points out the need to regain some
sense of orthodox and historic tradition.109 I do not argue for a move to
Catholicism, with its formal teaching office.no Rather, I would suggest that
sola Scriptura, as important and indispensable as it is, does not stand at the
center of the church's understanding of authority.111 Only the presence of
Jesus Christ, living among
people, the church, can properly be understood
to be the authority for faith, life, and practice.

!The Relational

Nature. of Authority and the Church

I

Authority implies relationship. Authority defines the relationship
between a person or persons and another person, persons, a book, or a set of
ideas.112 It requires time and experience to develop. But the Bible is not the

106BothJodock, 108, and Barton, 89-90,speak ofthe danger of overstatement.
107"North American C1'J"istians are trained to believe that they are capable ofreading +he Bible
set apart,
and ·•wral trnnsform2tion. They read the Bible not as Chnsti:ms, net as a
but as democratic citizens who think their 'common sense' is sufficient for 'understanding' the Scripture. They
feel n::-need t') stand under the authority of a trnthful community to be told howto read." Stanley Hauenvas.
Unleashing the Scripture: Freeing the Bible from!~aptivit}"Jo Ameri~2 (Nash .me: Abtngdon,
15.

108Hauenvas,29.
109Hauerwas, 23-26.
lll"[T)he principle of sola scriptura
about the Bible " Barton 84.

. has becomethe basis for all sorts of maximalizing cbims
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one who initiates and ushers in a relationship between God and humanity.
Rather, it is the work of the Spirit of God, "who works through the message of
community .."113 Thus,
grace proclaimed by human beings belonging to
Scripture, in a very real sense, does not possess authority; Scripture is the
conduit for the authoritative work of God within the church. Darrell Jodock
relates this anecdote:
No contemporary theory
be convinced

the authority

the Bible can assume that a person will

the Bible's authority apart from participation in the community of

faith. As Jaroslav Pelikan observed after hearing his eight-year-old daughter sing,
"Jesus loves me, this I know, for the Bible tells me so," the lyrics of the children's
song were incorrect for her. She had not read the Bible. She knew that Jesus
loved her because her mother, her father, her Sunday-school teacher,

pastor,

and others in the Christian community had told her so. Only later would she come
into contact with the Bible.''114

The Tradition of Authority and the Church
At first glance

follovving observation

simple enough. The Bible

functions authoritatively

in the church because the church allows the Bible to

function authoritatively.

But underneath

that simple observation iies an eye-

opening reality. Before there was a Bible, the work, ministry, and

ofthe

church was upheld by the gospel message and the rule of faith. As noted
elsewhere in this work, the church developed a canon
series

factors in

second and third centuries,

usefulness, Scripwre's

authoritative

authority

"established

ll3Jodock, 110.

114Jodock,74.
115.Jadcck,11

Through consensus and

role evolved m the 11feof tne church.

"errr, from

Jodock asserts that authority

of a response to a

to

this

is "tacit.''115 By "tacit," he means that

not consciously

implidty

as

attention 1s focused on the tasks of the community."116 In the work and life of
the early church, the documents that comprise the New Testament
came to be seen as God-breathed--useful
contemporary

canon

and profitable. Why does the

church turn to the Bible? With the passing of each generation,

the church would be hard-pressed
authority of Scripture

I.Primary
Reading

to reject the claim of tradition to the

offering guidance

present day issues.

I

Please pick up a copy of "The Familiar World of the Bible," from Leonard
Allen's The Cruciform Church (Abilene, 'rk ACU Press, 1990).

Diogenes Allen, Chnstian Belief in a Postmodern World
The breakdown of the modern mentality is evident in at least four areas. First, it
has been taken for granted in the intellectual world that the idea of God is superfluous.
We

not need God to account for anything. Subject afte:;_·subject is studied in our

universities without reference to God, so that anyone educated outside church schools or
colleges is given the impression that religious questions are not among the funciamental
questions which any person who uses his or her head has to confront sooner or later. It is

not merely a matter of the separation of church and state, because the same thing exists
in many countries

Europe and

Canada where there is no such doctrine of separation.

But today there are fondamental developments in philosophy and cosmology that
actually pomt towarci God. It can no longer be claimed that philosophy and science that

ami Kant's

established :hat we 1 ive
arguments that it is pointless

ask whether the universe has an external cause have

recAntly been seriously revi_sedin secular nbilosonhical
..
.

we

see

detail

Chapters Three and Four. This radical change has been independently reinforced by

11

recent developments in science, especially in cosmology, which we shall also examine in
Chapters Three and Four. In both fields, the questions arise, Why does the universe have
this particular order, rather than another possible one? and Why does the universe exist?
These questions point toward God as an answer. As we shall see, it is beyond the capacity
of those fields of inquiry to make a positive pronouncement on the matter. All they can say
is that the order and existence of the universe pose real questions that they cannot answer
and recognize that God is the sort of reality that would answer them.
This is a complete about-face. Both science and philosophy have been used for
several centuries to exclude even the possibility of God. On strictly intellectual grounds,
this can no longer rightly be done. This is a fundamentally different cultural situation.
Once the embargo on the possibility of God is lifted, it is easy to

that the issue

of divine existence is intellectually inescapable and important. For example, human beings
are goal-seeking. Our goals are numerous and in some instances conflicting. To be
rational we must order them into some priority. This is true of us as individuals as well as
members of various social and political groups.
To order our goals rationally, we must make a match between our needs, interests,
and desires, on the one hand, and what the physical and social environments permit us
reasonably to hope we can achieve, on the other hand. Our esti..'n.ateis greatly affected. by
whether we think this universe is ultimate or not. An estimate based on the conviction
that the universe is ultimate is significantly different from an estimate based on the view
that 1t is not. So the need and order our lives as individuals and societies is a reason to
pursue

question of

question

staLus of our universe. Our goal-seeking behavior renders the

is u.ltimat2 inesc:::.pable

rational agen~s.

Furthermore, our needs, s.snirations, and desirer: 3-refar gTeater than cs::1.be
satisfied should this universe be all that there is. If the universe is ultimate, then we must
greatly reduce our aspirations and suffer

frustration

many

our needs

assume that we must pay this price is rational and sensible only if we have examined

ana

.... If

an:
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sensible, they would want to know, earnestly want to k..11.ow,
whether this universe is
ultimate or not.
Christians, therefore, need not continue to be defensive. We,just as Socrates in
ancient Greece, have a mission: to challenge the supposition that the status of the universe
and our place in it have already been thoroughly settled by scientific and philosophical
grounds, we will show that science and philosophy do not explain everything. They do not
establish what the status of our universe is nor our place in it. Both individuals and
institutions, such as schoolsand universities, ought to consider and study anything that
promises to shed light on our situation. We have the opportunity and task of turning
people into seekers, as did Socrates.
The second breakdown of the modern mentality is the failure to find a basis for
morality and society. A major project of the Enlightenment was to base traditional
morality and society on reason and not on religion. It sought to show by reason alone that
some things are wrong in nearly all circumstances, that to become a moral person is of
supreme importance for an individual and society, and that moral behavior is objective
and not a matter

individual choicenor relative to society. The deepest of all our

traditional moral convictionsis that every person has intrinsic value. But it has been
argued recently that all attempts to give morality and scciety a secular basis are
bankrupt.
When as individuals and as a society we chose a traditional morality, heavily
influenced

the best in Greek culture and Christianity, the failure in secular philosophy

did not matter

practical purposes. But today traditional morality is being discarded,

v.;efind :.mrselvesunable

a .::cnsensusfor act10nor c:vena oasis for rational

discussion 0n such matte!'~ as wa!'. arma:11.ents,the dist-:ibution
and criminal justice. We find ourselves increasingly
each does what is right in his or

wea!fh, medical ethics,

the time of the Judges, in which

own eyes.

The third pillar of the Enlightenment is belief in inevitable progress. Modern
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of education would free us from social bondage and vulnerability to nature. We are now
faced with our failure to eradicate such serious social and economic problems as crime,
pollution, poverty, racism, and war. We are becoming uneasy. We are beginning to feel
that we may able to surmount our difficulties, but it is not inevitable that we shall. The
optimism of inevitable progress has become tarnished. There is an increasing recognition
that evil is real and that it cannot be removed merely by educational and social reform.
These ct1fficulties

not mean that we are not to vvorkand strive, but they do mean that

we shall have to do so without the assistance that we are bound to succeed.
The fourth Enlightenment belief that is being questioned is the assumption that
knowledge is inherently good. For centuries science has been regarded as unquestionably
force for good. We are indeed immeasurably better offbecause of it. But our conviction
that science is intrinsically good and scientists inherently benefactors of humanity arose
largely because the morality that was part of the Greek and Christian heritage guided and
restrained to some extent the uses to which scientific knowledge was put
Today we are becoming increasingly aware that there is no inherent connection
between knowledge and its beneficial use, with genetic engineering just beginning

open

new possibilities of abuse, and with the power of bombs and other destructive forces at
hand. Scientists

not

the uses to whicr: their kncwledge is

and

even

resist taking any responsibility for its uses. Within a moral order which is basically
Christian, there is some prospect for controlling the use of scientific knowledge, or at least
of restraining its destructive uses. There are perhaps some things which people
impregnated with Christian attitudes will not do. However, the Christian order has been
widely G.liicreditetl

the Enlightenment,

This has depriveci

of one

the great

use of scientific knowledge.

resources for controlling
now realize that

of the reasons

thinking that Chnstianity 1s

intellectually passe are unfounded. Recent work in the history of science

shown the

indispensable contributions which Christianity made to the origins of modern science. We
reanze that

1s

no

is an increasing awareness that

does

explain everything.
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In a postmodern world Christianity is intellectually relevant. It 1s relevant to the
fundamental questions, Why does the world exist? and Why does it have its present order,
rather than another? It is relevant to the discussion of the foundations of morality and
society, especially on the significance of human beings. The recognition that Christianity is
relevant to our entire society, and relevant not only to the heart but to the mind as well, is
a major change in our cultural situation.

Thought Questions:
1.

Describe your experience with the shift in our culture from a modern
a post-modern view of the world. Is it appropriate to talk of a postmodern era? Are we in a post-modern age?

2.

Develop a succinct statement that reflects your understanding
authority

of the

the Bible, Think through the material you have read

throughout the course. In your own words, how does Scripture function
as an authority for the church?
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The Work of Witness: The WordHeard in
Our Lives Todav
v

Unit Eight

[introduction

1

Churches of Christ face a time of transition and change.117
Methodologies and ministries,

worship and women, outreach to the world, and

reaching out to believers in different traditions--these
confront churches and church leaders.

Underneath

challenges to the status quo is the fundamental
to function authoritatively.
authority

and much more

these changes and

question of how Scripture is

The dilemma is heightened by the reality that the

of Scripture within the Restoration tradition has received some

criticism in recent years. This trend suggests the need to explore historical
and biblical resources; such an exploration should give rise to a firmer
foundation for theological reflection.
The need for a clear articulation

of historical and biblical themes on the

authority of Scripture is highlighted by a fundamental
assumptions

reality.

one holds about Scripture affect interpretation.118

historical awareness

Namely, the
A greater

how the church has understood the authority of the

Bible would greatly enhance contemporary

attempts to bring Scripture to

bear on issues facing the church.

l17LynnAnderson's recent book, Na,igating £he Windsof Chang_e\West Monroe,LA:Howard
Publishing, 1994),and the magazine Wineskins serve as examples.
llS"Despit,e a somewr.at
that hernwnet1ticf '1 ref'
it is cn1te ar.
matter. How we read the Bible impacts to one
or another what we believe, the topics we focus on, the
c,ve
how
choose ancl eonstrucr theit sermons. anti
way we all deal wrth people."
Gary Collier, The Forgotten Treasure: Reading the Bible LikeJesu~ tWest Monroe, LA: Howard Publish.ing,
1993), 27.
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IThe Crisis of Biblical Authority
Pannenberg's

I

statement twenty-five years ago suggests the critical

nature of this project: "The dissolution of the traditional doctrine of Scripture
constitutes a crisis at the very foundation ')f modern Protestant
From Gordon Kaufmann's pronouncement

theology."119

in 1971 that in this modern

the

inerrancy ad-

Bible was no longer the Word of God to the growing intensity

herents, the issue of Biblical authority looms large over contemporary
discussions of the Christian faith,120
The issue of the authority of Scriptur8 has occupied a prominent place
on America's theological table since the late nineteenth century.121 The
grO\ving controversy over the nature of Scripture's authority found its seedbed
in the growing use of modern critical thought.
rise of modern historiography

This debate emerged with the

in nineteenth-century

European122 and

American123 universities and continued to be divisive in i\:merican churches
as historical-critical

scholarship made its way westward over the Atlantic.

Leopold von Ranke represents
who refined historiography

several nineteenth-century

by inaugurating

historians

the seminar and emphasizing the

use of primary sources to obtain objectivity.124 However, it was Ernst
Troeltsch who clarified the essence of modern historiography

to theological

119Wvlr;_-iart
''The :::r,sis of
"Basil; Questions in Theology
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1970),4.
120GordonKaufmann, ''What Shall We Do with the Bible?"Interpretation 25 (January 1971): 96.
121See David
Kelse:i,
Fortrc:1:,s
Press.
1975);Hugh Dermot McDonald,in Theories of Revelation (London:GeorgeAllen & Unwin, 1963),presents a
histDricalsurvey that helpfully disti.ngui"hes this tension. He pays particular attention to British and
European scholarship.
122Herbe·tButterfield, Man on His Past: The Study of Historical Scholarship (Cambridge:
University Press, 1955).
Bow~":; ~"'"'""'"~"""""'~"',c.~=-~=~="-'"""-~~~=ill-"'~~~""-'-'~
united States 1876-1918 iChapel Hill: University of>forth Carolina Press, 1977J, 11-15.
124Butterfield,32; Robert A. Oden, Hermeneutics and Histnriographv-GBrrrany and A'."nerica,"

~=.i._,.--"""-="""-'=~'-="--""'~"""'-~'-"-'~= 19,'

l'.35-57;

Writing, 2d rev. ed. G{ewYork: Dover Publications, 1963),245-47.

Elmf,: Barnes

circles, focusing attention on the tension between critical reason and traditional faith. In his significant essay, ;'On Historical and Dogmatic Method in
Theology," he identified three principles that continue to serve as guideposts
for modern historiography.125

These three principles are (1) the principle of

criticism or methodological doubt, which makes it necessary to observe history in degTees of probability; (2) the principle of analogy, which allows insight
into present experience to be the method of knowing about the past; and (3)
the principle of correlation, which implies an interconnectedness

of all events

(i.e., the role of cause and effect).
Basing historical research on these principles produced significant
problems for understanding
traditionally

Bible's authority.

Christians had

affirmed their faith to be rooted in events that had occurred in

human history. But with the acceptance of critical thought, supernatural
events and the possibility of the unique in history became suspect, calling into
question the veracity of Scripture.
and faith emerged, creating

Thus, the polarization between verification

many the need to .::;stablish, by the use of

reason, a way of upholding the authority of Scripture.
By the late nineteenth

century, two distinct postures emerged. For

some persons the use of reason led them to embrace historical-critical
methodology.

This point of view anchored the authority of Scripture to

whatever could be historically verified. Other persons took reason and
developed a framework to protect Scripture from the devastating
historical-critical

halhnark

effects of

thoug11t. This framework, inerrancy, quickly oecame the
126

125Emst Troeltsch, "Gher historische und Jogmatische Methc.din der Theologie, in ~ur rel.igilirisen
Lage. Religions-philosophieund Eth1k, 2. Aur1.,Gesammelte Schriften (Tu.bingen:J. C. B. Mohr, 1922), 2:72953.
126Tneclaim of merraricy was voicedin several articles of the multivolur::ieworKentitl8tl
Fundamentals published in 1909.
Angeles: Bible Institute, 1917; reprinted, Grand Rapids: Baker, 1970)
For di,cussion fundan·entalist '.hough,;,see Jar:102Barr, fundamenCalism !L:,:•don:
George M. Marsden, t\mdamentalism and American Cultmt;t
Ymk: Oxio1J
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The reality, howPver. is not simply divided into two clear categories.
Within the evangelical world, a great diversity exists concerning the authority
of Scripture.

The locus of authority is clear: "Whatever subsidiary sources

may be recognized--the role of the church and its traditions or the place of the
world of human experience--Scripture

is primary."127 What creates the great

diversity among evangelicals is how Scripture is authoritative.128
The gray landscape turns to fog in the contemporary, post-modern
setting. A person can no longer say "The Bible says so," much less, "This is
the clear historical-critical

understanding

of the text." With the rise of canon

criticism and, more recently, the introduction of structuralism,

the idea of a

single meaning for a text has come under serious attack.129 Thus, reason has
fallen from grace; and objectivism, which was integral to both classical
liberalism and inerrancy, is suspect.130
In an attempt to mark signposts in the fog, Darrell Jodock, in his book,
The Church's Bible, delineates the plethora of positions being taken
understanding

the authority of the Bible.131 Of particular

primary assumptions

note are two

that he makes. First is that "each position was

influenced by the context in which it was developed."132 Second, "each

127GabrielFackre, "EvangelicalHermeneutics:Commonalityand Diversity," Intemretation 43
(April 1989): 119.
12°Fackre,"Evangelical Hermeneutics,"
also Robert K. Johnston, Evangelicals at an Imnasse
(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1980);Robert K Johnston, ed., The Use of the Bible in Theology:Evangelical
Options (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1985).
129JohnBarton, in Reading the Old Testament: Method in Biblical Studv (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 19S4),prssonts a review of the ·:arious methods of study--ranging from form criticism to more
recent approaches. He effectivelydemonstrates the limitations that occurwhen the exegete attempts to present
a single method as the method.
130Yetpersons with a fundamentalist framework
inemmtly to inerrancy. Jrrmes
Fundamentalism (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1977); more recently, Kathleen C. Boone, The Bible Tells Them
So:The Discourse of Protestant Fundamentalism (Albany:State University of New York Press, 1989).
1:3 He
ecclesial developmemalism,
analogical developmentalism, and dynamic humanism. Jodock, 31; within the evangelical world Gabriel
FacKre suggests four broad categories-·oracularity,
infallibility, and catholicity See Gabriel
Fackre, "Evangelicai Hermeneutics: Commonality and Diversity," Interpretation 43 (April 1989): 117-29.
32.
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position employs assumptions

or makes theological assertions that influence

the way the Bible is understood but that are not mandated by the Bible
itself."133 In other words, everyone comes to the table from some specific
context, and everyone brings some philosophical or theological framework to
begin the task of hearing Scripture.
The question is how does the church hear Scripture in a way that it
functions authoritatively

for the church's proclamation and life. This issue is

heightened by the, at times, crumbling and, undoubtedly, fracturing attempts
to maintain the authority of Scripture through the use of modern rational
thinking .134
Francis Schussler Fiorenza observes these effects of modernity in an
insightful article on the authority of Scripture.135 Though noting
secularization

and alienation as the two usual culprits for the poverty that

modernity has placed upon the world) Fiorerlza proffers an additional feature.
Increasing professionalization

and specialization in culture have fragmented

the unity and the mterconnectedness

of the world. As Fiorenza states: "The

fourfold division of theological disciplines in the nineteenth century into
biblical, historical, systematic, and practical shattered the unity of the
theological task."136 Though this increased specialization brought knowledge,
this newfound knowledge carries a price tag. Scientific objectivity and neutral
values reduce the range of Scripture's spirituality and vitality.
of exactitude, the historical method

seek:'rig

"For the sake

:n1eani:r:gof

for our contemporary situation or for our faith."137 The result of

this is an

133Jodock,32.
134Jodock, 15-30;F:lckre, "Evangelical Hermeneutics," 117-29; alsc Robert K. Johnston,
Evangelicalsat an Impasse (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1980);Robert K Johnston, ed., The Use of the Bible in
illfilKi.[;:'.;.J:..l::illl~&fil..1Li:;'11Q;llli
(A, '.cmta:
Knc x
135Francis Schussler Fiorenza, "The Crisis of Scriptural Authorhy: Interpretation and Reception''
Interpretation 44 \October 1990): 353-68.

136Fir,cenza.,
J37Fiorenza, 356.
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interpretation

of Scripture that has nothing

do with ethics or theology.

There is a growing distance between the halls of exegesis and the church's life.
With that, Fiorenza argues, comes a singular emphasis on the literal meaning
of the text.
The striking result of this emphasis on the literal interpretation
Scripture is that inerrantists

of

and liberals seek the literal meaning of the text.

Fiorenza notes that the current concern over inerrancy among fundais a mirror of the concern for literal meaning for historical-critical

mentalists
scholarship.

"The priority of the literal sense led to a split in which literal

came to mean either literal as inerrant truth or literal as historical
contextual truth."138
The tension and debate on the nature of Scripture create a dilemma for
contemporary churches and Christians.
to Scripture, the temptation

With a vast spectrum of approaches

simply to pick and choose from the m2nu

offerings, or, worse yet, to let go of a clear authoritative
together.

role for Scripture all-

Jodock states the confusion well:

Persons wrestling with contemporary issues often work with unexamined,
unappropriate, and sometimes even contradictory assumptions about the authority
of

Bible, They :1.reconvinced that the Bible is important but, lacking a coherent

explanation of its relevance, have patched together mismatched procedures and
biblical interpretations,139

This crisis

the

of

ciurfi=i

Christ and has contributed significantly to an ongoing struggle to establish
the

a

reviews ofhermeneutical

rece_::1t

assumptions within Churches of Christ have

revealed the need for scrutiny, const1uctive critique, and uWmately, new

138Fiorenza,357.
Forttcss Press,
2.
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formations.140 Though biblical scholarsl:1ip within Churches of Christ has
matured, offering to the fellowship and to scholarship credible vvork. the
nagging question remains: "how does the Word of God function as the Word of
God to the church?" Given the legacy of Churches of Christ--"we are people of
the Book"--how will Scripture function as an authority in the church's life?

Interpretation:

Hearing the Voice of Scripture

So what does it mean to say that Scripture is the primary witness to

God's revelation?

What ramifications develop in affirming both the divinity

and the humanity of Scripture?

How does the church speak an authoritative

Word? Or, on the other hand, can a person who affirms the veracity of
Scripture's ancient witness have anything relevant to say to contemporary
life? How can one approach Scripture in a way that is consistent with its
natu.re and attentive to its authority?

To answer these kinds

questions, I plan to propose a general interpretive

pertinent

approach to Scriptu.re that

correlates with some of the discoveries and affirmations made above. This
correlation is really quite imperative as Robert Browne indicates about
preaching: "vVhat a preacher believes about the mode of divine revelation
determines the mode

his preaching."141

The place to begin is -with Scripture itself. The church must allow the
"Word of God" to critique our presuppositions,
rev1ew

questions

;;_:;e

br::i..:ght

~he

using Scripture and prayer to

additional

140For review of traditional herrneneutic see Russ Duel.re: "Restor::tionistEPrmeneutic~ Among
the Churches of Christ: Why Are We at an Impasse?" Restoration Quarterlv 30 (1988): 17-42;Gary D. Collier,
"Bringing the Word to Life:Biblical Hermeneutics in Churches of Christ," Chri[l_tianStudies 11 (1990): 18-40;
I'.)-42.
141Robert C. Browne, The Ministry of the Word (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976), 15. He
continues: "Those who 1-ielieve
in the liter8! inspiration of thl:'Scriptures do sob:· doctrines which :r,ust also
govern their
as preachers. That is, those who hold thc1tdivine ,evelatiou is given
forr
wili regard preaching as the :otatement of doctrine in a series of propositionsexpressed in definable terms."
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the history of Christian thought.142 The "\Vordof God finds greater freedom
where it is heard in the large circle of historic Christian witness.
many different interpretations

Though

exist, the differences can be helpful as long as

people respectfully hear the other and are open to change. Variations become
destructive only when fixed points are rejected or when the "living hope" is
threatened.

IScripture

Sets the Agenda

I

So what does that mean? It means that the nature of Scripture
dictates how we interpret Scripture.

And the nature of Scripture can be

encountered through three distinct convictions. First Scripture is God's book.

It is the revelation of God. That means that the Bible has everything to do
with disclosing who God is to humanity.

And God is the One who willed

being. Second, this bock about God from God is

some metaphysical

into
theocy

or exercise in philosophy. God's revelation is action--concrete actions within
human history. God reveals himself in Word and Deed; God works in history.
Third these acts in history have, by his will and purpose been recorded by
humans in human forms with human words. The ancient Christian thinkers
spoke of accomodation, God reveals himself in modes and methods that
humans can perceive and hear. Thus, the Bible is filled with literary
documents, material written using literary structures that were in common
means going
interests.

inte:-rel2ted,

:listinct

These interests or approaches are used not because they are
or

botL

prupose

avenues of inquiry because they approximate three realities about Scripture.

~42 For a

helpful guide to the importanceof the history of Christian thought to hearing Scripture see

E.
IYlA:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1987).
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Approach to
Seri pture

Nature of

Seri pture
God's re el e on

Theo 1ogi ca 1 end Chri st ol ogi ca 1
/
questions

""~

//
Hi st ori cal q u es t1 n s

Words end Deeds (in history)

~

Lit era

questions

Recorded in
1iterary forms

j

to Scripture

[~pprgach

If these are the three fundamental assumptions about the nature of
Scripture, then they must be reflected in our attempts to understand
Scripture:
L Literary We must recognize that

fundamental

to work with are words and documents.

Literary analvsis attemnts to

elements that we have

understand

texts within the context of each document.

understand

each book

itsel[

Bible as complete

Historical

what a text means today, we m·..ist

discover what the text meant for the original readers.

help to negotiate the distance between now
Theological

It also seeks to

church

then.

not the

of

t 'U,]t°..1mawely

t O hear
.
. . QlC..
the

themes

the text, always considering what word

V

.

O

Historical questions

Therefore, we lock for the the')log;cal
being offered from God.
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Or, in keeping with the ~onrept of ·witness,

church's task is to look ::ind

listen for the truth Scripture has to tell about God.

I

[A'l?hr~efold Approach

The first avenue is foundationaL

We must begin v.rith the recognition of

the literary form that a particular text or book possesses. Every book of the
Bible was fashioned in a distinct literary form. The Psalms were poetry,
Genesis was narrative,

and Romans was a letter. For us to understand

meaning of these important

the

texts, we must first realize the form that God has

used to preserve and present his message.

If we fail to understand

the form

that the message assumes we may fail to hear the message properly.
minds today there are, for example, a certain set of expectations,
way a story works. Consider the illustration

In our

about the

that Thomas Long uses:143

Once upon a time there was a man who lived in a small village. Though his home
was humble, and his life simple, he was a collectorof fine clocks, and people would
travel

many miles to see lus rare and wonderfulcollection. His clockswere

indeed splendid, but none was more magnificentthan the one which was called the
"AngelClock." It was a very old clock,but no one, not even the man himself, knew
just when it was made, or the circumstances of its creation. Its base was of the
finest silver; the figures

its face were precious stones, Rising form its

was

an angel made from the purest f!old. Each quarter hour 'Vas mqrked by the
a flawless chime, and, at each hour, the clocksoundedmusic so lovely
believedit was the very music
One :1.ight,while

man

heaven.

man was 3leeprng,a

the thief departed, he carried with him only one of the man's possessions. It was

, "An
1L "
the
... ge.1r·..aoc

END.

;43Preaching and the T iterar\TT"orm,,
of the Bible, Philadelphia: Fonress Press,

17-18.
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Surely there must be more than that. The rhythym and cadence of this piece
led us to believe that what we were reading was a story. But something is
missing and we are disoriented.

Long presents another telling:

Littleton (AP) Littleton police reported yesterday that William Archer, a local
resident and a collector of antique clocks, was the victim of a burglary Tuesday
night.
The thief apparently entered the home while Archer was sleeping. Only one
item, a valuable clock, was reported missing. Several dozen other clocks, including
some of great value, were not disturbed.
"I am particularly sad to lose that one," Archer said by telephone. "It was
my 'Angel Clock,"' he said, referring to the gold figure of an angel which was a
feature of the stolen clock.
Investigator John Bowman of the Littleton Police, who is in charge of the
case, expressed optimism that the clock would be recovered. "It will be easy to
trace," he said. "It is a chiming clock with a silver base: jewels on the face, and, of
course, that angel on the top.''
Police sources indicated that there are no suspects at the present time.

This text, relaying the same mformat10n, does so in a ve:rJ different way. And,
the way it relays the information, the reader

clued in on how the

information is to be understood.
To understand

the truth that the gospel of Luke or the Roman letter

presents, we must hear it on its own terms. To read Luke like a cookbook or
Romans like the newspaper

thA message,

will only create a distance behveen ourselves

Literary analysis, or asking questions that aid

discerning the

form that a biblical writer is using, paves the way to understanding

the

r.nessage.
The second avenue builds on the first
understand

Not only must we recognize and

the literary forms of Scripture, but we must understand

the

historical setting of the text. These biblical documents are products of
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distinct historical happenings.

They are nestled

the ~vrap 0f human

experience. These events and experiences are the warp and woof of God's
revelation.

And these distinct historical happenings took place a long time

ago. Thus, the distance between the "then" and the "now" must be negotiated,
and the historical questions, internal and external to the text, are necessary.
The third avenue is the theological one. The broad and clear themes of
Scripture enable us to hear correctly the specific claims that a particular text
may make on our life. Convinced that the Bible is somehow God's revelation
to humanity, we must be quick to pause and to hear the claims that are laid
on us. Specifically we begin to discover that the life and message of Jesus
were and are normative for the the life of the church. Our interpretive work
must not neglect to remember that we ultimately are not the interpreters-God is. Or to put it in another way, God is not the object of our study. We are.
Humility, devotion, and an open heart to the message of God are imperative
tools.

[~Threefold

Approach at work

I

If the church is to respond to the authority of Scripture then she must
regain a clear sense of being biblical in her theology. Preaching and teaching
divine authority.144 A

must be biblical or else lose its connection

grave danger exists in contemporary culture for a gap to dewilop between life
and the Bible, thus dissolving the opportunity for
145

uur

am

Word to be heard

the

need
be clear

what I mean about

example, expository preaching is often misconstrued; it often

used to

144Greidanus, 13.
H6More than one book has appeared
the ps:st forty years noting
demise
chat
anchored to the Bible. Leander Keck's chapter "On the Malaise of Biblical Preaching," ir1The Bl!2lein_th!l
is illustrative.
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describe a form of preaching that in reality is exegesis

146

When I use the

word expositional, I mean a way of handling the text so that the truth it bears
witness to in its ancient setting will be heard anew in a contemporary setting.
As Long suggests about preaching:
Preaching is biblical whenever the preacher allows a text from the Bible to serve as
the leading force in shaping the content and purpose of the sermon. More
dynamically, biblical preaching involves telling the truth about·,-bearL.'1.g
witness to-what happens when a biblical text intersects some aspect of our life and exerts a
claim upon us. Biblical preaching does not mean merely talking about the Bible,
using the Bible to bolster doctrinal arguments, or applying biblical "principles" to
everyday life. . . . Biblical preacring has almost nothing to do with how many times
the Bible is quoted in a sermon and everything to do with how faithfully the Bible is
interpreted in relation to contemporary experience.147

This conviction about expository works leads to a growing realization of the
importance of grammatical,

historical and literary endeavors.

of Scripture is to be appropriated

If the authority

properly, then it must be heard in its

original setting--with the church's ears attuned for its original message.

That

does not reduce Scripture to a mere historical document subject to the
ambiguities of historical-critical
the incarnational

method.148 Rather it gives serious weight to

work of God in Jesus and in Scripture.

That is to say, God

accommodated himself to work in and through human history; the church

l46See Greidanus' discussion,

10-11;also Donald G. J.Viiller,The Way to Biblical Preaching (New

York: Abirigdon Press, 1957), 15-36.
l47Long, 48. Jolm R W. 3tott suggests, in Between 'i\vo Worlds: The ,;rt of P.,.eaching in the
Twentieth Centm:y (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982), 126, that expositors are to open a text "up in such a way
that it speaks its message clearly. plainly, accurately, relevantly, without addition, subtraction or
falsification. In expository preaching the biblical i:€xtis neither a conventional ir,troduction to a sermon on a
largely different theme, nor a convenient peg on which to hang a ragbag of miscellaneous thoughts, but a
m2.ster
Ecd cont0LJ
is
See
The Living /Vord: A Theolq;;ical Sct:..Gv
of Preaching and the Church (London: SCM, 1960),201. See Karl Barth, Homiletics, trans. Geoffrey W.
Br:nniley and Donald K Daniels :Louisville: \Vestminster/John Knox Press, 1991),
148See Migliore's comments on the need for Scripture to be "interpreted 1viththe help ofliterary and
h.ist,,rica1
49.
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longs to bear witness to that Work and Word of God, ;'.:indshe must engage in
some literary and historical thinking to hear and see.
Foundational then to this vital work is exegesis,149 Bringing linguistic,
grammatical,

textual, historical, and theological resources to bear is essential

for the one who is called on to bear witness to the Word.150 Much could be
said about exegetical work but I want to point out only one theme that is often
overlooked.
Typically the stress in doing exegesis has been on discovering the
message of Scripture.

The specific form of the text mattered little. However,

in recent years there has been a growing emphasis on literary criticism and,
therefore, a growing appreciation of the various forms that Scripture takes.

151

The literary forms of Scripture are not merely vehicles for some message, but
they are an intricate part of the message. The form itself and the impact that
form has on the reader must be considered as a part of the message.
Concerning the authority of Scripture, David Bartlett has helpfully pointed
out that the different forms of Scripture, by virtue of their form, make
different claims of authority for the Christian community.152 Likewise, the
student should consider the form of his text--allowing the content and the
form to guide his \vork.153 There are many fruitful possibilities; for example,

lOFor a uelpful analysrn of the various critical approachesto exegeticalwork, see ,John Hayes
and Carl R Holladay,BiblicalExegesis:A Beginner's Handbook(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1982);also L
Howard Marshail, ed., New Testament Interpretation: Essavs 0n Principles and Methods (Grand tlapids,
\VilliamR Eerdri1ansPublishing Co., 1977).
150A pair of indispensable guides to exegesis can be found in Douglas Stuart, Old T.=;stament
Exegesis: A Primer for Students and Pastors ,Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 198Q\; and Gordon D. Fee,
New Testament Exegesis: A Handbook for Students and Pastors (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1983).It is
worth comparing Barth's exegetical method in Homiletics, 91-134;less complete and more sympathetic tD the
results of critical thinking is Thomas Long's cnapter, ''Biblical Exegesis for Preacl1ing," in The ·witness of
Preachi!}g.
151Thishas fonnd
GordonD.
and
r=tuar, -=...:.:.-'---"=~=a:..==
for All Its Worth:A Guide to Understanding the Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1982).
David
The Snape of Scrip rural Authoritv (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983).
153ThisI believe is the genius of Sidney Greidanus' work The Modem Preacher and the Ancient Text;
seeKeck's comments, 106.
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Thomas Long encourages preachers to let the form of the text shape the form
of the sermon.154
If Scripture is the primary witness to God's saving work then the

serious work of historical and literar; disciplines is necessary to put the
preacher in the position to hear the Word of God. Without asking what is the
truth to which the text bears v;,,itness, one will be hard pressed to have an
authoritative word for the church to hear today.

IA Conclusion)
In the midst of an ongoing controversy over the nature of Scripture's
authority in contemporary life, I suggested some concepts that I believe lead
to a biblical understanding.

First, using the history of Christian thought as a

backdrop, I pointed out that attempts to establish the authority of Scripture
by the doctrine

inerrancy are historically late and were efforts to shore

sagging image of the Bible with the coming of the modern age. Second, the
church fathers and reformers affirmed the authority of Scripture.

They

affirmed the authority of Scripture as the primary witness to God's saving
Word and Deed by working from the primacy of faith and with such concepts
as the evidential nature of Scripture, accommodation, and the use of the rule

of faith.

I proposed that a contemporary affirmation of the authority of
Scripture begins

und ::;rstanding

au

Additionally, Scripture is both divine and human--the Word of God in the
to
witness to what God has done. Fundamental

154Ti-,n~tas G"' ,ng,

task

bearing

hearing the Word of God in

For~I:c'S

1989);
"The Basic Form of the Sermon, The Witness of Preaching;
M. Wardlaw,
Preaching
Biblically(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1983): also Fred B. Craddock, As.One Withq11tAuthority
(Nashville: Ahu12don,
53. where Craddock
the
·'form, of
should be as , ,1riedas
of rhet,mc in the New Testament.

a
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Scripture is the belief that most significantly the Word of God was incarnate.
A christocentric understanding

of Scripture continues to be the interpretive

key for the church.
Not only does the authority of Scripture rest in its telling the story of
Jesus, but I have also argued that this authority functions within the
community of faith. It is to those who believe that the Bible has authority to
speak and to guide. Scripture is indeed the church's book. John Barton's
remarks are appropriate:

Central to my ownthinking about the authority of the Bibleis the convictionthat
we can say nothing worthwhileabout the Bibleexceptby beginningwith the
Christian gospelthat existed beforethere ever was a Bible and couldsurvive if
every Biblewas destroyed.155
As a minister of the gospel and as a disciple of Jesus, I can do no less than
allow Scripture to set its own agenda for how it should be heard. Thus,
whatever remarks I have offered have been an attempt to allow the nature of
Scripture to establish authority and inform interpretation.
With a clear voice from history affirming the priority of the gospel, the
concept of accommodation, and the idea of witness, the challenge for the
church today rests in reaching beyond the last fifty years to determine how
Scripture should be heard. The bankruptcy of both inerrancy and modern
critical approaches will indeed leave Christians impoverished in a postmodern 'Norld. 'Nith the rich legacy of the fathers and reformers, the church
would be wise to mvest in the durable understandings
rooted in

'S

of Scripture that are

m;:i 8

that Scripture is not an end to itself; it exists to bear witness to the truth
about Gcd. Likr:"vvise,

st2nds as truth~bearer in a world

shows

no fondness for truth and yet longs for the healing and hope that the truth of
God provides.
155Barton, 89.
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If the church is to bear witness to the truth, then my hope is that by
properly discerning the locus of authority, the world will come to hear and see
Jesus.

Such a goal is easily distinguished

from an approach to Scripture

based on reason and external proofs such as inerrancy,. Well known in many
evangelical circles and in Churches of Christ, that approach to Scripture can
often lead to legalism and sectarianism.

I call the church to allegiance to God,

not the Bible. I call the church to Jesus not to a plan. I call the church to a lifo
in the Spirit not

a system of doctrine.

with a proper understanding

As Barth notes, such a task begins

of biblical authority,

and understanding

begins

and ends with the Incarnate Word:
The last word which I have to say as a theologian and as a politician is not a term
like "grace," but a name, "Jesus Christ" He is grace, and he is the last, beyond the
world and the church and even theology What I have been concerned

do in my

long life has been increasingly to emphasize this name and to say: There is no
salvation in any other name than this. For grace, too, is there. There, too, is the
impulse to work, to struggle, and also the impulse towards fellowship,towards
human solidarity. Everything that I have tested in my life, in weakness and in
foolishness, is there. But h is there.156

I

!:tnmary Reading

Gail A. Ricciuti, Salted and Holy (in Memory of Lot's \!Vife):i.57
Genesis 19:15-29; Luke 19:41-44
There is nc fear

fear; for fear has

do

with punishment, and whoever fears has not reached perfection in love. (1
John 4:18)

a

Busch, 496.
1fi7Taken5:omDonald

days before

deach

u1

a

recording intended for broadcast

'.fhe Rihle in_Theologyand Preaching, 186 8!?.
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The moving van has pulled out of the driveway and lumbered off down the street
toward the highways, the thruway entrances, the state lines that mark the way to your
new home. The kids are corralled in the back seat of the car, the dog between them, along
with pillows and snacks and favorite toys and the suitcases you'll live out of for a while.
The windows of the house have been locked up one last time, and dust bunnies swept out of
corners now nakedly exposed in the absence of the furniture. You look around, check
around, just once more.
There's a bit of plaster chipped off the corner by the kitchen door, where someone
bumped it with the Christmas tree stand years back ... and the smallest room, where you
laid the new baby, with crayon marks on the lower wall where she conducted her first art
project . . . and the dogwood tree just out the back window over the kitchen sink, the tree
you contemplated so many thousands of times, dreamily or fretfully, with hands in
dishwater.
And then, after this, final circuit, you walk out the front door, almost ceremonially,
and lock it (knowing just how hard to pull the loose doorknob in order to fit the dead bolt
into its casing) and drop the key back through the mail slot, where you told the new people
it would be when they arrive next week. Down the flagstones of the walk your feet know by
heart ... you slip behind the wheel, click in the seatbelt, turn the ignition, back into the
quiet street .• !\nd just at the corner where one more turn of the wheel 'Nill put this street
and this home behind you forever, what is the last thing you do?
"Lot's wife, behind him, looked back, and she became a pillar of salt." Sunday
school always taught us not to be like Lot's wife - sillywoman, disobedient woman, paying
no attention to God's warnmg like that.
even

her glance,

She disobeyed, and so this unpredictable God,

into

pillar

salt

commentarieE"1

The Anchor Bible series observe: "Though the deserving minority proves to be in this
instance to'.,small

affect

of the 3infulmaJority, the innocent,

Lol and his

daughters, are ultimately spared,''
But wait: What the cultures
"She

patriarchy
salt."

said was never how the biblical
~mck

th,_~

possfrJilities
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her ruined home, weeping in the desert sun, unable to staunch the bleeding of her heart,
unable to ignore the human suffering, she became her tears. It was one of those moments
when you think you will never stop crying.

I know her feeling. Almost a year after my cousin was murdered, just when I
thought the heaviest grief was over, at breakfast one day I remembered him, such a
wonderful bright, and witty man. . . and lookingback, I began to cry. I did not go to work
that morning but wandered around the house, crying my heart out. It is a sign of our
institutional preoccupation that while part of me said, "This is okay, let it happen," the
other part was fretting, "Presbytery meets this afternoon! How can I go and moderate
with my eyes all swollen?"
Looking back, being consumed have somehowgained moral overtones, as if it is
weakness of character to feel too much. As children, my generation heard her story and
sensed the danger. Practicing air raid drills in school hallways, we were reminded
residents of Hiroshima and Nagasaki who turned to lookin the direction of the unearthly
roar of their homes and were blinded, their eyes literally melted from their sockets by the
heat and light.
So she makes us uncomfortable, like an ancient bag lady out there, wandering
crazy-eyed and recalcitrant. The world is afraid of such "fierce tenderness, to use Mary

Hunt's phrase. And yet we too are full

passion for our friends, we

in relationship,

and we long not to commit the very offensefor which the prophet Isaiah claimed Sodom
was destroyed: turning away from suffering and need.
she pumshed

disobedience,as we have been taught?

so, well,

Lot: bargaining with the angels not to have to walk so far, dragging his heels, so
leaving home. Lot hesitated when told

flee

at
speak,

the hills, dickered for an easier

destination, argued to be allowed to stop on the plain ("This little town nearby, it's hardly
anything: no

loso if You let it

at last. But he was not punished.

")

weary angels

but booted him

on the
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And she, suntanned and strong-muscled from maintaining a household, reached
Zoar, that "little thing," with him. It was not midway in the desert when she turned and
wept!

If her offense was in looking back over the devastated city, consider that Abraham
too surveyed the smoking ruins the next day, from a far hill. Abraham the patriarch, with
promised descendants too many to be numbered, his gaze is intentionally noted as the
climax of this episode of faith history. But he was not punished.
And if the ghastly symbol of her supposed transgression is so much salt, then follow
the trail of "salt" throughout the sacred texts and discover that salt in all its uses is holy
and valued: for healing, for covenanting, for blessing, for preserving, for zesting. "Have
salt in yourselves," Jesus said. "You are the salt of the earth ... " Only here in this single
sentence of Genesis, this terse biography of one nameless woman, is saltiness considered
horrifying.
Our very core is salt. The delicate saline balance in our veins sustains our
heartbeat. Perhaps we must also claim our spiritual core as salt, that ability to weep
with compassion but to be empov1eredrather than consumed by it. These tears must be
understood as creative, not sacrificial. Letting yourself be touched to the core is a fearless
act. But there is no fear in love, for fear has to do with punishment.
You see, our labor is only

order to bring birth: it is hard work, but it is not

punishment or atonement. A contemporary rabbi said, "Nowoman is required to save the
world by sacrificing herself" And in the poetry of Marge Piercy, a strong woman doesn't

mind crymg while she shovels out the cesspool of the ages!
There was Another who gazed across sand and K.idron cemetery and wept with
womh,love

~

the

he saw there, lmd

did

went

its

Lot's wife is the archetype for Jesus' tears, and he the divine response to hers. As Rita
Nakashima Brock

,vritten:

one

can

the

of brokenheartedness in

our world but our own courage and willingness to act in the midst of the awareness of our

own

by Heart,
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But first, we look back, lest in forgetting our past we inherit no future. Some of us,
lookingbehind us, see in that conflagrationacross the valley the church in which we came
to faith, but now in the grip of retrenchment to an exclusionary"orthodoxy"and we hope
that we can continue to move into the heart of it, reopening each door slammed summarily
shut.
Some of us look back toward belovedhomelands left years ago and wonder how our
children 1.villever learn to sing their native song in this foreignculture.
Some of us look upon the spectacle of a Senate enraged by a woman's story of
sexual harassment. . . responding with political posturing and turning judgment back
upon the vulnerable. Someof us suddenly look back upon forgotten incest suffered as
children, or the rape of our bodily integrity. . . and cry out.
And some of us, perhaps this very day, turn around and behold, with tears of
anger, the loss of our theologicaland ethical "innocence."
Some days it feels as if our tears are running into our boots. They threaten to
choke our hearts, to paralyze our finest impulses for change, to undo us. It is the price of
attentive compassionthat we will weep. But the tears cannot be allowed to be the last
word about us.
I -.vonderwhether Lot's wifewould have been paralyzed if sis-cershad stood beside
her. Marge Piercy writes: "Strong is what we make/each other. Until we are all strong
together/a strong woman is a woman strongly afraid" ("For Strong Women,"in The lvloonIs

Always Female, 56-57). Love casts out fear.
What

Lot's wife? I picture

movmg

her old age, a tower of wisdom,

making crone of herself, her wounds becomingher strength. She goes into the centuries
without a name, salt tears her only memorial. Today, let our claiming

our O\Vn saltiness

be the living monument, not only to her, but to all those womenin history who have
purchased justice,

for liberation,

to new

their blood

and their tears.
Thank

the Scriptures

Scripture, but tradition

us well. Nowv,e know it is not

promoted such lies. I will no ·

believe that the wife
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of Lot transgressed. To her, I say: You are free, my sister, from these centuries of
entombment. You were not afraid to love. May we grow to be like you. Amen.

Thought Questions
1. ~!hat fundamental

realities of Scripture do you see? How does your own

worldview shape your perception?

2. How helpful are the hermeneutical

principles given in this reading? Which

ones make the most sense? Wh.ich ones are difficult to understand

or use?

3. Of the three movements toward Scripture described in the reading-literary, historical, and theological--which of these are you most comfortable
with? Does the order in which you approach them make a difference?

4. Write another draft of your statement on the authority of Scripture.

Appendix 2: Focus Group Questionnaire

The Work of Witness: An Introduction to the
Nature and Authority of Scripture
Questionnaire
10 --Agree Strongly

Scale: 1 --Disagree Strongly
The Written Materials:
1. The Work of Witness presented
regarding biblical authoritv.
2
1
Comments:

3

4

3

4

7

6

2. The Work of Witness offered
regarding biblical authority.
2
1
Comments:

a clear overview of the historical issues

5

a

8

9

clear overview of the theological

6

7

8

9

3. The Work of Witness provided an excellent opportunity
Scripture itself says about biblical authority.
1
2
Comments.

3

4

5

10

6

7

8

9

10

to reflect on what

10

4. The Work of Witness would provide the basis for exploring
and authority of Scripture
persons at Westlake
2
1
Comments:

4

5

6

215

7

8

9

issues

the nature

216
5. After this stu
I
functions authoritatively

a
understanding
for the church.

2
1
Comments:

5

3

4

6

7

Response questions:
1 What histcrical figures or readings did

hovv Scripture

8

9

10

find the most appealing?

vy'
v ny.?

2. Name one idea that has challenged you the most.

3. What do you like the most about The Work

Witness?

4. What do you like the least about The vVork of Witness?

5 In 1AThatways did The Work of Witness enhance your understanding
awareness
Scripture's authority?

6. Is this the first time vou have been

concerns such

canon, accomodation,

to
rule of faith, and inerrar1cy?

and

7

The Facilitator:
1. The facilitator was well acquainted with the materials presented
knowledgeable about the subject.
2
1
Comments:

3

4

6

5

7

8

9

10

2. The facilitator effectively conducted class times, promoting
interchange of ideas.
2
1
Comments:

3

4

5

6

7

3. What are the strengths of the facilitator?

4. \A/hat are the weaknesses

Any concluding

observations

the facilitator?

....

8

9

and

10

discussion and
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